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ABSTRACT
This thesis proposes a new system of category pr0jec-
tion where Lexical categories and Nonlexical (or "Func-
tional") categories project in different ways, which is
crucially differerlt from the standard views in Wklich all
categories project in the same fashion.
In Chapte r 1, I in t roduce some of ttle ba sic not ions
of Government-Binding Theory withiIl which all of the
discussion in this thesis takes place. The aim of Chapter
2 is to show the fundamental difference between Lexical
categories and Functional categories. That is, Lexical
categories have Lexical Conceptual Structures (LCS) in the
sense of Hale and Keyser (1985), whereas Functional
categories do not have r,exical Conceptual Struct:ures
comparable to the ones Lexical categories have, and the
latter type of categories only have the function of
"connf!cting" two syntactic units via some sort of "binding"
and nYgreement." Based on this fundamental difference, a
new projection system is introduced, in whictl Lexical
categories project up to a single-bar level, allowing free
recursion at that level, while Functional categories can
project up to a double-bar level, taking a unique specifier
and a unique complement.
Chap t e r 3 e x p lor e s v a rio usc 0 n seq ue nee S 0 f t 11 e
projection system introduced in Chapter 2. One important
consequence is that the proposed projection system,
combined with a "bottom-up" a-marking mechanism, predicts
that the so-called n~xternal argument" appears within the
projection of a Lexical head at D-structure, receiving the
external a-role in that position, and then moves outside
the Lexical projection to its S-structure position, for Case
reasons. This move makes possible the explicit syntactic
representation of what has been called the "impl ici t
argument" both in noun phrases and in clauses (in the case
3of pa'ssives) •
In Chapter 4, I proceed to focus on Japanese and
propose a new phrase structural configuration for t11is
language in the light of the projection system introduced
in Chapter 2. It is argued that Japanese lacks the
Functional categories DET and COMP, and has a very defective
INFL which contains no agreement features. From this, it
immediately follows that Japanese has no specifiers, which
close off the category projection. I argue there that
this is indeed the case, i.e., Japanese has no specifiers
and every phrase in this language is always "open." Other
consequences of my proposal, including the derivability of
overt ~ movement in Japanese, are also discussed in this
chapter.
Thesis Supervisor: Kenneth Hale
Title: Ferrari P. Ward Professor of Linguistics
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This thesis is a study of the system of projection.,
which, in various ilnportant respects, is different from
the standard versions of what has been called "the X-~ar
theory" (Chomsky (1970, 1985), Bresnan (1977), Jackendoff
(1977»). Throughout the following discussion, I will
assume, as a background theoretical framework, a theory of
generative grarnn,ar that has been called "Government-Binding"
(GB) Theory and will presuppose that tile reader has basic
famil tarity with this theory.l In this introductory
chapter, I will first introduce a set of basic concepts
assumed in GB Theory which are nlininlally neceeaary for the
understanding of the discussion in the following chapters.
I will then br iefly out] ine the contents of each chapter
of the thesis.
11
1.1 Basic Notions
As mentioned above, our discussion in this thesis
takes place within the general theoretical framework of
GB, which contains various technical notions that I will
assume, in most cases, without discussion. I : ~ t tl i s
section I present very cursor ily, some of ttle more essent ial
notions. I will do this in many cases by simply giving
definitions; for illustration and discussion, I refer the
reader to the above-mention~d literature and references
therein.
As a starting point I will follow Lasnik and Kupin's
(1977) theory of phrase markers, where phrase markers are
defined in a set-theoretic way, although the adopticn of
this particolar theoretical stance will not have a direct
bearing on the discussion that follows. The basic vocabu-
lary used in Lasnik and Kupin's (1977) system is as
follows. 2
(1) N
abc •••
• •• xyz
ABC •••
• •• XYZ
12
set of non-terminals
set of terminals
single terminals (elements of L )
st r 1ng8 of te rm inal s (el ements of I' *)
single non-terminals (elements of N)
strings of non-terminals (elements of N*)
apr· · ·
• •• Xi/Jw
t J,i!iJ,re · · •
single symbols (elements of I; U N)
strings of symbols (elements of ( E U N)*)
arbitrary sets (ordered or unordered)
(Lasnik and Kupin (1977:174~175))
We then define "rnonostrings" (Lasnik and Kupin (1977:176)):
(2) ..p is a mODost r i og with respect to the set s 1: and N
if &() E I * • N • L *
Based on the notion "monostring" just defined, we now
define the basic predicates n is a*," "dominates," and
"precedes" in the following way (Lasnik and Kupin
(1977:176-177».
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(3) Let ..p = xAz, ~(;IJ, I/It;IJ
a. y is a * L{J in tfJ if xyz ~t
b. 'fJ dominates I/J 1n ~if l/J ;: xXz, X~ '!J, X ~A
c. 'P precedes ~ in ~ if y is a*..p in tfJ,
and IIJ= xy X , X ~z.
Lasnik and Kupin's (1977) definitions of these basic
,
predicates in terms of the notion "monostring" (and 1 heir
theory of "Reduced Phrase Markers") has various important
theoretical consequences (cf. Goodall (1984)), Wflich are
largely irrelevant to our present concern. Thus, in what
follows, we will freely transl~te their definitions to
ones in terms of Unodes" rather than "monostrings."
An ireportant qualification should be made with
respect to the notion of dominance. May (1985), having
investigated various properties of adjunction operations,
particularly those in LF, proposes a distinction between
"categories" and their "segments" (the latter term is from
Chomsky (1985)). According to this distinction, a category
~ is assumed to consist of a sequence of nodes ("segments")
~l' ••• , J3n)' where ~1 immediately dominates tli+l· 3
Although in most cases a categoI:y cons;sts of only one
segment, a structure of the form (4), a typical adjunction
structure in which a is adjoined to {3, presents a
crucially different case.
14
(4) [pl a [~2 ••• II
The distinction became relevant when the notion "doJT\inat.;:s"
is consiaered. May (1985) proposes a definition of "domi-
nates" in (5) in order to ensure that a is not dominated
by ~ in an adjunction structure such as (4).4
(5) a is dominated by ~ only if it is dominated by
every ~egrnent of ~ .
Thus, in (4), a is not dominated by a "category" ~ which
consists of two segments ~l and ~2' since a segment of ~,
namely ~ 2' does not domina te a.
Whether or not May's distinction between categories
and segments holds for evety structure of the form (4) is
an open question. I will make some suggestions concerning
this problem in Chapter 3. I will also discuss the
general Characterization of "adjunction" in Chapter 4.
We now define some of the fundamental configurational
notions of GB Theory as follows.
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(6) a. ~cQmmand:
a c-coIDrnands p iff a does not dominate P
and every a that dominates a dominates
b. ID.::.!'-2.rnmand :
a m-cornmands p iff a does not dominate P
and every y, y a maximal projection, that
dominates a dominates p
c. government:
a governs fJ iff am-commands p and
there is no Y, Y a barrier for ~,
such tha t " excl udes a
(Chomsky (1985:6-7))
~e te=m "excludes'" used in the definition of "90v~rnment"
above is defined as follows.
(7) ex excludei fJ if no segment of a dOJninates fJ
(Chomsky (1985:7))
To define the notion of "barrier," wtlich is also used in
the definition of "government" above, we first define
"Blocking Category" (Be).
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(8) For ~, a maximal projectic,n, )I is a Be for P
iff "is not L-markeu and )' dominates {l
(Chomsky (1985:12))
Based on the notion Be, we define the concept of "barrier."
(9 ) )' i s a ba r r i e r for fJ iff ( i) 0 r (i i ) :
(i) )' immediately dominates /), 6 a Be for Ii
(ii) y is a Be for P, Y ~ IP
(Chomsky (1985 : 1 2) )
Here, "immediately dominates" (cf. fn. 3) is restricted to
a relation between maxi.mal projecti.ons (in the sense cf
the X-bar theory5), so that Y immediately dominates 6 even
if a nonmaximal projection intervenes between 'Y and 6.
The notion of nL-marking" in (8) is defined in ternlS of
"a-government":
(10) a ~-gQverns ~ iff a is a zero-level ~dtegory
that e-rr.arks fJ, and a, p are sisters
(11) a L-marks p iff a is a lexical category that
e-governs P
(Chomsky (1985:12))
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We will also aSSUffie that "government" must meet the
Mirnirnality Condition of Chonlsky (1985).
(12) The Minirnality Condition
In the configuration: ••• a •.• [)' ••• 6
a does not govern fJ if " is a projection of
excluding a and ~ immediately dominates P
fJ ••• J
(adaptedfromChornsky (1985:33-34))
The intuitive content of the Minimality Condition is that
6 protects fJ from government by a, regardless of whether
"is a barrier for fJ, i.e., fJ • a "closer" governor for
an element fJ, serves to protect government f rom outside
(cf. also Reuland (1984)).
Also of importance for the following discussion is
the Binding Theory. In this thesis, we will assume ttle
version of the Binding Theory proposed in Chomsky (1986).
(13) The Binding Theory
Suppose that we have an expression E with the
indexing I, where an indexing is an association
of indices with phrases of E. Let a be a
category, P be a local domain, and ~ be a lexical
category that governs a, then:
18
a. I is BT-cornpatible witr (a , ~ ) if:
(A) a is an anaphor and is bound in fJ under I
(B) a is a pronominal and is free in fJ under I
(C) a is an r-expression and is free in fJ under I
b. Licensing Condition for a
For some such that (1) or (ii),
I is BT-compatible with (a, fJ ) :
(1) a is an r-expression and (a) if a heads
its chain or (b) otherwise
(a) fJr=E
(b) P is the domain of the head of
the chain of a
(i i) a is an anaphor or pronominal and fJ is
the least CFC (-"Complete Functional
Complex") containing Y for which there is
an indexing J BT-compatible with (a, tJ )
(adapted from Chomsky (1986:171-172))
CFC (a;nCvn.plete Functional Complex·) is roughly def ined as
the Cl.. t e 30 r y, a, i n whie h a 11 9 r a mIn a tic a 1 fun c t ion s
compatiblE' with a's head are realized.
We aJJsume the following version of the ECP, al tllOUg11
the refert3nCe to a-government in the statement of proper
government; might be eliminable, as suggested by ChomE,ky
(1985) •
(14) The ECP a nonpronominal empty category must be
properly governed.
19
(15) a properly governs fJ iff a a-governs or
antecedent governs P.
(Choms ky (1 985 : 1 3-1 4) )
We also assume the basic principle of the "Bounding
Theory" (cf. Chomsky (1981») of the form such as follows:
(16) Given a chain (aI' .... , an):
If (ai' 0i+1) is a link of a chain,
then ai+l is I-subjacent to Qi.
(17) fJ is n-subiacent. to a iff there are less than
n+l barriers for fJ that excludes a.
(cf. Chomsky (1985:24))
In the following chapters, we will investigate particular
details of the notions and principles briefly sketched so
far, when they are applied to concrete examples. Also,
other principles of grammar will be introduced as the
discussion proceeds. For a schematic exposition of the
principles of GB and various technical notions assumed in
20
that 'theory, we again refer thE: reader to the above-
mentioned literature.
1.2 Outline of the Thesis
The organization of thIs thesis is as follows: In
Chapter 2, I introduce a new system of projection in Wllich
two types of categories, Lexical categories and Nonlexical
categories, project in different ways. Behind this
nnon-uniform" view of category projection is the observation
1:hat. there is a fundamental difference cetWE:er~ I,exical
categories and Nonlexical categories, i.e., the former
type of categories have "meaning" ("Lexical Conc:eptual
Structure" in the sense of Hale and Keyser (1985), "e-grid"
in the sense of Stowell (1981), etc.), whereas the latter
type of categories do not have comparable "meanirlg" and
only have the function of "connecting" two elements via
"e- billdin9 " ( c f. Hi 9 9 i nbotham (1985 ) ), n S e1 ec t i 0 rl, It and
"agreement.- In the system of projection proposed there,
Lexical categories project up to a single-bar level,
allowing free recursion at that level, while Nonlexical
categories can project up to a double-bar level, taking a
21
unique specifier and a unique cOmplell\ent. It is alsu
argued in Chapter 2 that this projection system, coupled
with Brame'n (1981, 1982) idea that determiners are heads
of "noun phrases," makes it possible to captur~ the basic
structural parallelisl1\ between "clauses" (CP and IP) and
"noun phrases," which has been pointed out in the literature
but has hitherto been unable to receive a natural account.
Chapter 3 explores various consequences of the system
of proj ect ion proposed in Chnpte r 2. Among tnose conse-
quences, ttle most notable one is that the so-called
"external argument" (Williams (1980)) can now be allowed
to occur within the projection of a Lexical category. For
example, in our projection system, the external argument
of a verb appears within a projection of the verb at
D-structure, receiving a a-role under the strict sisterhood
cCJndition, and then moves up to the specifier of IP
position in order to avoid a violation of the Case Filter.
This move opens up a possibility of representing the
so-called It implicit argument" (Roeper (1983, 1984)) in
passives explicitly in a structural configuration. Also,
the hypothesis that "external arguments" occur within a
projection of a Lexical category implies that the specifier
of IP position, for instance, is always an "A'-position."
Thus, in our projection system, the ale' distinction and
A/A' distinction overlap completely. This suggests that
22
we can eliminate the A/A' distinctiorl entirely from the
theory of grammar. The eliloination of the A/A' distinction
from grammar has many consequences, especially for the
treatment of "crossover" phenomena and for the status of
the Binding Theory. I arglle that traces of NP-movement
can no longer have the status of anaphors, and suggest
that the Binding Theory has nott11ng to do with chain'·
internal relations. Instances of "illicit" moven,ent are
independently excluded by other principles of grammar, such
as the ECP/subjacency.
I turn to Japanese in Chapter 4 and propose a new
phrase structural configuration for this language in the
light of the projection system proposed in Cha~ter 2.
Various observations, particularly with respect to the
existence of the "VP" node in Japanese, that have been
made in the literature are examined in the first section.
I, then, examine the status of Nonlexical categori£:s in
the language and conclude that Japanese does not have the
Nonlexical categories COMP and DET, and that a Nonlexical
category INFL in this language is very defective having no
agreement feature with it. From this, it immediately
follows from our conception of the projection systpm that
Japanese lacks specifiers. I then argue that this is
indeed the case; none of the elements that have been
assumed to be specifiers in Japanese have the characteristic
23
properties of specifiers, i.e., the function of "closing
off" the category projection. Based on these concl~sions,
a r~ew phrase structure for Japanese is proposed. It is
shown that this proposed phrase structure is quite consis-
tent with the facts observed in the litetature which are
summarized in the first section of this chapter. Sunle
consequences of the proposal, including the der!vability
of the lack of overt ~ movement in Japanese, are also
discussed.
24
Notes' to Chapter 1
1. For a detailed exposition of GB Theory, the reader is
referred to, among others, Chomsky (1981, 1982, 1985,
1986), Riemsdijk and Williams (1986), and references
cited there.
2. I will assume the basic notations used in formal
grammar/automata theory. For a detailed explanation
of those notations, see Hopcroft and Ullman (1979)
and Lewis and Papadimitrion (1981), among others.
3. We assume the following definition of "immediately
dominates. "
a immediately dominates fJ iff a dominates fJ and
there is no )' such that )' dominates fJ but does not
dominate a.
4. The formulation (5) is taken from Chomsky (1985:5).
5. That is, XPs. The notion of -maximal projection- in
the system of projection to be proposed in this
thesis will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 2
PROJECTION TYPES : LEXICAL VB. FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES
This chapter introduces the basic background framework
within which various analyses to be presented in the
following chaptere are carried out. 1 As a starting point,
we focus on what we take to be a fundamental difference
between lexical (N, V, etc.) and nonlexical or "Functional U
categories (COMP, INFL, etc.) with respect to the way they
proj ect. Functional categor iea proj ect to X" (hencef orth
XP, thus NP for N", IP for I", etc.), and are limited to
a unique specifier position and a single complement
position. By contrast, lexical categories project up
to a single-bar level, X', allowing free recursion (or
'iteration' in the sense of Harris (1946, 1951) at that
level, limited only by the Projection Principle and other
independent licensing conditions. This amounts to rejection
26
of the 'uniform bar-level hypothesis' according to which the
number of bars for the maximal projection is uniform across
categorjes, and which has been assumed explicitly or
implicitly in almost every work on X-bar theory (with some
notable exceptions. See fn. 2) since it was flrst proposed
in Chomsky (1970)2. What I would like to propose in this
chapter is, then, to 'relativize' the notion of maximal
projection based on the well-founded distinction between
Lexical and Functional categories.
2.1 Introduct.ory Rema.rks
Following Chomsky (1970, 1972), I will assume that the
primitive terms of UG include the category features [~N]
and [t. V], and that these features allow a partition of
lexical items into four categories. It is not clear to what
extent the above features may be labels for some semantic
or other property of the categories, but there is an
important distinction between categories which bear these
features and those which do not: the categories bearing
these features are those which may take arguments. In the
theory of Higginbotham (1985), these and only these are
27
the categories which have a a-grid as part of the lexical
entry. Following the longstanding tradition, I will call
these four categories the Lexical Categories.
(1) Lexical Categories: I+N, -V]
[+V, -N]
(+N, +V]
[-N, -V]
(noun)
(verb)
(adjective)
(preposition)
In English at least, the Lexical categories do not
exhaustively partition the set of items in the lexicon. In
particular, the items such as COM~ and INFL, which have been
called Nonlexical Categories, act as syntactic heads but
do Dot appea.: to have these features nor do tCley have
a-grids or "Lexical Conceptual Structures" in the sense of
Bale and Keyser (1985).3
In the framework of GB (cf. Chomsky (19B1, 1982, 1985,
1986)), the relationship between the lexical and the
syntactic levels, in particular O-structure, is one of
projection from the former to the latter; properties of
lexical items, including e-rr.arking properties, are projected
from the lexicon into syntax, constrained by the Projection
Principle and the schematic "X-bar" well-formedness
conditions on phrase markers.
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(2) The Projection Principle (informal statement): lexjcal
properties are maintained at all syntactic levels.
(3) The X-bar Schema:
(1) X' = X X"*
(ii) X" = X"* Xl
(order irrelevant)
where X"· stands for zero or more occurrences of
some maximal projection.
(Chomsky (1985:2))
My proposal is based on several empirical observations
about structure across categories. It has long been
observed that the cross-categorial generalizations captured
by the X-bar schema were fuzzy in certain respects; even
Jackendoff (1977) resorted to some alternative features
(specifically [±.subject], r±.object], [±.comp] and [±.det])
to get the generalization to work out right. UnL.i.l
Chomsky (1985), it was thought that the categories IP and
CP (especially the latter) were defective in some way;
Chomsky suggests extending the X-bar schema so that CP and
IP would both have specifier positions.
In the following discussion, I will be taking the
position that the determiners found in noun phrases are
Functional heads, on a par with the Functional heads COMP
and INFL. To the best of my knowledge, the first to
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advocate such a view of determiners was Brame (1981, 1982),
who developed the idea within his own theoretical frame-
work. (Brame called deternliners "head selectors.,,)4
Abney (1985) argues within the framework of GS that
determiners can be considered as heads of a co:nstituent
Determiner Phrase (OP).. I will, in what follow13, mainly
discuss Abneys' observations just for the sake of exposi-
tion. This ~hould not be confused to mean that I am
ignoring Brame's pioneering work. In fact, Abnt~y's work
should best be regarded as an extension of Brame's original
idea within the GB framework.
Abn4~Y points out that Functional tleads are: special
in chat they are closed-class items, that they lack the
sort of semantic value associated with Lexical ca~cgcrie5,
and that they always select a unique complement. This
proposal that DET, INFL and COMpS constitute a natural
class allows parallel structures to be assigned to DP
(=Determiner Phrase), IP and CP. We call this class of
categories Functional Cate9Q,ies6.
In addition to Abney's observations, I state the
following observations concerning the Functional categ()r les.
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(4) '(1) Functional heads have one and only one (i.e. non-
iterable) specifier, while the specifiers of
Lexical heads may be iterable ones.
(ii) Tile specifiers of Functional heads are often (in
our model, always--see below) moved from within
their complement.
(iii) All Functional heads can have specifier positions;
it is not at all clear that all Lexical heads have
specifier positions.
(iv) Languages which lack Fun<;tional heads also lack
specifier positions.
In the following, 1 will show how these properties, as well
as those observed by Abney, of the Functional categories (or
the difference between Functional and Lexical categories)
can receive principled explanations under the system I am
proposing.
Before we proceed, let us be clear about exactly what
we mean by "specifier". Chomsky (1985) emphasizes that the
notion "specifier" is strictly a relational one, used as a
label for whichever maximal projections happen to appear in
a given category as immediate daughters of X". That is,
there is no node label 'specifier', and the righthand X"
which appears in the X-bar schema (311) above is 'rela-
tionally' defined as the 'specifier' of X', whatever the
node label of the X" might be. However, this version of
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the X-bar schema per se does not give us an explanation
for the contrast between (5) and (6).
(5) (a) the very very old nlan
(b) Mary's big red book
(c) Susan never could have been eating cabbage.
(6) (a) *the the old man
(b) ·yesterday's Chomsky's book.
(c) *it Mary ate a bagel.
(d) *the John's cat
(e) *every the book
(f) *what who did buy?
These data show that there are SOIT.e types of "specifiers"
which may iterate (e.g., ~, Qig, have, been, etc.) and
others which may not (e.g., the, Chomsk\r' s, wrist, etc.).
It is of course not a priori necessary under the modular
approach we are assuming (cf. Chomsky (1981, 1986, etc.)'
that the iJl-formed examples be ruled out by X-bar theory
alone. For example, cases (6a) and (6e) might be ruled out
as violations of vacuous quantification (cf. Ctlomsky (198~))
or by some generalized version of the a-criterion
(cf. Higginbotham (1985)), and cases like (6b), (6c), and
(6d) could be excluded by the Case Filter. 7 (6f), an
instance of "doubly-filled COMP" effect, is probably to be
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excluded as an ECP violation although it is not entirely
cl ea r hO'1 cases 1 ike this caul d be r ul ed out in te rrns of the
ECP in the most current framework (Ctlomsky (1985)), which
assumes 1m movement to be a movement into the specif ier of
CP (Recall tllat the X-bar schema given in (3) allows the
iteratio.1 of specifier position).B However, it is desirable
to give c~ principled reason, in terms of the position which
a given "specifier" occupies in a syntactic structure, why
certain "specifiers" may iterate while others may not. The
X-bar sc~hema given in (3) above allows any number of
"specifiers" in any type of category projection and hence
cannot tn principle capture the basic difference between
the two types of "specifiers," iterable ones and non-
iterable ones.
It should also be pointed out that the presence eJf
apparent subjects across categories (cf. Stowell (1982))
does not provide evidence that each category has some unique
subject position given by X-bar theory, since extraction
data reveals an underlying difference in the status of the
"subject" from category to category, as shown by the
e xampl es' below:
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(7) t(a) we saw Bill's book.
(b) we saw Bill drunk.
(c) *whose did you see book?
(d) who did you see drunk?
(e) whose book did you see?
(f) *who drunk did you see?
The subject of the adjective can be extracted as in
(7d), while the subject of the noun cannot (7c). The noun
plus its subject can move as a constituent as ira (7e),
while the adjective plus its sUbject cannot as shown in
(7f). These examples indicate that the status (or
structural position) of the "subject" of the adjective
drunk in (7b), (7d) and (7£) differs in some fundamental
way from the status of the .. subj ect" of the noun book in
(7a), (7c) and (7e).
Based on various observations made above, I would like
to propose a way of looking at bow categories project, wtlich
is different from the standard X-bar theory in which every
category ~roject in the same fashion. The crucial distinc-
tion for this view is between Functional and Lexical
categories: Functional categories have a unique specifier,
but Lexical categories may iterate "specifiers," as long
as all "specif iers" are fully 1 icensed arid can be inter-
pre ted a t L~". I maintain that only the specifiers of
Functional categories "close off" their projections, which
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I take to be a characteristic property of specifiers, and
the projection of Functional category moves up to an XP
level, a "closed" category level, due to the existelnce of
a specifier, a "closing" element. On the otLer han,j, all
projections of a Lexical category are X', since there is
no inherent limit to their iteration. In order to avoid
terminological confusion, I will use the term "specifier"
to refer to an element that closes off a category projec-
tion. Thus, only Functional categories can have specifiers
in this sense. Note incidentally that according to this
definition, the 'iterated' elements in (5), for example,
are ~ specifiers.
I have been assuming that the iteration is allowed in
some structural posi:.ion, namely at the XI leve:l of a
Lexical category's proj\9ction (cf. the possibility of
iterative adjectives and pre-verbal 'auxil iary' el ements
exemplified in (5)). To further clarify this point, it
may be helpful at this point to briefly summarize the
proposed arguments (and add several new argum~nts) for the
iteration possibility at the X' level.
The possibility of 'iteration' (or 'recursion') at the
single-bat level has beera noted by various linguists
(cf. Harris (1946, 1951), Baker (1978), Hornstein and
Lightfoot (1981), Radford (1981), etc.). The following
discussion is based on Radford (1981, Chapter 3). Consider
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a phrase such as (8). This phrase is structurally ambiguous
between the two interpretations (9a) and (9b).
(8) the English king
(9) a. the king who is English
b. the king of England
The i n t e r pre tat ion s ( 9a) and ( 9b ) C 0 [ res po nd tot tl e
following structures (lOa) and (lOb), respectively (Radford
(1981:96) with adaptations).9
(10) a.
b.
NP
I \
the Nt
/ \
~p N'~I
English N
I
king
NP
I \
the Nt
I \
A~
English king
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The c'rucial difference between these two structu[t.:'S has to
do with the status of~. In (lOa), King has the status
of N
'
, while in (lOb) it has the status of N. A piece of
evidence for th~ postulation of these two structures can
be obtained from the fact about 'one substitution.' If we
assume, following Baker (1978), that the J1I..Q form ~
replaces uniquely an N', then it should be predi cted,
given the structures in (10), that th~ phrase the English
one in (11) can only have the interpretation (12a), but
can never have (12b).
(11) I like the French king, but not the English one
(Radford 1981: 96)
(12) a. the English one = the king who is English
b. the English one: the king of England
This predictic:,n is actually borne out. The phrase W
English one in (11) has only the meaning corresponding to
(12a). Now if the structure (lOa) is attested, as seems
plausible in view of the fact about ~ substitution, then
we have to allow the 'recursion' of N's. Another piece of
evidence for the 'recursion' of N's is obtained from the
possibility of phrases like (13), which is take11 from
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Radford(1981:104). (See also the examples in (5)).
(13) the tall, dark, handsome stranger
Given the X-bar schema in (3), the structure of (13) should
appear as in (14).
(14)
N'
I
N
I
stranger
The same is true for the example (8), which I deliberately
ignored in the above discussion, since this possibility
does not affect the argument. However, it seems that the
structure (14) fails to capture the basic difference
between a determiner ~ and other prenominal modifiers.
Notice that in the configuration (14), a determiner the is
exactly on a par with prenominal adjectives; they are all
relationally defined as 'specifiers' of NP, 1f we assume
them to be XPs, or if not, they are totally outside the
scope of the X-bar schema in (3). Assuming for the sake
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of argument that wand the p[(;nominal adjectives fall
under the X-bar schema (3), the distinction (in ternlS of
structure) should be made between them in view of the
different behaviors each exhibits with respect to ordering
restrictions. Among the pr enom ina 1 ad j e c t i v e s, the
ordering restriction imposed on them is basically a
semantic one (See, among others, Ziff (1960) and Martin
(1968)). So, even if we change the linear order of the
prenominal adjectives in (13), the resultinq forms are not
as bad as those which violate some syntactic constraint.
(15 ) a. ??the tall, handsome, dark stranger
b. ?the dark, tall, handsome stranger
c.???the dark, handsome, tall stranger
d.???the handsome, tall, dark stranger
e.???the handsome, dark, tall stranger
Judgments may vary concerning the relative' oddness I between
the examples in (15). But the point here is that none of
the forms in (15) is as bad as the following examples in
which the determiner ~ intervenes the prenominal adjec-
tives.
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(16) · a. "tall, dark, handsome, the stranger
b. *tall, the, dark, handsome stranger
c. *dark, tall, the, handsome stranger
d. *handsome, the, tall, dark stranger
etc.
This indicates that there is a grammatical (formal) require-
rnent that a determiner such as tbe precede (or in hierar-
chical terms 'be outside of the c-domain of') all the
prenominal ffiodifiers. Thus, we might conclude that the
difference between determiners and other prenominal
elements must be somehow syntactically represented.
Suppose that this distinction can be made by putting
the determiner in a position outside of N', while putting
o~her prenominal modifiers inside the ~'. Tben, there are
three possible structures for a phrase like (13).10
(17) a. NP
/ \
the N'
/ \
AP (N)
~
tall, dark, handsome I
stranger
A
~
dark
b. NP
/ \
the
.---~
"..".-""
AP
~
tall handsome N
I
stranger
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c. NP
I \
the N'
I \
AP N'
I \
tall AP N'
I \
da rk AP (N' )
I
handsome N
I
s~ranger
The structure (17a) is immediately precluded by the
un 9 r a rom a ticali t y 0 f ( 1 8 ) (poi n ted 0 u t tome by Howa r d
Lasnik).
(18) *The stranger is tall, dark, handsome.
If tall, dark. bandsome constituted a single constituent as
represented in (17a), there would be no way of accounting
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for the il1-formedness of (18).
The choice between (17tJ) and (17c) is not straight-
forward. However, a binding fact about the internal
structure of Japanese noun phrases gives a piece of
evidence (though not decisive, see note 12) in favor of
the structure (17c). Consider the following examples in
which an anaphor-1ike element zibun and its antecedent
appear in a noun phrase.
(19) a. Johni-no zibuni-no hihan
-Gen criticism
Lit. 'Johni's zibuni's criticism'
Lit. 'zibuni's John's criticism'
There are two possible structures for Japanese noun phrases
like those in (19), namely (20a) and (20b), corresponding
to (17b) and (17c), respectively.
(20) a. Nt
~\
(N' )
)
N
I
hihan
b. N'
/\
N'
/\
(N' )
I
N
I
hihan
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If (20a) is the correct structure, the examples in (19) have
the following structurell •
(21) a. N'
---------IJohn~o zibuni-no(N')
I
N
I
hihan
b. N'
I
zibuni-no Johni-no (N
'
)
I
N
I
hihan
In both (21a) and (21b) I a name John is bound by
(c~commanded by and coindexed with) zibun, which is a
direct violation of the clause (C) of the Binding Theory
that requires names to be free. Therefore, the 'flat'
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structure (20a) cannot account for the contrast in (19).
It incorrectly rules out both (19a) and (19b) as a violation
of the Binding Theory (C).
The structure (20b), on the other hand, accounts for
the con trast without probl em. The exampl es in (19) tlave ttle
following structures under this assumption.
(22) a.
....
....,.
~
,;"'" '"~~ ., ..'"
John'-no Y'1 /~ _
zibuni-no ~l)
I
N
I
hihan
K',-~~
zibuni-no ~l
Johni-no ~l)
I
N
I
hihan
In (22a), ~ is not c-cornmanded by zibun, while in (22b)
j.t is c-commanded by zibun. Thus, we correctly predict,
given the structures in (22), that (19a) is grammatical,
excluding (1gb) as a violation of the Binding Theory (C).
One might object here that the structure (2ua) could
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account for the contrast in (19) if we state the relevant
condition on names in terms of precedence: A name cannot
be preceded by an element it is coindexed with. This
condition, which is solely based on the precedence relation,
is immediately falsified by the gramrnaticality of the
following examples.
(23) a. zibuni ni taisuru Johni-no hihan
toward
Lit. 'Johni's criticism toward zibuDi'
a' •
I
~ Johni-noZibun~
ni taisurc
(N' )
I
N
I
hihan
b. [zibuni ni kansite]-no Johni-no setumei
about explanation
Lit. 'Johni's explanation about zibuDi'
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Given the 'flat' noun phrase structure (21a), the examples
(23a) and (23b) should have the structures (23a') and
(23b'), respectively. These structures minimally differ
from the structure (21b) in that zibun does not c-cornmand
its antecedent ~, due to the postpositions, in the
former, whereas zibun does c-command, due to the absence
of such a postposition, in the latter. Thus, in order to
account for the grarnrnaticality of the examples in (23),
the incorporation of the hierarchical relation Ie-command'
into the binding condition on names is unavoidable even if
we assume that precedence plays a role in such a condition:
A name cannot be both preceded and c-comrnanded by an
element it is coindexed with. However, this seems to be
an unnecessa ry roundabout of hanal ing wha t. can be deal t.
with in a straightforward fashion by the Binding Theory
(e), which makes use of only c-command relation, under the
'hierarchical' structure (20b) for Japanese noun phrases. 12
The structures of (23a) and (23b) under the 'hierarchical'
approach should look like (24a) and (24b), respectively.
And in neither structure does zibyn c-cornmand its antece-
dent. Thus, the structures are ruled in, without violating
the Binding Theory (C), as desired13 •
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(24) · a. N_~.~~.. ",
--------- "--A ~""ziouni P JOh~O (N')
~ ~
ni taisuru I
hihan
______N~___
~'-no ~'/~ /'~
zibuni~ Johni-no (!')
ni kansite I
hihan
b
I
I
1
IAnbther piece of evidence for the 'tierarchical'
structul:e (17c) comes from the fact about '~substitution'
I
again. iconSider the following examples.
I
I
I
(25) J()hn bought a big expensive red car;
a. and Mary bought a small cheap one.
b. and Mary bought a small one.
A R.LQ form 2D.§. in (25a) means I red ca r " in add i t ion to
another possible reading in which ~ means 'car' (Recall
the earlier discussion on the 'the English king' above).
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And in (25b), Q.W~ can mean 'expens i v e red ca r .' These fact s
can be ace 0 u n t .~ d for s t r a i 9h t for war d 1Y i f we a 6 sum e ,
following Baker (1978), that ~ substitutes for an N',
and that the nOlln phrase a big expensive red car has the
following 'hierarchical' structure, which corresponds to
(1 7c) •
(26) a. NP
1\,
a N1/ \,
big N2
/ \ I
expensive N3I \
red (Nt)
I
N
I
ca:
Replacing the smallest (other than the one in parentheses)
,
N' (=N~) by ~, we get (25a), and (25b) can be obtained if
I
we substitute ~ for N2 • Even the substitution of ~
,
for the biggest N' (N I ) is possible. In this case, the
following expression will be produced (after the application
of the rule which deletes 9.. before one, presumably for
some semantic reason).
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(25) . c. and Mary bought one, too.
One the other hand, it seems impossible to give a
coherent account for the I~ substitution' facts, given the
'flat' noun phrase internal structure like (17b). The noun
phrase a big expensive red car will have the structure (26b)
under this approach.
(26 ) b. NP
/~"l
a ---~
big expensive red (N
'
)
I
N
I
car
In (26b), none of the prenominal adjectives forms a consti-
tuent with the head noun~. Thus, the account of the 'QnS
substitution' phenomena under the 'flat' approach would be,
to say the least, much more complicated than the one under
the 'hierarchical' approach given above.
We have seen that there is good reason to assume the
possibility of 'iteration' (or 'recursion') at the
single-bar level of the projection of Lexical categories.
We have also argued that there are at least two pieces of
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evidence that the internal structure of Lexical categories,
in particular noun phrases, is 'hierarchical,' rather than
'flat~' In the following discussion, we will assume that
the structure of Lexical category's projection is as
follows (linear order irrelevant).
(27) x·
1\
X'
1\
•
\
X'
1\
Xo •••
2.2 The Structure of IP and DP
The Projection Principle itself allows any number of
arguments (and modifiers) of Lexical categories, as long
as no violation of other principles of UG, say the
a-criterion, results and they are all fully licensed and
can be interpreted at LF, as required by the Principle of
Full Interpretation (Chomsky (1986)). Functional
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categ'O[ ies, on the other hand, are res t r i cted to tlave on] y
one specifier, if any, and one complement for the reasons
to be discussed below. This move captures the fact
pointed out by Abney (1985) that Functional categories
differ from Lexical categories in that ttley take unique
complements. Further, it allows us to encode the distinc-
tion between iterable pseudo-specifiers and non-iterable
specifiers: the elements in Lexical categories which are
neither head nor complement are iterable if they meet all
licensing conditions of other modules of UG, while
Functional categories have a unique specifier, if any, as
required by the principles to be introduced below.
Based on our discussion so far, I would like to
propose the following basic schematic structures fer :F,
DP, and CP.
(28 ) if IP OP DP Q CP
I \ / \ I \
I ' D' C'
/ \ I \ / \
INFL V' DET N' COMP IP
/ \ I \
V' N'
I \ / \
\
V'
I \
V
\
N'
I \
N
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In the above structures, I am suggesting that Brame's
(1981, 1982) proposal that ttle determiner heads a consti-
tuent DP be adopted, and I am proposing that the maximal
projection of a Lexic31 category is X', with free 'recur-
sion' at that level of projection. Given the structures
of IP and DP in (28), it is no longer necessary (nor
desirable) to say that 'subject' of V and N, i.e., 'external
argument' of these Lexical heads, is pr~sent in the
specifier position of IP/OP at O-structure, since there is
a structural position available for the external arguments,
namely one of the 'i tera ted' pos i t ions a t the s lng1 e-ba r
level of these categories. In fact, I will claim that the
external argument starts out under the projection of Lexical
categories (\t""/'N'/'A t ) and then later (in English at least)
is moved to a specifier position of IP/DP by Move-a for Case
reason. (See Section 2.5 below).
2.3 Function Features
I adopt the standard analysis of the elements of the
category 11\FL: i.e., that Tense/AGR assigns nOIT\inative Case,
while ~ does not. I further extend this analysis,
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propo'sing that each Functional category includes some
elementF which assign what I will call Function Features,
or F-Features, and other elements which do not assign
these features. 14 F-Features include nominative Case,
assigned by Tense/AGR, genitive Case, assigned by ~, and
+WH, assigned by a WH-COMP (for the latter two cases, see
below). I now introduce the term ~ to mean both Case
in the standard sense (i.e., Case assigned by Lexical
Categories, in particular Objective Case assigned by V)
and F-Features assigned by Functional Categories.
(29) Kase = Case U F-Features
The specifier position of a Functional category can appear
only when Kase is assigned to that position. Otherwise, the
projection of a Functional category stops at the single-bar
level. (This is what I will later call the "Functional
Projection Theorem" derived from the general principle
called The saturation Principle to which I will turn
directly.) The Kase assignment ~hich licenses the element
in specifier position may come either from the Functional
head itself (this would be licensing by F-Features), or,
as in Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) environments, from a
Lexical element (this would be licensing by Case
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assignment). See below for details on ECM.
In DET position, articles are in complementary
distribution with ~, the genitive Kase assigner. There-
fore, I will suppose ~, like tensed INFL, assigns Kase,
and that ~, a, etc., like to, do not assign Rase. The
only possible filler for specifier position of COMP is a
WH-phrase,15 so I suggest that the feature [+WH] be
considered as an F-Feature, a member of the set of Kase,
so that the alternation between ili!! and that in COMP is
parallel to the Tense(AGR)!to alternation in INFL and the
~ /determiner alternation in DET. This gives the following
paradigm.
C I DET
Kasc: WH Tense/AGR 'sassigner
non-Kase lliat lQ Wassigner
(30)
We now have a way of explaining the doubly-filled COMP
ef feet, wh i ch , a s Abney (1985) po ints out, seems to be
parallel to the fact that determiners do not appear with
other specifiers. 16 The reason that examples in (31) are
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all ungrammatical is that the Functional heads underlined
in these examples do not have F-Features to assign, so tho
pre-head position is unlicensed.
(31) a. *1 wonder who that arrived.
b. *1 think that Susan to leave.
c. *1 enjoyed Mary the book.
2.4 The Saturation Principle
~otice that by associating the presence of the position
of specifier of a Functional category with the presence of
Kase, we are disassociating totally the existence of
specifiers from the Projection Principle. This mearlS trlat
the "Extended" part of the Extended Projection Principle
(cf. Chomsky (1982)) really has nothing to do with the
Projection Principle, if the former is interpreted as a
requirement that IF have a specifier position. We differ,
then, from Rothstein (1983), who suggests that the require-
ment that the specifier of IP be filled (in English) ~all
be explained in terms of a general requirement that
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predicates must be predicated of something and thus must
have subjects. In our view, this condition on predication
may be true, but since saturation of a predicate takes
place within the projection of a Lexical head, i.e.,
the external and the internal arguments are ~l within a
projection of Lexical category at O-structure (see the
discussion above), the condition on predication has
nothing directly to do with the licensing of the specifier
position of IP. This view of the "Extended" part of the
Extended Projection Principle is further supported by the
fact of "There-insertion" phenomenon and the cases of
pleonastic ~, since it can hardly be claimed that there
is a predicational relation in any normal intuitive sense
involved between these p~ecnas~ic elewen~s and the predicate
phrase. Then, what is the reason for the obligatoriness
of that position in languages like English? The requirement
that we adopt, which is also independently necessary in
Rothstein's theory, is the following:
(32) THE SATURATION PRINCIPLE: All grids must be
saturated. l ?
Here, ftgrids" include not only the a-grid of a lexical
entry, but also Kase grids (F-Fe:atures and Case). Thus,
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the Saturation Principle collapses the a-criterion with a
requirement that if an element has a Kase to discharge, it
must be discharged. Note in passing that what I am
claiming here is that the existence of the specifier
position of Functional categories is determined by the
presence of F-Features (and Case, ill the case of F~CM),
rather than by the existence of the "E~xte[nal argumerlt" of
a Lexical category. The obligatory existence ,of the
external argument of a predicate (and the optionalit~<' of
such an external argument in the case of noun phrases) is
probably due to Rothstein's principle of predication. The
important diiference between my approach and Rothstein's
is that in my system, the existence of an external argument
and the exis-cence of tile specifier posit.ion are tot:all~·
disassociated, whereas in Rothstein's theory, they are
equivalent to each other. It seems to me that the existence
of pleonastic mentioned above and the cases of "non-
argument" genitive phrases (e.g., yesterday's lecture) to
be discussed below provide eviden~e for my approach.
Higginbotham (1985), states the 9-criterion in (33).
(33) (a) Every thematic position is discharged.
(b) If X discharges a thematic role in Y, then it
discharges only one.
(Higginbotham (1985:561))
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As we have stated previously, Functjonal headb do nOl
have e-gr ids, whil e Lexical r)eads do have e-9 r j ds. Both
may have Rase grids. Notice that the assumption that
lexical items have Case grids is ',lot an innovation; in
fact it is implicit in most theorie~ of lexical represen-
tation and explicit in most stu~ies of languages with
richer overt case rna [king than Engl ish. (In such work,
what we are calling a "Case grid" is usually call~d a
I'case array".) See, for example, Ostler (1979), Levin
(1983), Nash (1980) and Simpson (1983). See also Chapter
4 for some evidence that JapaJleSe verbs must hav~ Case
9 rids wh i ch are, al though rf~l a ted, illdependent of ttle i r
a-grids.
A sli.ght modification of fJigginoottlaII~'S (1985) st.at.t.L1cLt.
of the 9-criterion gives us ttle appropriate Saturation
Principle:
(34) (b) Ever~ grid pOf,ition is didcharged.
(b) If X discharges a grid position in Y, then it
discharges o'lly one.
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2.5 Deriving the Surface Order
There are several ways that ways to derive the surface
order of English from the D-structures which I am propo-
sing. I suggest adopting the standard assumption that
nominative and genitive Kase are assigned leftward under
government. Therefore, an external argument ('subject')
of a verb, for example, must move to get Kase in order to
avoid a Case (Kase, in our terms) Filter violation,
because it cannot be assigned Kase in ita D-structure
position. This property of assigning Kase leftward
extends to all Functional categories, thereby making these
categories different from Lexical ones, which assign Case
rightward. Under such an analysis, a movement operation
parallel to that in the standard Raising cases takes place
in ordinary tensed sentences and DPs 18.
(35 ) ,. S" : I"
/ \
DP! I'
/ \
INFL V'
I \
ti V'
I \
V (OP)
"NP": Dn
I \
OPt D'
rDE~ \~lI \Ui /N~
N (DP)
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An interesting difference between IP and OP is captured
under this analysis: since the verb may assign structural
Kase (recall that in our terms, Kase includes Case as well
as F-Features) to its direct object, only the "subject"
(external argument except for 'ergative' cases) may raise
to get Kase from INFL (Tense/AGR) because the movement of
the object to a Kase-marked position results in a violation
of a condition on chains which would rule out Case (and
Kase) conflict (Chomsky (1986)). Nouns, on the other
hand, do not assign structural Case, according to Chomsky
(1986), therefore either argument may move, and the other
argument will be Rase-marked by an inserted preposition of.
(36) ( ) [ .. 1-- - as' 's' ... ' ..es .. ru,...... ~c"" c· ......... ea 0 P '- " e l'\orr. ~ i LD ' .. N' ~ 1 L N' \.A ... \.or ~.... , • ... '"" , •
city]]]]
(b ) [DPthe city i [0" 5 [ ~ , des t rue to 10 n t i by the
Romans]]]19
Since nouns do not assign structural Kase, any NP (in
our system, these are actually DPs) m"y move to receive
the Kase assigned by D, regardless of wi~ether that NP (DP)
is an argument of N. Thus, in addition to (37a) and
(37b), (37c), in which an 'adjunct' is moved to a specifier
of DP, is a possible option for movement within a DP.
(37) , (a)
(b)
(c)
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the Romans' destruction by the city
the city's destruction of the Romans
yesterday's destruction of the city by Romans. 20
Under our system, the "subject" of a clause 1s required
in the specifier of IP position only by the Saturation
Pr inc ipl e. If INFL has F'-f ea t ures to dis cha r ge, some DP
must move to the sister of I' position so that those
features may be discharged. We can also explain ECM in
terms of the Saturation Principle. An ECM v e r b tl a s
accusative Kase to discharge, so the argument of a sub-
ordinate verb which does not otherwise get Kase, i.e. an
external argument, is moved into a position where it may
get that ac=usa~ive Kase. ~o~ice that another difference
between Lexical and Functional heads is that Lexical heads
may govern and Kase-mark into their complements, while a
Functional head may not. We speculate that this difference
is attributable to the directionality of F-feature assign-
ment: the direction of F-Feature assignment (at least in
English) is uniformly to the left, while the direction of
Case assignment is uniformly to the right. We may further
attribute this difference to the nature of F-Feature
assignment by a Functional head to its specifier position
and Case-assignment by a Lexical head: the former is
basically an 'agreement' phenomenon, a 'SPEC-head' agreement
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in th'e sense of Chomsky (1985), whereas the latter is
based on the a-related head-complement relation. In view
of this basic difference between F-Feature assignment and
Case-assignment, it is not surprising to observe that each
of these processes is subject to different parametric
variation, thus exhibiting different properties with
respect to directionality. That Case-assignment is to the
right in English is derived from the fact that English is
a head initial language. That F-Feature assignment is to
the left, however, does not directly derive from the head
initial/final parameter. Maybe there is another parameter
connected with the X-bar theory that determines the linear
position of the specifier ("SPEC initial/final" parameter),
thus deriving the direction of F-Feature assignmcnc. Cr,
pelhaps, there is a universal relation with respect to the
positions of complements and specifiers, as claimed by
Lightfoot (1979), that specifiers and complements are
always on opposite sides of the head. 21 It tilis is true,
then the' leftwardness' of F-Feature assignment ("SPEC-head"
agreement) is the direct consequence of the 'rightwardness'
of Case-assignment of a Lexical head.
An alternative way of deriving the correct order of
the sUbject and predicate at PF (suggested t,y Noam ChOlusky
(personal communication)) would be to assume th~t there is
a rule of PF which fronts the sUbject to the specjfier of
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IP position, and that INFL assigns Kase (nominative Kase)
to the subject within V', prior to the application of the
fronting rule. One advantage of this approach is that
Case-assignment (in the standard sense) may be considered
to be uniformly rightward (in Englistl), under governnlent
defined in terms of strict 'e-command', rather than
'm-command' (see Chapter 1 for definitions of these
notions). Although this approach is attractive in some
respects, I will not take this position in what follows
for the following reasons. First of all, in view of ttle
fundamental difference between nominative Kase assignment
and objective Case assignment, i.e., the former process is
an instance of agreement phenomena ('SPEC-head' agreement),
whereas the lat~e[ process is an inStaDce of
'head-complement' relation, it is not entirely clear that
the integration of these processes under the name
'Case-assignment,' imposing the same conditions (rightward
directionality and c-comrnand) on both of them, is the
right way to go. Secondly, this 'PF fronting' analysis
seems to have some disadvantages: (1) we must assume that
the PF fronting rule applies obligatorily although nothing
forces it to apply, which is in conflict with the general
assumption of GB that application of Move-a is optional;
(ii) we must assume an equivalent PF rule within DP, which
may only apply if the DET is the genitive Kase assigner
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.!..R; and (iii) in ECM case like John believes Bill to ~
honest, we have to apply the PF fronting rule before
Case-assignment (recall that to is not a Kase assigneL) in
order for Bill to get Case, which is again in direct
conflict with the standard assumption that Case-assignment
takes place no later than S-structure.
2.6 On the Specifier Position
Given the projection system that I just proposed, a
quesl:ion nat.urally arises as to the star-us of t.he A/'A'
distinction in U"G. Rec"all that in the standard \lersion of
GB theory (Chomsky (1981,1982,1985,1986), among others),
there are three cases where the A/A' distinction and the
a/e' distinction do not coincide: (i) the SUbject position
of passive; (ii) the SUbject of a raising predicate; and
(iii) the subject of NP. Consider, for example, the
following.
(38 ) a • b.ni was k j, ssed t.i
b. ~i seems ~i to be honest
c. the citYi~~ destruction ~i
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The underlined positions are A-positions, since A-positions
are defined as the positions in which an argument may
appear in D-structure (cf. Chomsky (1981:47)), and obviously
arguments appear in the specifier of IP (e.g., John kissed
~) and the specifier of NP (e.g., Romans' destruction
of the city) at O-structure. But, a-roles are not assigned
to the underlined S-structure positions in the examples of
(38); rather, they are assigned at D-structure to ttle
positions indicated by the traces coindexed with their
antecedents (If a-roles are assigned to the underlined
positions, it results in a a-criterion violation). Thus,
these positions underlined in (38) are A-positions but not
a-positions, i.e., e'-pos~tions.
Eowever, in the sys~em I am proposing, the specifier
of IP position and the specifier of DP (in our terms), the
positions in which the underlined phrases in (38) appear at
S-structure, are never filled by an argument at
D-structure. Thosespositions are filled only by an
application of Move-a (or perhaps by insertion, in ttle
case of expletives). Therefore, A-positions are equivalent
to a-pos! tiona, and consequently A I-pasi tiona are equivalent
to e'-positions, i.e., the A/A' distinction and the e/e'
distinction completely overlap in our system. And if
these distinction overlap completely, there is no reason
to postulate the A/AI distinction in addition to the a/6'
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dis t i 'nc t ion i n UG , whie h rn a ke S po S 5 i b 1 e a 5 i 9 n i fie ant
conceptual simplification of the theory of grammar. We
can eliminate the A I A I dis tin c t ion e n t. ire1y from t tl e
theory of grammar by replacing the reference to the
distinction wtth the reference to the a/s l distinction.
For example, the Binding Theory would be a theory of
"e-binding," rather than that of "A-binding." Notice that
in the system without the A/AI distinction, traces are
I uni form' in the sense that they a re all e' -bound, s i nee
there is no empty a-position at D·structure and consequently
there is no movement to a a-position. And nothing else
can distinguish different types of traces in our system.
Specifically, we cannot distinguish between "A-bound" and
uA'-bound" traces, simply because there is no dis~i~=~ic~
between A-positions and A'-positions. Thus, the difference
between 'variable' traces (:::traces of ~ movement) and
'anapbor
'
traces (=traces of NP movement, these are
actually D.Q..t. 'anaphors' in the standard sense. See the
discussion below) is minimal (but crucial): the former is
operator-bound but the latter is not (cf. Chomsky (1982)).
Note that if this is the correct approach, it has an
important implication for the status of the Binding Theory
in relation to traces, i.e., the Binding Theory, conceived
as a theory of "a-binding" would have nothing to do with
the traces of NP-rnovement, which have been assumed in the
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standard literature to be subject to the Binding Theory
(A). This is because all traces are e'-bound and no A/A'
distinction exists in the system I am proposing. Therefore,
for ex~mple, the "super-raising" case like *John seems
that it is certain t to win (cf. Chomsky (1985)) cannot be
accounted for by the Binding Theory, but rather, should b~
handled by some other principle of grammar, perhaps by the
ECP; the intermediate CP dominating that it is ,.. is a
barrier for the trace, by inheritance from IP. This move
seems desirable on conceptual grounds since it eliminates
certain redundancies between the modules of grammar,
namely, the ones between the Binding Theory and the
condi t ions on chains (ECP/subj acency), rnak ing the forme r
irrelevant as a condition on chain links. Dnlcss the case
arise~ where 2nlY the Binding Theory can rule out an
illicit movement, the move suggested in the present
discussion seems to be supported in view of this conceptual
advantage. In fact, it seems to me that all the cases
where a violation of the Binding Theory (A) is involved
also involve a violation of some other principle of
grammar. For example, the "super-raising" cases like
the one mentioned above arguably involves a violation of
the ECP; cases like *~i is believ~d that Mary likes ti
involves a violation of the chain condition (the chain
(~i' li) contains two Case positions); etc. Also, as
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Howa rd Lasnik pointed out to me (cf. al so Lasnik (1985)),
there are cases where only chain conditions can rule out
the illicit movement, e.g., *JQhni seems that Mary regrets
hi.§. i be 1 i eft i to be i n t e 11 i 9en t (noB i ndin9 The 0 r y (A )
violation with the designated coindexing). Thus, it is
clear that the Binding Theory alone does not suffice to
handle the distributional restriction on traces and that
chain conditions can handle the cases (as far ac I know)
that can be (redundantly) accounted for by the Binding
Theory. This situation seems to indicate that the direction
implied by the system I am proposing is right, but we
should not hasten to draw a definite conclusion in this
regard until all the relevant cases have been subjected to
exhaus~ive scrutiny.
One immediate problem for the theory of grammar
wi thout the A/A' distinct ion would be a trea tment of the
so-called 'crossover' phenomena. Consider the following
contrast.
(39) a. Johni seems to his! friends to be ~i intelligent.
b.*?whoi does it seem to his! friends that Susan
1 ikes t..i.
In the theory with the A/A' distinction, the presence of
'weak crossover' effect (cf. Postal (1971), Wasow (1972))
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in (39b) and the lack of such effect in (39a) can be
reduced to the positional difference between Johni and
whoi: In (39a), Johni, the antecedent of the trace ~i' is
in an A-position, whereas whoi in (39b) occupies an
A'-position. Thus, the contrast in (39) is accounted for
if we claim that crossovet effect is obtained only when
the antecedent of the relevant trace is in an A'-position.
On the other hand, in the theory without the AlA' distinc-
tion, such an account would not be possible, since tile
position of Johni (the specifier of IP) and the position
of whoi (the specifier of CP) in (39) are indistinguishable
by means of the a/6' distinction. They are both S'-posi-
tions and we have no additional A/AI distinctic:1. One
possible w=y ~o overcome chis difficu~ty is ~c make
reference to the "content" of the antecedent, rather than
to its position (cf. Barss (forthcoming) for a similar
approach), and to s~y that only a movement of an loperator-
-,like' element (e.g. ~ phrases and quantifiers) invokes a
c r 0 S S 0 v ere f fee t • The n , the C 011 t r a s tin ( 3 9) can b e
attributed to the difference between John and who: ~
is a name and is not an 'operator-like' element, whereas
~ is clearly an 'operator-like' element. Hence, a
crossover effect is invoked in (39b) which involves a
movement of who, but (39a) does not exhibit the crossover
effect since what is muved (crossing over the pronoun ~)
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non-operator. Notice that the reference to the 'content'
of a moved phrase is necessary even in the theory with the
A/A' distinction. Consider the following examples.
(40) a. Johni, hisi rnoth~r loves li
b.*?whoi does his! mother love ~i
In a topicalization example (40a), it can arguably be said
that the landing site nf a topicalized phrase is an
A'-position, since it is inconceivable ttlat some argument
appears at D-structure in that position. (40b) is a
regular ~ movement case in which ~i is moved to an
A'-position, exhibiting weak crossover ~ffect. This fact
indicates that the reference to the 'content' of the moved
phrase is necessary even in the theory with the A/A'
distinction. Therefore, making reference to the 'content'
of the moved element is not the price only the theory
without the A/A' distinction has to pay.
The account of crossover facts based on tbe 'content'
of the moved phrase cannot handle all the relevant cases,
however. Consider the following examples (provided by Ken
Bale (personal communication).
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(41) a. everyoni seems to hisi friends to have
been treated ti badly
b. John told me who! seemed to hisi friends
to have been treated ti badly
Both (41a) and (41b) involve a movement of an 'operator-
like' element; in the former, a quantifier everyonei is
moved by raising, and in the latter, a ~ element whoi is
moved by raising and subsequently b~' ill1 movement. If the
'content' of the moved phrase is the only relevant factor
to invoke crossover effect, then these exmaples should
exhibit the effect of weak crossover. The fact i.B that
neither of the examples in (41) exhibits crossover effect.
':he 't~eo :.-~' wi t.~ the A lA' di st. inctioD can account f or the
lack of crossover effect in (41) by saying that the
relevant movement in these examples is an A-movement
(raising) and that A-movement simply does not invoke
crossover effect. In the theory without the A/A' distinc-
tion, however, it is impossible to make an account based
on the A/A' distinction because there is no such a distinc-
tion. Then, what is the possible way of handling the
examples in (41) in the theory without the A/A' distinction
I am proposing? Modifying slightly the suggestion of
Ken Hale's, we migh~ say that tile relevlJ.nt factor distingui-
shing the cases wh~re crossover effect is invoked and
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those' in which no suetl effect 1s ob&erved is the type of
the Kase assi~ned to the position to which an element
is moved. 22 That is, if ttle I,ase assigned to that pos! tion
is a Case (in the standard sense, i.e., objective Case,
nominative rase, etc.), then no crossoveL' effect is
observed. This accounts for the lack of crossover effect
in the examples of (41). In both (41a) and (41b), the
arltecedent of the reI evant trace (eye cy~ne! in (41a) and
~i in (41b) (But st'e footnote 23 for the latter case))
is assigneG nominatlve Cdse. Thus, by the above condition,
no corssover effect is invoked in (41). This account can
be extended to the contrast in (39). In (39a), ~i' the
antecedent of tei' is assigned nominative Case i hen~e no
crosso17 er effect. On t.he other hand, in (39t)), t:tle
posi tinn of tLb.21 gets an F-Feature [+WH] but does slot get
any Case, therefore a crossover etfect can be invoked (and
in fact must be inv'oked because the moved element is a \ill
phrase. See below).
Maintaining the reference to the 'content' of the moved
phrase, we have the following (jescL1 iptive chrlracter ization
of the crossover phenomena (I am restricting my attention
to the weak crossover case here) in the theory with~ut the
A/A' distinction.
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(42) 'In a conf iguration [Ki ( ••• pronoun! ••• t..i ]],
where neither the pronoun nor the trace li c-commands
the other (weak crossover), the crossover effect is
observed iff
(i) Ca~e i6 not assigned to the position of Ki'
and
(ii) Ki is an 'operator-like' element (e.g., ~
elements or quantifiers)
The possibility or eliminating (42ii), i.e. the reference
to the 'content' of the moved phrase, depends on th~
analysis of topicalization. If topicalization is analyzed
as an instance of adjunction (perhaps to IP, see Baltin
(1982»), then it is possible that n2 Kase is assigned to
the position to which a topicalized element is mov'ed.
Thus, all the 'crossover' caseD we have been considering
so far can be divided into three cases as summarized below.
(43)
the position Kelse crossover
of Ki effect
specifier of IP Case No (raising)
specifier of CP ~ Yes (klQ movement)
adjoined none No (topicaliz8tion)
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Then,' it becomes possible to collapse the clauses (42i) and
(42 i i), el imi Ila t ing the ref e renee to the 'content' of the
moved element, as follows.
(42') ••• iff Case is not assigned (i.e., discharged)
to the position of Ai.
On the other hand, if topicalization is analyzed as a
substitution to, say, the specifier of CP (cf. Chomsky
(1977b», then same Kase must be assigned (discharged) to
that posi tion (Recall tha t in the sy stem I am propos ing,
a specifier position is licensed only by the existence of
Rase which is discharged to that specifier position).
Call this feature (Kasel, a ftTopic R feature, a member of
the F-Peature set, and assume that some empty COMP bears
this feature just like certain empty COMP has the feature
[+WH] • Then, the facts concerning (weak) crossover
phenomena we have discussed so far is summarized as follows.
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(44) ·
the position Kase crossover
of 1.1 effect
specifier of IP Case No (raising)
specifier of CP ~ Yes (~ movement)
specifier of CP 'l'opic No (topical iza t ion)
If (44) is the correct characterization, then (42') cannot
be maintained, since in topicalization case, Case is not
assigned to the position of Ki ("Topic" is an F-Feature,
but not 8 Case), but the corresponding sentence does not
exhibit the crossover effect (cf. (40b)). Instead, the
relevant conditi~n should be something like:
(42") ••• iff ~ Feature is assigned (i.e. discharged)
to the position of ~i.
(42") eliminates clearly the redundancy inherent to the
conditions (1) and (i1) in (42), and thus simplifying the
condition on (weak) crossover, but it is not clear whether
(42") truly eliminates the reference to the 'content' of
the moved element. Thus, the condition (42') seems to be
more desirable than (42") on conceptual grounds. But, the
issue here is clearly an empirical one, depending on the
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analy'sis of topicalization. I just leave open the choice
between (43) and (44), and hence between (42') and (42"),
waiting for further research on topicalization.
The preceding discussion was not intended to provide
a fully adequate account of the (weak) crossover phenomena
within the theory which lacks the A/A' distinction. But
it has been shown, I bellve, that a rather reasonable
account can be given to (weak) crossover cases even if we
do ~ot postulate the A/A' distinction, and consequently
that the (weak) crossove, phenomena do not cast a critical
doubt on the approach I am proposing, at least no more
than they do on the standard approach. 23 If the move
suggested by the model I am proposing in this chapter is
on ~he right ~rack, then we have a theory of grammar
wi tc,out the A/A' dis"tinction and hence with traces whose
distribution is constrained only by conditions on chains
(ECP/subjacency) and has nothing to do with the Binding
Theory, eliminating the redundancy we now have in the
standard GB theory between the conditions on chains
and the Binding Theory.
Let us now turn our attention to the status of the
s pec if i e r posit ion, in pa r tic u1a r , its un i que ne s s • Why
should it be the case that the Functional categories can
have one and only one specifier position'? Why I'lot two,
five, any odd number, etc.? While my answer to this
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question at this point can be little more than speculation,
I can make some suggestion. Recall that I pointed out
above (2.3) that the specifier position of a Functional
category is licensed only when Kase is discharged to that
position. Implicit in this claim is the assumption that
no (non-head) position in syntactic structure can be
licensed by some well-formedness condition like the X-bar
schema alone. Thus, for some syntactic entity to be
present in syntactic structure, it is necessary that the
entity be licensed by some syntactic relation. Suppose now
that the relation between the specifier position of a Func-
tional category and its Functional head is basically an
agreement relation (the "SPEC-head" agreement in the sense
of Chomsky (1985), see above), and that no ether re:aticn
can possibly hold between these two positions. 24
(45) X·
/ \
jfSPEC X I( b\
"'" 4fX •• •agreement V. Functional head
Then, we have the following condition on the projection of
Functional categories as a direct consequence of the
Saturation Principle introduced in 2.4 above.
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(46) . FUNCTIONAL I'ROJECTION THEOREM:
A Funct~onal head projects to the X" level if and
only if there is Kase to be discharged to its
specifier position. (Otherwise, it projects
only to X')
The relevant Kase to be discharged to the specifier position
of a Functional category comes either from a Functional head
as in (47) or from a higher verb as in the ECM case (48),
which is quite consistent with Chomsky's (1985) conclusion
that n if a 'Joverns fJ, it also governs the specif ier and
head of {:J i in partiCUlar, that CP is not an absolute
barrier to government" (Chomsky (1985:9)) .25 To illustrate,
consider the following rapresentations (Kase grid is
represented as "<Kase>U) (irreJ..e~ar:t ceA;a:":!.s oh.::~e=~:
(47) a. [ep who! le' (c WH] did you see ~i ]]t ~>
discharged
b. I think that lIP John [1' [I Tense/AGR] see :-saw)
~ <liOM >L------l]\ Ma ry yesterday ]]
discharged
c. [DP John's [D' [D ~ pictures ]]] are on salet <G;n>
discharged
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(48) a. whoi do you bel ieve [Cp t.l le' [c that) John kissed
<Ofj) t li ] ] ]
discharged
b. I believed lIP Bill [ I ' [I to] be intelligent ] 1]
<Obj>
discharge
night
c. I lost [DP [D' [D an] interesting book ]] last
<Ofj) t
(discharged)
A few remarks on the above quote from Chomsky (1985) are
in order. First, it should be the case that the government
of a specifier position from outside of its own projection
is always an "exceptional" phenornenon. 26 (Recall that ECM
is "Exceptional- Case r~rking). Such government (and Case
assignment) is marked in that it is possible only when there
is no Rase to be discharged to the specifier position wit~in
the maximal projection containing that specifier position.
That is, the unmarked Kase discharge within a single maximal
projection has priority over the marked one cros~ing the
maximal proj ect ion bounda ry. Th us, the ass i gnrnent of
Objective Kase (Case) by the verb to the specifier position
of a DP is blocked when the Functional head of the OP is a
Rase assigner.
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(49)'V fDP [D' [0 ~ 1 ••• ]l
<O~t <-.,;",JG;n>
discharged discharged
( 50) John'sa. I read his} book last night.
b. *1 read { J~~: }book last night.
Secondly, we uhould ask at this point why the exceptional
Case marking c(,)mparable to t11at in the IP case (48b) is not
possible in thu DP case (cf. (4Bc). Namely, why is (51)
ungrammatical?
(51) *1 lost lDP John rD'In an] interesting book]) last
night
Apparently, the fondamental difference between (48b) and
(51) is that in (4Bb), II (to be intelligen.t) is not a
possible Case rcce:\.ver, whereas in ':51), D' (An interesting
~) not only is .1 possible Case receiver but also is to
bu obligatorily Case-marked. Therefore, if the Case
(Ka se) -9 rid of the verb l.w. we re totally 'discha [ged'
being assigned to ~ in (51), it would result in a
violation of the Case Filter (Chomsky (1981), with the D'
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(an interesting book) Caseless. 27 While the problem as to
why I' (and C', perhaps) does not need Case whereas D'
must be assigned Case still remains unanswered, I
tentatively adopt the above account of the impossibility
of the ECM into the specifier of DP, leaving the principled
explanation for the asymmetry between IP (and CP) and OP
in this regard for future research. 28 And if a OP does
not allow ECM from outside as indicated by the ungramma-
ticality of (51), then the specifier of the DP is present
only when the Functional head is a Kase-assigneri otherwise,
the projection of D is always D' (unlike that of I or C,
which allows Case-assignment from outside). TtlUS, the
structure of (48c) should be:
(48) c'. I lost [D' [D an] interesting book] last night
<O~
discharged
Assuming the discussion so far, let us go back to the
original problem, i.e., the uniqueness of the specifier of
a Functional category. Putting aside the ECM cases, the
problem can be restated as follows, given the Functional
Projection Theorem.
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(52) Why is it that Functional heads can have
one and only one Rase?
Recall that I suggested that the relation between a
Functional head and its specifier is basically an agreement
relation (the "SPEC-head" agreement in the sense of
Chomsky (1985)). Then, the uniqueness of Rase per Func-
tional head should be a reflection of more general phenome-
non, i.e., the "one-to-one" status of agreement phenomenon.
I state ~his prcperty of agreement as:
(53) If A, a Functional head, agrees with ~, then
there is no ~ such that ~ ~ t and K agrees ~itb ;.
It is not clear at this point whether the property of
agreement stated in (53) can be deduced from somE oth~r
more general property of UG. Note, however, that it might
be possible to extend this "uniqueness" requirement to
Rase-assignment (including Object Case assignment) in
general (modulo the so-called ~double objec~·
cons truct ion) • 29 If thi s tu rna out to be true, then the
"bijective" relationship observed in agreement phenomenon
can be an instance of the general property of
Kase-assignment.
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Let us now discuss briefly the difference between
Functional categories and Lexical categories with respect
to the possibility of iterating their "specifiers." As we
observed before, Lexical categories allow 'free recursion'
at the single-bar level, whereas Functional categories do
not allow such recursion but rather have one and only one
(if any) specifier. It is now clear that this difference
is rooted in a fundamental difference between the
relationship between a Functional head and its specifier
and that between a Lexical head and its iterated
"specifiers." The former relationship is, as we have
seen, necessa r i ly an instance of agr eement (" SPEC-head"
agreement), which is (perhaps universally) required to be
one-to-one, whereas the la~Ler r~aticnship is no~ an
instance of agreement but one of "modificational relation."
And it is known that modificational relation is not
limited to one-to-one as long as each modificational
rel ation .is appropr ia tely inte rpreted, i. e., 1 icensed, in
LF.
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Notes' to Chapter 2
1. This chapter is a sUbstantially developed version of
a work I am undertaking in collaboration with Margaret
Speas. A somewhat condensed presentation of the
system to be introduced in this chapter is to appear
as Fukui and Speas (forthcoming).
2. The most explicit statement of this assumption can be
found in Jackendoff' s (1977) 'uniform three level
hypothesis.' The assumption that the number of bars
for maximal projections is uniform across categories
is kept intact even in the most recent version of
X-bar theory (Chomsky (198~)). To the best of my
knowledge, George (1980) firs~ casts doubt on this
assump~ion for the reasons quite different frem
ours. See also diSchiullo (1980) and Emonds (1985).
3. There have been various proposals in the literature
that INFL weakly bears these features in one way or
another, but even these proposals have not attributed
a a-grid to INFL.
4. Reuland (1984) also proposes that TaOtLn phrases,
especially gerunds, contain an INFL-like element.
Aoun (1982), too recognizes the INFL-like nature of
determiners.
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5. 'Abney (1985) also considers prepositiorl to be a
Functional category. However, the status of preposi-
tion as a (pure) Functional category does not seem to
me to be entirely clear as otller three Functional
categories.
6. Abney (1985) calls them "Functors. n I do not c~(lopt
this term since the same name is used in a different
Hense in the framework of Montague Grammar.
7. It is not clear, however, huw examples like (6d) can
be ruled out by the Case Filter, since the NP btatus
of ~ is qui te dubious and the Case F i1 ter appl ies
only to NPs. Vacuous quantification explanation
cannot handle this case because ~ is not a quan-
tifie:-.
8. Incidentally, the Saturation Principle to be proposed
later in this chapter gives a natural explanation for
these cases by making ase of the notion of "Kase
discharge". See below.
9. Radford gives the nf:>de AP to English. Whether
Enolish should be labeled as Adjective or AP (or AI)
is immaterial to our discussion here.
10. Again, AP's in (17) may well be Adjectives, rather than
phrasal projections of Adjective. This is irrelevant
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to our present discussion. Cf. the previous footnote.
11. The existence of N' node dominating a noun hihan is not
relevant to the present discussion. I am assuming that
D..Q 'Gen' is not a postpositiorl having the node label
P, but rather is adjoined to a noun phrase as a
Case~:ea:lzer. I am also assuming that there is no NP
( == Nn) nod e i n J a pane seand t hat N' i sa' ma xi rna 1
projection' of N 1n this language. These points will
be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
12. At least tn this particular case. The general
s i 9n i fie a nee 0 f the pre c e den cere1 a t ion f () r the
Binding Trleory is another matter. See Lasni~; (1976),
Kuno (1986), and Bares and Lasni k (1986) f or reI ev a.1t
C:!..SCUSS10~.
13. The~e is a problem for the 'hierarchical' app,oach.
That is, how is it possible that zibyn is c-commanded
by its antecedent in (24)1 (The c-cammand requirement
on zibun is widely discussed. ~~e, among others,
Inoue (1976) and McCawley (1976)). There are two
posFible WC~'S to deal with this problem. First one
is to formulate che Binding Theory (A) in terms of
'm-command' (rather than 'e-comma.nd') ~o that the
antecedent ~ ~an a-command zibyn (Fur the defini-
tions of 'e-command- and 'm-c~mmand', see Chapter 1.
ef. also C1Jomsky (1985)). This seems to be a wrol1g
move, Eince it is generally observed (cf. Chomsky
(1985») that th& Binding Theory makes use of the
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stricter structural relation Ie-command,' altbough
the looser relation 1m-command' plays a role in the
case of government. Another possible way of handling
this problem is to derive the structures in (24) by
an application of a noun phrase internal scramblillg,
and to invoke a 'chain binding' (Bares (1984)) or
'reconstruction' Riemsdijk and Williams (1981),
Hornstein (1984), among others) mechanism, parallel
t~ the way English sentences such as which picture of
him s elf i doe s J 0 hn i 1 ike mQ..U ? , b.i ill S e1 t i« J 0 hn i
bates, etc. are treated in the Ilterature. This
approach seems to be on the right track, although I
have no strong argument supporting this analysis.
But to the extent that reasonable treatment of the
c-comm~nd requirement of zibun in (24) is possible
along these lines without appealing to prece~ence
relation at least in the core cases, the argument for
:~e '~ie:a~chical' structure for noun phrases in the
~ex~ gees tnrougt.
14. This may be sUbject to some parametrization. For
t:yample, it is possible that in some language Q
Fun c t ionaleate 9 0 r Y ..pi inc 1 udes 0 n1y F - Feat u r e
asslgner, whereas another Functional category ..pj
includes only non-F-Feature assign~r, while in some
other language the situation is opposite, etc.
15. And empty operators. I assume that empty u!",pratoIJ
are also licensed by abstract [+WB] feature.
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16. 'An immediate problem with this approach to the
doubly-filled COMP effect is how to deal with the
languages that do not exh ibi t such an ef feet (e. 9. ,
Polish). Although it might be possible to handle
those cases by pa ramet r iz ing the F ...·Fea tu r e ass i gnmellt
across languages, I leave this problem open here,
pending future research.
17. We extend the use of the te rm 'saturated I here to
mean : a grid K is saturated iff every position in X
is discharged. Since Higginbotham (1985) uses the term
'saturated' for constituents ('a constituent such that
every role in its associated grid is discharged is
sAturated' (Higginbotham (1985:561)), and does not use
it for 'grids,' the Saturation Principle in the text
should be stated as 'Every position in a grid must be
discharged,' if we st:ictly follow his te::-minology.
18. The spirit of this "subject raising- in the clausal
case can be trace~ back to Fillmore's (1968) "subject-
ivalization" rule in the framework of Case Grammar, and
McCawley's (1970) proposal that English is underlyingly
vso. Within the GB framework, similar proposals have
been made by various people. Ken H~le suggested the
idea in his classnotes at MIT in 1978. Fukui (1984)
and Lumsden (1985) have suggested that the subject of
a clause should be considered as an AI position.
Kitagawa (1984), Koopman and Sportiche (1985, 1986),
Kuroda (1985) and Johnson (1985) have independently
proposed subject-raising analyses, but in orientations
quite different from ours. See Koopman and Sportiche
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·(1986) for some arguments for the "subject raising"
rule.
19. We ignore here the structural position of an agentive
W!. phrase. For reasons related to a-marking, it
should be outsi de of the mirlimal N' (in a DP case).
In fact, ~ phrase (and any other "adjunct" (or
modifier) phrases) should be "higher" than all
arguments (incl uding n exte rnal n argument). See the
discus6ion in Chapter 3.
20. See Anderson (1984) and Lalson (1985) for suggested
accounts of the apparent caselessness of certain NP
adverbs in phrases like the destruction of the city
yesterday.
21. Hawkins (1982) presents some counterexamples to
Lightfoot's claim that specifiers and complements are
always on opposite sides with respect to the head.
However, we shocld be careful about accepting rl15
'counterexamples,' since all of his examples have to
dow 1 t h the r e 1 a t i v e 0 r d e r i n 9 0 f
determiners/demonstratives and the complements of a
noun. Notice that in the system I am proposing,
these elements (determiners/demonstratives) are llQt
specifiers. More detailed crosslinguistic studies in
the light of our system should be done to evaluate
Lightfoot's (1979) prOrC&Al.
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22. More precisely put, the type of the Rase assigned to
the position which immediately precedes tiae relevant
trace in the chain formed by the movement in question.
For example, in (41b), the chain formed by the
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movement of who! is : C = (whoi, t i , t i ), where t.i l5
left by the application of raising, and ~l is created
by the application of ~-movement from the sUbject of
the ~ clause to the specifier of CP. And what is
relevant hel.~ is the type of the Kase assigned to the
position of ti, which is an immediate 'antecedent' of
the relevant trace t~.
23. I confined myself to the discussion of Mweak" crossover
cases. The failure of the Binding 'rheory (C) type
approach to the "strong" crossover cases is argued,
convincingly I believe, by Higginbotham (1981) based
Qf which maoi does hei ~ike, *wnich pictwre cf ~~ict
daughter of Which friend of which mani does he! like,
etc. Crossover cases involving LF movement such ab
*?Wi mother loves eyeryonei (QR, cf. May 1977,
1985)), *?Wi mother loves JOHN! (F'ocus movement,
cf. Chomsky (1976)), etc. show somewhat different
property than the one I described in the preceding
discussion. It seems that in LF any ~lement adjoined
in that ~omponent (assuming the 'adjunction' analysis
c: May (:!.977, 1985)) can assume an 'operator-like'
status, regardless of its content. Thus, not only
quantifiers like everYQn~ and ~ elements like who,
but also the otherwise non-operatorlike element John,
can function as an operator in LF (cf. topicalization
case discussed in the text).
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24. 'The node SPEC is given in (45) just for the sake of
exposition. This does not mean that I am claiming
the existE:nce of the node whose label is "SPEC."
Rather, I am assuming (following Chomsky (1985))
that the notion 'specifier' is relationally defined
(see 2.1).
25. Note that Case (or Kase) assignment takes place under
"government. n Thus, this conclusioll is still not
incompatible with Lasnik and Saito's (1984) argument
against the "proper government n of the trace ill COMP
from the higher verb.
26. Note in this connection that there are many languages
(e.g. French, Spanish) that do not allow ECP. See
Cbo~sky !1~81) and reference therein.
27. I am assuming that only "maximal projections" are
visible to Case-marking (as well as to oth(:[ gratnma-
tical processes like a-marking). Thus, the D' in (51)
must be a "maximal projection." The noti,n "maximal
projection" will be m~de precise in Chapter 3.
28. Not.e incidentally that Stowel.l' s (1981) Case Resistance
Principle neither provides a principled account of the
difference between IF (and CP) and DP nor is consistent
with my system in this respect, since I am assuming
DET to be a (potential) Kase-assigner.
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29. 'This extensiVil is suggested to me by Ken Hale (personal
communicat ion) •
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CBAP'l'ER 3
CONSEQUENCES OF THE PROJECTION SYSTEM
This chapter takes up and discusses some consequences
of the theory of projection proposed in Chapter 2. In the
following discussion, we will assume the ccnfigura~ic~a:
notions which follow, as introduced in Chapte~ 1 and
repeated here for convenience.
,-command:
a a-commAnds fJ iff a does l'lot dominate fJ
and every y that dominates a dominates p
m-cornmand:
a m-commands fJ 1ff a does not dominate fJ
and every )I, "a maximal projectiorl, that
otm1nates a dominatec fJ
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gominance:
a 18 dominated by fJ only if it is dominated by
every segment of P
government:
a governs fJ iff a rn-commands P and there is
no Y, "a barrier for {J, such that
" excl udes ex
3.1 The Simplification of a-marking
Among other results, the theory of projection proposed
in Chapter 2 makes it possible to greatly simplify the
defini1:iof. of sisterhood, anc cc••seq~e~t:J ~:.e :r,f:=:.a:-.':'s~,
of a-marking (to the subject). This is because, in m~l
system e-marking takes place only within the projection of
a l:exical head. MrJre specifically, subject stands withirl
a lexical projection at D-structure, the level at which
a-marking takes place, as opposed to, for example, in the
specifier of IP position as assumed in the standard
version of GB theory.
Let us first take up the def in it i(,n of "s i ate rhood"
given in Chomsky (1985).
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(1) 'a and fJ are sisters if they are d()rninated by
the same lexical projections.
(Chomsky (1985:10))
Compare (1) with the simple, most restricted (and also
"tr.aditional") definition of "sisterhood" given below, which
is the equivalent of the mutual c-comrnand relation between
a and P (assuming that no dominance relation holds between
a and fJ ) •
(2) a and pare sisters if they are dominated by
the same nodes
The add i t iona 1 pa r tin the defin i t i on 0 f sis t e rhoad (1 )
i.e., the stipulation that only the projection of a Lexical
catego,ry is relevant to the definition of sisterhood, is
necessary in Chomsky's (1985) system in order to make it
possible to define the a-marking of subject in terms of
sisterhood, so that we get the following simple characteri-
zation of direct a-marking.
(3) a girectly a-marks p only if a and pare
sisteL·s
(Chomsky (1985:11))
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Consider the following schematic representations for
sentences and noun phrases.
( 4 ) a • [ I P ~p (I I I (Vp V... J]]
b. fNP NP (N' N ]]]
The underlined NP's are subjects; it is the subject of a
clause in (4a) and in (4b), it is the subject of a noun
phrase. In (4a), tlie subject NP and the VP are sisters
even though there is a node dominating VP but not the
subj ect NP, namely I', since I I is not a proj ect i on of a
Lexical category. Thus, VP directly a-marks the sUbject
~-rp. But the ve:.c in (4a) does not directlx- 6-Ir.ark tr,e
sUbject NP because the VP, a lexical projection, dominates
the verb but does Ilot dominate the subject NP; the verb
only indirectly a-marks the subject, mediated through the
V P , a des ired res u1 t a s a r 9 u ed i rl Chom sky ( 1 98 1) a fl d
Marantz (1984). Similarly in (4b), the underlined sUbject
NP and the head N are not sisters, since a lexical projec-
tion N' intervenes tJetween them. Thus, the N in (4b)
does not directly a-mark its subject; it only indirectly
e-marks its subject mediated through N'. (But Nt itself
directly a-marks the sUbject NP.) Notice that in the noun
phrase case (4b), the specif ication of w11ether or not the
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projection is a lexical projection is unnecessary; we can
obtain the right result based on the simpler notion of
sisterhood (2), i.e., the subject NP and the head N are
not sisters due to the existence of N' which dominates the
head N but not the subject NP, so that the head N only
indirectly a-marks its subject (presumably mediated
through N I ). The crucial case for the specification of
whether or not the projection in a lexical projection in
Chomsky's (1985) system is the clausal case (4a). If we
define sisterhood as in (2) without reference to the
"lexical projectionhood" of a given category, then the
subject NP and the VP cannot be sisters since there is a
node dominating the VP but not the subject NP, namely II.
'!'hus, in ChoIr.sky t s (ISE 5) system it. is crucial ~o cake
into consjderation the lexical/nonlexical distinction of a
given category, thus extending the notion of sisterhood so
that the subject and VP can be sisters, in order to state
the condition on direct a-marking uniformly in terms of
sisterhool.t.
This extension of the fIction of sisterhood not only
renders the notion less restrictive and less simple, but
also creates a serious problem 1n regard to the a-marking
relation between a verb and its clausal complement.
Consider the following representation where V takes CP as
its clausal complement.
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(5) V [cp [e
'
ClIP •••
Given the weakened definition of siste(hood (1), V and IP
are sisters since the intervening nodes CP and C' ~re not
lexical projections. Nevertheless, V should not (directly)
a-mark the IP, because it is the Cl?, not the IP, that is the
complement of a verb. Chomsky notices this problem and
states tha t we can in fact allow th is pas s i bi 1 i ty and carl
still get the right result: Suppose that. V mistakenly
a-marks IP in (5), then a violation of the e-crlterion will
result since the argument CP will not receive a a-role
(assuming that the verb has only one a-role to assign).
Notice that it is crucially aSbumed in this account that IP
need not get a a-role. Consider i'iO~ tr,e fc::o~ir'9 exa",~:e.
(6) I believe lIP John to be intelligent ]
The ~~ type verbs are generally aSl9umed to take IP as
their clausal cornplements (cf. Chomsky (1985), Massaln
(1985». In (6), believe and the sUbject of the complemenc
clause ~hn are sisters, given the definition (1), since
the intervening IP is not a lexical projection. A a-crite-
rion account given above cannot handle this case, since we
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just · decided that IP need not get a e-role. OIle mjght
reconcile this difficulty by assuming that IP need not get
a a-role when it is not an argument but it has to get a
a-role when it is an argument. But this seems to me to be
completely circular. Another possible way of resolving
this diffic~ulty is to appeal to the other half of the
a-criterion. That is, if John gets a a-role from the verb
pelieve, it will result in a e-criterion violation since
it also gets a a-role from a predicate (be) intelligent,
producing a a-role conflict. Consider then, the following
examples. l
(7) a. *1 believe lIP John to rain
b. "'I be::;"ieve ,.lIP u cnn 'toG seerr. tria t is crazy]
I tis in the fir s t P1,\ Ce not en t ire1y c 1. ear ttla t wee a n
claim that in (7a) the verb rs1n assigns a a-role to the
sUbject John. Therefore, no 6-criterion account simi.lar
to the one given above could easily be proposed in this
case. Even if we somt9how assume that ill.!! assigx1s a
"quasi a-role" to its subject (cf. Chomsky (1981)), it is
completely impossible to assume that the raising predicate
seem assigns a some sort of a-role to its subject in (7b),
since the inability of the raisiJ1g predicate (as well as
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the passive predicate) to assign a a-role to its subject
is the crucial basis for any analysis of the raising
construction. Thus, nothing prevents an "exceptional
a-marking" of the subject of IP by the matrix verb beli.eve,
and hence nothing accounts for the ungrammaticality of the
examples in (7). One final possibiljty to get over this
difficulty in Chomsky's (1985) system is to aSSUUle ttlat
believe takes CP, rather than IP, as its complement at
D-structure, where a-marking takes place, even if its
clausal complement is infinitival.
(8) I believe [ep [IP John to be intelligent ]]
Given (8), we can extend Chomsky's original account to say
that if the verb believe mistakenly a-marks the subject of
IP, John, then there will be a a-criterion violation, since
the argumellt CP remains e-less tt In this account, the
alleged D-structure (8) must be converted to the S~structure
(9) (= (6)) to account for the exceptional Case-marking of
J.Qhn by the matrix verb bel ieve (we are assuming that
Case-marking takes place at S~structure).
(9) I believe [IP John to be intelligent ]
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That ~is, we have to posit a rule that "deletes" the CP
node in the course of derivation from D-structure to
S-structure, a rule similar to the one called "S'-deletion"
(cf. Chomsky (1981)). However, the postulation of this rule
creates at least two serious problems which would not arise
UTlder the analysis that believe type verb takes IP as its
clausal complement (when it is infinitival) from the
beginning, i.e., at D-structure. First, in the uurrent
framework of GB theory we are assuming here, the rule
"s' -deletion" can no longer have any ilituitive content
which it used to have in, say, Chomsky (1981). For
example, it can no longer be a mechanism of capturing the
'bar-reduction' phenomena, since what the rule is supposed
r:.o cia in t.be current fra.'Uework is toO "deler..e" t.ne node CP
(presumably with COMP), a node totally independent from
IP, given the extension of the X-bar schema to nonlexical
ca tegor ies proposed in Chomsky (1985), i. e., uS I" is not
"S plus one bar" any more. Secondly, the claim tflat
believe takes CP as its complement at D-structure, and
the same verb takes IP at S-structure (due to the
"s ' -deletion" ), wh i ch is cruci ally ass llmed in th is accoun t,
is in direct conflict with the Projection Principle which
states, informally, that the a-marking properties of each
lexical item must be represented categorially at each
syntactio level. A somewhat formal statement of the
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Proje'ction Principle is adapted from Chomsky (1981) ..
(10) The Projection Principle
Given [r ., .. ex •• II fJ
[y 411 • • a 411 • • 13 • • lit
where ex is an immediate constituent of r :
(1) if P is an immediate constituent of r at Lit
and r:= a', then a a-marks f3 in r
(ii) if a selects (where "selection" means
a-marking, direct or indirect) fJ in Y as a
lexical property, then ex selects fJ in )1 at Li
(iii) if a selects P in y at Lit then a selects P
in )' at Lj
(ef. Choms~~~ (1981:36-~8))
The important part of the Projection Principle for the
p.resent discussion is (lOiii) which dictE4tes that a 's
selectional property be preserved at every linguistic level
(D-structure, S-structure, and LF). It is clear that the
"S'-deletion" account would create a violation of this
requirement, since, in such an account, belie\1e selects CP
as its complement at D-structure, but it selects IP, a
diffe rent ca tegory , at S-structu re, due to the" S' ""'del etion 11
rule. (Recall that under the current framework (cf. Chomsky
(1985)) these two categories are not related in terms of
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proj~ction : they are independent categories.)
I have shown that the assumption that the SUbject 0f
a clause appears in the specifier of IP at D-structure
requi res the extension of the notion of "sisterhood" as
proposed in Chomsky (1985) in order to maintain e-Jnarkillg
as a process laking place under sisterhood~ I have al ~o
pointed out tha t th is e xtens i on of s i ste rhood not ooll' is
,conceptually undesirable but also creates a serjous
I
problem, namely, it wrongly allows "exceptional e-lnarking'~
into a clausal complement of a verb such as believe~
Various possibilities have been entertained in the previous
discussion to resolve this difficulty in Chosmky's (1985)
framework, but nothing turned out to be satisfactory. It
seems now clear t.hat t.r.ere is no st.rai.ght.!orwaro wa'y of
overcoming the difficulty under the standard aosumption.
On the other hand, in the system I proposed in
Chapter 2, there arises simply no problem comparable to the
one pointed out above. Recall that in this system subject
of clause appears at D-structure in one of the base-
generated "adjoined" positions of a projection of V. In
other words, the position of sUbject of a clause at
D-structure is exactly pqrallel to that of noun phrase
subject.
(11) , a.
b.
,
v
I 1\ I
subject ~ NP V 2I \
v NP;:: object
,
N
I 1\ I
subject = NP N2I \
N NP = object
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Given the configurations in (11), it is clear that tt·l~
extension of the notion of sisterhood as stated in (1) is
no longer necessary to handle the a-marking of ~ubject in
clauses. We can maintain the mere restricted definition of
sisterhood given in (2). In (lla), as we,ll as in (lIb),
~he subjec~ NP and the verb (the noun in (llb)) arc nc~
sisters since V2 dominates the verb but not the sUbject
NP. Thus, the verb does not direcr.ly 6-rna (k its subject"
But the V2' a direct projection of ttle verb, and the
subject NP are sisters since they are donlinated by the
same nodes, i. e .. , there is no nocle that dominates one but
not the other. Therefore, the V2 directly e~marks the
sUbject NP (and hence the verb indi.rectly 6-marks its
subject mediated through its projection V2).2 Notice
incidentally that the direct 6-marking of the sUbject
NP by V2 is still "ccmposit!onal" in the relevant sense.
10~
Thus,' the way of a-marking of subject I am proposing 16
cons i stent with tile 01 a im that the 8- ro1 e of Subj ect shoul d
be determined compositionally by the VP (cf. Chomsky (1981),
Marantz (1984)), replacing the node label "VP" by 'IV'" as
required in my system.
Let us now consider the a-marking relation between the
believe type verbs and their clausal complement, which
creates a problem of "exceptional a-marking" in ttle system
that involves the notion of sisterhood as defined in (1)"
As I have just discussed, in the system I am proposing
there is no need to extend the notion of sisterhood in order
to handle the a-marking of subject: we can maintain the
simple definition of sisterrlood as in (2). With this in
mino, conside: ~he following configura~ion.
(12) a. (=i (5) ) v [CP le' C
I ! t
a-marks
[I P
t
'---..-·-Ilxt-----·
a-marks
b • (of. (6)) V [IP
t I t
'1__-
a-marks
NP •••
4
---e--x......m-a-r-kS
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In (12a), direct e-marking of IP by tc\e matrix verb is
straightforwardly ruled out because they are not sisters
given the definition of sisterhood (2). Thus, the verb can
only directly a-mark CP, which is its sister; they are
dominated by the same nodes (assuming that dominance is
irreflexive. See Chomsky (1985)). In (12b), a typical
"exceptional a-marking" construction, IP is a sister of V
so that it gets a a-role from the verb, i.e., V directly
e-rnarkes IP. However, the NP in (12b) is not a sister of
V due to the existence of IP that dominates the NP but not
the V. Thus, the direct a-marking of the NP by the matrix
verb is impossible, as desired. In tr1is system, the
explanation for the contrast in grammaticality between
(6) and t.he examples in (7) is st.raight.forw~rd. In
(6), John, the subject of IP, gets a e-rcle from the
predicate (be) intelliaent but it does not get a 6-rule:
from the matrix verb belie~, since believe and John are
not sisters due to the intervening IP. Therefore, no
violation of the a-criterion ensues (Recall, incidentally,
that unlike direct a-marking, government, and hence
Case-marking, do not require sisterhood. Thus, the
"exceptional" Case-marking of John in (6) is possible).
On the other hand, the sUbject of IP in the examples of (7)
cannot get a 6-role at all, since rain in (7a) and seems
in (7b) both lack a 6~role to assign, and the e-markirlg
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from 'the matrix verb bel ieve is impossir/le beca~lse ,bel iev~
and the subject of IP are not sisters. Thus, John, the
subject IP, remains without any a-role assigned to it,
resulting in a a-criterion violation. Hence the ungramma-
ticality of (7a) and (7b).
I have argued in this section that the extended
definition of sisterhood given in (1) is not only conoep-
tually undesirable but also creates a serious elllpirical
problem, i.e., it wrongly allows the possibility of "excep-
tional direct a-marking." Under the system of projection
proposed in Chapter 2, on the other hand, the e-matking
of subject is straightforwardly carried out under the
restricted notion of sisterhood defined in (2), without
creating ~uch problems as "excep~ional &-marKing.- Thus
far, I have not discussed the exact mechanism of a-marking,
however. Let us briefly see bow a-marking takes place in
my system. The following discussion on a-marking mechanism
is rather sketchy and is not intended to be comprehensive.
I have been assuming that a-marking takes place
under the strict sisterhood in the sense defined in (2).
Let us further assume that an argument structure, a
"a-grid" in the sense of Stowell (1981), is more than just
an unordered list of a-roles: it is structured according
to the "closeness" of a e-role to the predicate. 3 I will
represent this by the linear order of the a-role in a
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e-grrd, i.e., the lefthand a-role is "closer" than ttle one
to its right in a a-grid of the lexical head. Por example,
81 is "closer" than 8it1 to the lexical head to which the
a-grid is associated, and 81 is the "closest" e-role.
(13) a-grid ~ < 81' ••. , Si' 8if1, ... , en >
And I will also assume that the "discharge" of the 8-roles
(in the sense of Higginbotham (1985)) takes place
sequentially from left to right under the strict sisterhood
without skipping over a non-a-marked position. This mode
of e-mar;king, coupled with Higginbottlanl'S (1985) versi.on
of ~he e-cri~erion in~roduceq in Chapter 1, which is
repeated here as (14) here, gives us the following schematic
D-structure representation (15) for, say, a verbal projec-
tion.
(14) a. Every thematic position is discharged
b. If X discharges a thematic role in Y,
then it discharges only one.
(Eiggi~botham (1985:561))
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(linear order irrelevant)
v'
I \
V'
! \
Adjuncts
(modifiers)
\
V'
I \
V'
en is discharge~~1 \
V'
en-I is discharged • I \
(15) ~
\
v·
62 is discharged ~~ I \
Vi
I \
V '-- 81 is discharged
, here
<61,62' ... , en-I, en>
In (15), the only position which gets e-marked directly by
the V is the sister of the verbal head V. In other words,
61 is the only "int:.ernal" e-role, and all the other
a-roles in a given a-grid are aRsigned compositionally
from the bottom up under the sisterhood relation. After
every thematic position in a a-grid 11ae been dlscharged,
non-arguments (adjuncts/modifiers) may appear, llnd these
modifiers will be placed in appropriate positions for
their interpretation later in the derivaton, r;resumably il)
LF (see Czaykowska-Higgins (1986) for details of adverbial
modifications.)4
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Thus, for example, the D-structure
representation for (16) under the present assumptions will
be (17), where Bill is directly a-marked by th£: verb tlit,
John is composi tionally a-marked by ttle verb mediated
through V~, and after lunch is a modificational phrase.
(Recall again that linear order in (17) is irrelevant.)
(16) John hit Bill after lunch
(17) IP
I \
I '
1\,
I V
<Tense/AGR> I 1\ I
I v')
after lunch /f .... ,\,
John V 3I \
V Bill
I
hit
<el, 82>
In the course of derivation, as I mentioned above, John
will be moved into the position of specifier of IP to
receive Case, and after lunch will be placed in an appro-
priate position for its interpretation.
The above discussion is not at all conclusive. We will
obviously have to specify more clos-ely the mechanism of
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e-mar"king, e.g., obligatoriness/optionality of 6-marking,
etc. F'or more details, see, arnong others, Chomsky (1985,
1986), Higginbotham (1985), Williatns (1965a), and
Czaykowska-Higg~ns (1986). I will br ief ly ret u rn to the
related matters in Japanese in Chapter 4.
3.2 The Position of PRO
Another consequence of the system of projection
proposed in the previous ctlapter is the position of
PRO. As I discussed ea::lie::, t.he subJect: of a sencence
starts out within a projection of V and then is moved into
the specifier of IP to get Case in my system. I also
claimed that the D-structure position of the subject does,
which is within a projection V, is the posit;i0n to which
an external a-role is assigned. This implies that PRO can
also appear in the same position as the lexical sUbject,
the only difference !)eing that the lexical subject must
move to the position of the IP specifier to receive Case,
whereas PRO stays in the original position because it need
not be, in f act i tea nnot be, Cas e - mar ked • T h us, the
schematic clausal structure in which PRO can appear is
such ~s follows. 5
\
\
I
III
(18) IP
I \
I •/ \
I V'
I \
PRO V'
I \
V
\
\
\
If I in (18) does not contain Tense!AGR, i.e., if it is ,~,
and no Kase is discharged from outside the IP, nothj1 ng
happens and PRO will be controlled if there is a possit,le
controller; if there is no such a controller, it gets a
so-called -arbitrary" interpret.at:.ior. as ir. it. is ur,:: .. E':U
what to PRO do. If I in (18) contains an F-Feature to l:>e
disona rged in the speci fie r of I P pas i t ion, th en somech i 1'\9
must be moved to that position to avoid a violation of tte
Saturation Principle. In most cases, movement of a phrase
under these circumstances would result in a violation oE
some principles of grammar, f,)[ example, Case confli.ct'l
Therefore, PRO may normally appear only in an infinit:ivaJ
clause where I does not contain an F-Feature. HOWE~ver,
there is a case where movement of a phrase into the
position of the IP specifier would be allowed, namely a
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case of passive.
Befor ego i n9 intothe dis c us s ion 0 f pa s s i v e ,Iet us
makf; sure that the appearance of PRO ",'ithin tt projectlon
of V does not violate any principle of UG. The crucial
requirement imposed on the distribution of PRO tl'lat has
been widely assunted in the literature is the so-called
"l?nO theorem" which dictates that PRO be ungoverned. This
theorem can be derived from the "classical" Binding Theory
(~f. Chomsky (1981, 1982)) by the following reasoTling.
Observe first that PRO is like an OVert pronoun in that it
never has an antecedent within its clause (or NP), and
that it is also similar to anaphors in that it has no
intrinsic referential content. Suppose then that PRO is a
pronominal anapho~ whose feat.ure specification is [ooranaphor,
+prOTlominal] ((~f. Chomsky (1982)). If tJRO has these
features, it bas to obey both the Binding Theory (A),
which requires [tanaphor] element be bound in its governing
category, and t11e Binding Theory (B) which stjpulates
that l+pronominal] element be free in its governing
category, a contradiction. Therefore, PRO has no governing
category and is therefore ungoverned. The same reasoning
can naturally hold with some modifications even within the
most recent version of the Binding Theory (Chomsky (1986))
that we are assuming in this study; It gives a licensing
condition for a catt~gory governed by a lexical element.
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From 'this, it follows that a pronominal anaphor (PRO)
meets contradictory conditions, the clauses (A) and (8) of
the Binding Theory. It then follows ttlat a prononlinal
anaphor (PRO) is ungoverned (or "not lexically governed")
if license.
Then our task is to show that in the following
structure PRO is indeed ungoverned.
(19) I '
I \
I ~1'
! \
PRO V'
I \
V
I have already suggested before that I does not govern the
posit ion PRO now 0 C cup i e sand t hat the ina b iIi t Y 0 f
government across a maximal projection is a property of
Functional categories in general, presumably because of
the directionality of F-Feature assignment. No problem
arises as to the government by the lexical head V, either,
as long as V' is ttle maximal projection \,)f V proposed
above. I have suggested (cf. f ootnot e 2 ) that May's
(1985) distinction between categories and segments does
not hold for the base-generated "adjunction" structure
such as (19) ~6 If this is the case, then PRO is not
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m-commanded by, hence not governed by V, since a maximal
proj ection, namely the lower V', domina tes the V bu t not
PRO in (19).7 Thus, if (19) is not considered to be an
"adjunction" structure relevant to May's distillction, no
problem arises as to the government of PRO by V, since it
is clear that PRO is not m-commanded by V (l<ecall that
"rn-command" is the necessary, though not sufficient,
condition for government.) This move, namely tile move
t owa rd the di s tinct i on be tween ., (" eal ac1j unct ion s t r uat u r e 11
and base-generated structure that "looks similar" to
adjunction structure, seems to me to be the right one.
See Chapter 4 for further discussion.
Furthermore, even if May's distinction turned out to
be applicable to ~he base-genera~ea s~ruc~ures liKe (19),
PRO would still not be m-commanded, and hence not be
governed, by the lexical head V, because the lower V', now
interpreted as a segment of a category V', does not
dominate PRO. Thus, the category V' which consists of two
s e 9 rn e n t s , the h i 9her V' and t 1-j e 1 ower 0 n e , doe s not
dominnte ~RO, but it does dominate V, since every segment
of the V' dominates v. Therefore, there is a maximal
projection that dominates V but not PRO, namely tile
category VI. Hence, the V does not m-cornmand PRO even if
May's distinction holds in (19).8 Incidentally, it goes
without saying that PRO in (19) does govern and hence
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m-command the elements dominated by the lower segment of
the category V', including V, as generally x:-equired for
the antecedent government of a trace by its "VP-adjoined"
antecedent (cf. Chomsky (1985)). This does not entail, of
course, that this "reverse" government re.1ation, i It e _,
government of an "adjoined" eleloent by something under
(dominated by) VV must hold. In fact, I have just argued
that the "reversE~" government relationship cannot hold.
I have thus shown that the postulation of PRO does not
violate the requirement (the "PRO theorem") that PRO be
ungove rned, undel: e i the r i nte rpreta t ion of the "ad j unct j, on"
structure (19).
The postulation of PRO within the projection of q
Lexical cat.egcr:z' has various consequences. Antong these 16
the fact that we now may make overt a representation of
these "implicit arguments" (cf. Roeper (1983, 1984)) wbich
behave as though they were syntactically present. 9
Consider in particular the passive. Under previous
analyses, if the passive morphology absorbed accusative
Case, it was necessary to assume that it also abso:bed the
sUbject a-role, so that the sUbject position could be an
available landin9 site for NP movement~ Under my proposaJ,
this is not necessary: the passive morphology absorbs
ace usa t j,veea s e , but i t nee d not a b so r b the sub j e c t
e-role~ 10 Thus, there must be a position to which the
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subje~t b-role is assigned (when it is not absorbed), or ~
v i 0 1a t ion of the e- c r i te1: ion (a pa r t of the Sa t u rat i on
Principle) results. PRO appears in that position, receiving
the external (sub:lect) a-role from the verb mediated by
V'. This PRO is what has been called the "implicit
argument." To illustrate, consider the passive (20),
whose D-structure representation in our system is (21)
(ignoring the V-raising operation, which is, strictly
speaking, to take place later in the derivation).
(20) John was killed.
(21) IP
I \
I '
I \
I V'
<Tense/'AGR>/' \
was PRO V'
I' ~\
V John
I
killed
In the course of derivation PRO remains in its D-structure
position, whereas the object John, which cannot be assigned
Case in its D-structure position due to passive morphology,
must move to the IP specifier position to receive Case
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(Kase') from I, yielding the following s-structure.
(22) IP
I \
John' I'
l I \
I V'
<Tense/AGR> I \
was PRO V'
I \
V t·I 1
killed
Thus, the status of implicit arguments ure now no longer a
mystery; they are overtly represented in a phrase structural
configuration within the projection of a Lexical categClry~
One interest.ing result of 't.nis a1;proach toO implicit
arguments is that we now make explicit what we should do
for the explanat,ion of the well-known observati.on that
the implicit argument (a f1hidden agent") in a passivt: is
obligatorily disjoint from its S-structure sUbject: our
task now is to determine how to block the coindexing of
PRO with John i.n a structure like (22). If the c:hain
formed by the movement of John, namely (Johni,' ti), i,s an
A-chain, as is widely assumed, then the obVi.ou8 way to
proll ibi t PRO f rom be ing coinde xed with John (an() with '~) 1s
to resort to the follo\t,ling property of A-chains, \-,hich
Chomsky (1981) considers as one of four defining characte-
IlB
ristics of A-chains (see Chomsky (1981:333)).
(23) Qi locally A-binds aitl (where ai are members
of th~ chain)ll
Coindexing PRO with John (and with t.J would clearly make
the chain (Johni' ti) an impossible A-chain, since under
this coindexation John would no longer locally A-bind
t.i- And if the chain (Johni' til 15 ruled out. as a
violation of (23), then the structure is also excluded as
a violation of the a-criterion since Jorln does not J:ece.l.ve
a 8-role. Notice that this explanation is valid <>nly if
the chain (Johnif ~i) is an !'.-cbe!n. Ho'wever,.as we saw
before, the A/A' distinction is not at all straighttorward
in the system I am proposing. It is probably possible
even in our system to make a necessary distinction between
chains without recourse to the A/A' distinction, presumably
in terms of whether or 110t Case is assigl1ed to the head of
a given chain as suggested in Chapter 2 (and with reference
to the "content" of the head of a chain, which is indepen-
dently necessary). 1fthis i s the cas e , t t~ en wee an
distinguish different types of chain appropriately, and
can make use of the condition (23) to account for the
irnpossbility of coindexing PRO wJ.ch John (and with t.),
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modifying the condition accordingly so as to refer to a
particular type of chains. However, even a more straight-
forward way of handling this problem seems to be possible.
Namely, to generalize the condition (23) to all chains.
In fact, such an extension is proposed by Llasnik (1985)
(cf. also Rizzi (1982)) as a generalized strong crossover
constraint.
(24) If ai and ai+l are succe~sive links in an
A/A' chain, then ai locally A/A' binds ai+l-
(Lasnik (1985:488))
This generalized locality condition on chains would rule
OUt all derivations with the follo~~ir'9 abstract prci?€=-:i"~
c-command
(25 )
c-command
NPi NPi
____---.J
movement
(Lasnik (1985:488))
It is clear that coindexing PRO with~ (and consequently
with ~J in (22) would create the structure ~lith exactly
this abstract property.
c-command c-command
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movement
Thus, to the extent that Lasni k' s general izat ion of the
locality condition on A--chains (23) to all chains is
supported,12 the impossibility of the coin(~exati.on of PRO
wit h J 0 h n i n ( 22), i . e ., the 0 b 1 i gat 0 r~, dis j 0 i n t n e s s
between PRO and John, is basically accounted for.
The preceding discussion is not at all conclusive as
to what is a principled explanation for the fact that the
5-s't.ruc~ur:e subject and t.he "hidden agen'c" In a passlve
are always disjoint to each other. However, one ttling is
clear. Given ;the system of projection Wte are proposing,
\"e can now relate this observed fact to the general
cc.\seS-structure subject and the "hidden agE~nt" in a passlve
art~ always disj oint to each other. Howev,er, one thing is
clear. Given the system of projection we are proposing,
we can now relate this observed fact to the general case
of "~::rossover" facts, whatever the real explanation for
the "crossover" facts turns out to be.
'l'h ere are several probl ems tha t shc,ul d be d i se us sed
inc 0 11 nee t ion with the pro p 0 sed s t r l; c t u r e ( 2 2) for
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passi'ves~ First of all, one might object that the structure
(22) looks very similar to the "obligatory control"
structure, in which PRO is obligatorily controlled by its
controller. Even if the impossibility of coindexing trle
S-structure subject with PRO is accounted for along the
lines just suggested, the structure must be ruled out
since PRO in (22) must be obligatorily controlled ana it
cannot be controlled by John in (22). However, the
superficial similarity between the "obligatory control"
structure and the structure (22) is not an apparent one.
Recall that I have suggested that the Binding Theory
should be formulated as a theory of "S-binding" in the
projection system I am proposing. If this is the correct
characterization of the Binding .. It,t.neo ry lfJ IIi}' pr oJ €: C'L..1Cn
system, it can naturally be exterlded to "control" relation,
in view of the fundamental similarity between the binding
relation and the control relation (cf. Manzini (1983)).
Then, we can characterize the control relation as follows.
(27) Cont ro1 reI at ion hoI ds be tween twc.) e-pas i t ions.
In fact, all the typical "obligatory control" relations
hold between two a-positions. Consider, for example, the
following.
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(28) 'a. Johni ti tried [ to PROi pass the exam 1
II H
e e
L J
control
b. John! ti promised Mary [ to PROi came early ]
II II
e e
I
control
In (28), ti is the trace of Johni left b~l Lhe "subject
raising" rule discussed in Chapter 2. And the control
relation holds between the trace, a terminal element of a
chain (Johni, ~i)' and PRO, both being in e-positions, as
required by (27). Now conside( (29), which is a reproduc-
~ion of ~he r6~evant portions of (22).
(29) Johni was PROi killed ti
" II II
S' e e
In (29), Johni is in a e'-position as discussed before, so
that control relation cannot hold between the position of
Johni and that of PRO since (27) requires all of the
positions that enter into control relation be e-positions.
Control of PRO by ~he trace ~i' which is a terminal element
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of the chain (~i' t..i) left behind by thE: "passjve
movement" is al so inlpossibl e beca use of the ant i -c-command
condition on control such as follows.
(30) A controllee cannot a-command its controller.
Although conditions like (27) and (30) are stipulative and
s>hould be derived from more general principles of gramn,ar,
they seem to be at least descriptively adE.quate" And if
t~h e 0 b1 i gat 0 rye 0 n t r 01 s t rue t urei s c ha rae t e r i z ~din t e r ms
()f the conditions like (27) and (30), which seems reasona-
() 1 e , the s t rue t u r e (22 ) do e s not f alI unde r the 9e nera1
obliga~cry con~rol cases. Therefore, th~ impossioili~y of
t,he coindexation between PRO and the S-structure subj eet
~'ohn will not make the structure ill-formed.
Next problem has to do with the position of PRO
in (22). Notice first that the position that PRO occupies
in (22) is also the position in which a lexical NP appears
c~t D-structure, and I proposed in Chapter 2 that ttlis
lexical NP is moved into the specifier of IP position to
get Kase, leaving a trace in its D-structure position. It
has occasionally been proposed (see, in particular, Jaeggli
(1982), Rizzi (class lectures, MIT, 1984), Wahl (1985),
and Chomsky (1986)) that trace must be governed as well as
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antec'edent-governed. If this is a corr8ct condition on
traces, then the position that PRO occupies in (22) must
be governed since it is ttle position where the trace is
lett behind by the "subject raising" rule proposed i.n
Chapter 2. On the other hand, ttle I1PRO theorem" requires
that PRO be in an ungoverned position. This is a contra-
diction since the same position is required to be governed
and ungoverned, from considerations of different principles
of grammar. There are various ways of overcoming this
problem. Let us briefly consider some of those possi-
bilities.
Note first that the above-mentioned paradox crops up
only if the two conditions, the condition on traces "trace
is go·verT_ed, n ana the PRO ttleorem "PRO 15 ungoverned," are
true in the forms exactly as they are stated in these
quotes. However, it is not entirely clear whether this is
the case. Consider the "PRO theorern" fir~t. As I have
argued before, government of PRO by V in the structure in
question is impossible, since V does not m-command the
position of PRO (even if we assume May's (1985) distinction
between category and segments). Therefore, the only
possibility of government of the position occupied by PRO
is government by I f rom outside of trJe projecti on of V.
Let's suppose the government of the position of PRO by I
is indeed possible. That is, even if I (when it contains
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Tens~/AGR) assigns Nominative Case only to its specifier
position and not to a position inside the projection of V
(as argued before), I nevertheless governs into t.he
projection of V, in particular, it goverl1s the posit:lon
occupied by PRO.13 Now PRO is governed by I lrl the
position we are considering. Suppose further that the
"PRO theorem" is stated in terms of "lexical government,"
i.e., government by a Lexical category, rather than
"government," which seems reasonable in view of the fact
that the not ion '1 gave r ning ca tego ry" is def ined ( in pa r t )
b y 9 0 v ern men t by aLe x i cal cat ego r y ( c f. Chom s J, y
(1986 :171)).
(31) PRO is not lexically governed.
Assuming the core ideas of "V-raising" analysis in Chomsky
(1985), the condition (31) seems to correctly determine the
distributional property of PRO, i.e., essentially it
occurs only in the subject position of infinitives and
gerunds, while allowing the position we are considering to
be governed, as aesired.
Consider next the condition that trace must be
governeo as well as antecedent-governed~ Evidence suppor-
ting the claim might be obtained from the contrast between
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(3 2) 'and (3 3) •
(32) *how raw did John eat the meat t.
(33) a. how clean did John pick the bone t.
b. how red did you paint the house t.
c. how angry did John make his friends t.
(Chomsky (1985:71))
Extraction of how raw from the position designated by t in
(32) is impossible, whereas extraction from similar
pO'3itions is possible in (33). Assuming ttlat the positions
designated by ~ in (32) and (33) are all antecedent-governed
(=j., £0:: example, the "VP-adjoined- trace with the notion
of government defined in terms of exclusion in Ctlomsky's
(~~ge5) sJ'sten\. See Chomsky (1985) for details and back-
9 'C 0 U nd ass ump t ions • ), the 0 n 1yeonee i \' a b 1 e d iff ere nee
between cases like (32) and those like (33) would be that
there is a relation bet'",een the matrix verb and the \t.b
phrase in (33), while there is no such relation in (32) It
puts "in (iii)(~(33c);N-.F.)
under a small clause analysis with the fronted AP as the
selected head, in (i) (==(33a) iN.F.) because of the lexical
character of "pick clean" (as distinct from "eat raw");
and in (ii) (:::; (33b) ;N.F~), possibly for the same reason
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(not~ that picking-clean is something that can be done to
a bone, and painting-red something that can be done to a
house, but eating-raw is not something that can be done to
meat) ." Stating the condition on trace in terms of
government is obviously one possible way of capturing this
difference between (32) and (33) (and other relevant
constructions). But it is by no means the only one.
Suppose tentatively that the relevant condition on traces
might be something like the following.
(34) Trace is "licensed" by a Lexical head.
"L:lcensing" in (34) include e.-marking, predication, ar.a
modification (presumably, an instance of predication).
Notice that in our system (and in part in the standard
system as well) these relations do not necessarily require
government relation to hold between the two elements
iJ1volved. What our system does require is that the two
elements involved in such relations be within the same
Lexical projection. Now compare the following S-structure
r:epresenta tiona.
(35) a. IP
I \
Johni I'
I \
I V'
<Tense!AGR> ! \
killed ti V'
I \
V Bill
I
t·J
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b. IP
I \
John' I I
1 I \
I V'
<Tense/AGR> I \
was' t, VI
J J I \
PRO V'
I \
V ti
I
killed
In (35a), the trace of the "subject raising, n namely ~i'
is not governed,14 as argued before. However, it is
"licensed" by V, i.e., the position of the trace is
a-marked by a Lexical category V (mediated by V'). Thus,
the trace of Johni satisfies the condition (34) even if it
is not governed. As for (35b), assuming the "helpi.a 9
verb" ~ in passive construction is not a Lexical element,
PRO is not lexically governed in its S-structure position,
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satisfying the requirement imposed by the "FRO tbeoren1."
Although the previous discussion is rather sketchy it
is now clear that the apparent paradox created by the npRO
theorem" and the condition on traces is not a serious one
for our analysis of passives.
Let us now turn to the discussion of passives with an
overt agent, namely Qy phrase. There are two approaches
to Qy phrase in passives; one is to assume that Qy phrase
is an adjunct of the passive predicate (af. Zubizarreta
(1985)), the other is to assume that it is an argument of
the pa s s i v e pre dieate (c f. Rob e r t s ( 1 9 8 5) and J a egg 1 i
(1986)). Let's see how our system works under each of
these assumptions.
If the Qy phrase is an adjunc:., 'tben our sys'C.ern
predicts that a sentence like (36) would have the D~struc­
ture representation (37a) and the S-structure representation
(37b), i.gnoring the linear order.
(36) John was killed by Bill.
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(37) a. IP
! \
I I
I \
I V'
<Tense/AGR> I \
be V'
I \
by Bill V'
! \
PRO V'
I \
V John
I
killed
b. IP
! \
Johni I'
I \
I V'
<Tensc/'AGR> II \
was' t' V'
J J / \
by Bill v~
I \,
PRO V'
I \
V t·I 1
killed
First of all, in the D-structure representation (37a), the
existence of PRO as an external argument of killed is
required, because otherwise a violation of the Saturation
Principle (the a-criterion, in partioular) would result.
For we are assuming, for the sake of argument, trlat the
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external a-role of the verb killed is not absorbecl. It
is also required by the a-marking mechanism proposed
before that an adjunct Qy phrase occupy a "high,er n posltion
than every argument, in particular, PRO. Representation
(37b) is the S-structure representation of (36) after
"V-raising" of be and the movement of John (whi.ch is
"forced" by the Case FilteL~ since the passive morphology
absorbs the Case-assigning power of a vetb) have applied.
The obligatory disjointness between PRO and the S-structure
sUbject John can be accounted for in the way suggested
before. Thus, the only problem that remains is to account
for the obligatory control of PRO by Bill in (37b).
Although nothing explicit can be said at this point due to
the 1 a eke:: sub s ~ ant i a 1 t:. he c r ~l cfcc n t. r 0]" i t. i =: c 1 ear
that there is no seriously problematic factor for the
control of PRO b~l Bill in (37b). If bv does not create
any branching structure relevant to a-command, then ~
is the "optimal" position for controlling PRO, i.e., Bl11
is the "closest nominal element a-commanding PRO" (of.
Rosenbaum (1969), Huarlg (1984), etc.). Even if Qy creates
a branching structure visible for a-command relatioJ1ship,
it is still possible for Bill to control PRO, since
control relation does not necessarily require a oontroller
to c-command its controllee as exemplified by examples
like the following (Examples are shown in (38) with the
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standard structures, not with the one I am proposing) .15
(38) a. [PROi to clear myself! of the charges ]
is important to mei
b. [PROi finishing mYi work on time ]
is important to mel
(Chomsky (1981: 77))
c. [PROi losing the race] will upset Johni
Therefore, there will be no serious problem with the
structure (37b) with respect to the control relation
between an overtly represented agent Bill and the postulated
"hidden agent" PRO.
the passive verb, receivj.ng an external 6-role from the
verb, then PRO cannot show up in D-structure, since if it
did , no e- r ole w0 u1 d be ass i 9ned t 0 it, v i 01 a tin9 t i'l e
a-criterion. Thus, the D-structure representation and the
S-structure representation for (36) should be (39a) a.nd
(39b), respectively.
(39) a. IP
I \
I •I \
I V'
<r.rense!AGR> ! \
be V'
I \
by Bill V'
I \
V John
t
killed
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b. IP
! \
John· I '
1 I \
I V'
<Tense/AGR> I \
was t-; V'
.J ! \
oy :Dill V'
I \
V ti
I
killed
The problem of ~ontrol does not arise unde( the assumption
that ID!. phrase is an argument, simply because Pl~O does not
show up in the structure.
We have thus seen that there is no serious problem
for our proposal about passives with respect to the overt
"agentive" phrase. Let us go on to discuss another
potential problem for my analysis, namely, the problem
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rela~ed to the Specified Subject Condition (SSC)
(cf. Chomsky (1973, 1981, etc.)).
Given the proposed S-structure (22) for passives, one
might suspect that this structure would violate the sse,
or the Binding Theory (A), if PRO is not coindexed with
the trace of John as in the following (we ignore here the
trace of the V-raising as irrelevant).
(40) IP
I \
Johni II
I \
I V'
<Tense!AGR> I \
was PRO' V'
J I \
V ti
r
killed
If, as is widely assumed, the trace left by NE> movement
(movement to an A-position) should be regarded as an
anaphor, then it must obey the Binding Theory (A). In
(40), the least Complete Functional Complex containing the
anaphor t.i and its lexical governor Killed is (the higher)
VI. Thus, the Binding Theory (A) requires, roughly, that
the trace t.i be bound in V'. But the trace is not bound
if PRO is not coindexed with it. Hence, the structure
woul d v i cIa te the Binc1ing Theo ry (A) unde r the stan da r c1
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assu~ptions. Recall, however, that I have already discussed
that the A/A' distinction is not straightforwardly defined
and does not seem to have real content in the system I am
proposing. As a result, I have suggested that the Binding
Theory, and Control Theory for that matter, stlould be
reinterpreted as a theory of a-binding (with same qualifi-
cations on Case), i.e., a theory about the relationship
between two a-positions. I have al so poi nted au t tha t
all traces are Sf-bound in my system. From these consi~
aerations, I tentatively concluded that the Binding
Theory does not apply to traces. Let us be clear about
the scope of the Binding Theory and the status of traces
with respect to the Binding Theory.
(41) The Binding Theory applies only to distinct chains.
Suppose now we have the f allow ing suppl ementa ry conven t ion.
(4 2 ) The s tat US 0 f a c h ct i n wit h res pe c t tothe Bindin 9
~heo=y is deter~ined by ~~s head.
If these statements are true, then "chain internal"
relations such as the one between John! and its trace, ti,
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in (40) are not subject to the Binding Theory. Specif i-
cally, the traces like ti are no longer "anaphors":
traces are just traces, whose distribution is constrained
only by conditions on chains (and possibly, a condJtion
like (34)). This division of labor seems to be conceptually
desirable, eliminating the redundancies observed between
the Binding Theory and other modules of grammar such as
EC Pis ub j ace n c y • 1fthis i sindee d the cas e , thenth e
problem of sse concerning (40) simply does not arise; the
Binding Theory is inapplicable to the chain internal
relation between Johni and t.i in (40). Or, if (42) is
correct, coindexing PRO with the trace ti is ruled as a
violation of the Binding Theory (C). This is because the
status of the chain (Johni, ti) is an R-exprcssicn S1I4Ce
its head is an R-expression, Johni' and the terminal
element of the chain, ~i' is bound by PROi, assuming that
the Binding Theory governs the relationship between
terminal elements of distinct chains (with some modification
concerning the position of the head of a chain, i. e., if
the position of the head is a Case-marked position, then
the head is also "visible" to the Binding Theory. This
complication is independently necessary for the account of
weak crossover phenomenon. See 2.6), which directly
follows from (41) and our assumption that the Binding
Theory is a theory of 6-binding, combined with the general
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condition that all movements are to 8'-positions.l 6
Let us now discuss another apparently problematic
case for the analysis of passive I am proposing. Consider
the following example.
(43) John tried to be examined.
Under the analy sis of pas s i ve proposed above, (4 3) srloul d
have the D-structure such as follows (irrelevant portions
omitted.)l?:
\,(44)
I
V
I
tried
'/ '
f ,
\
C'
I \
C I'
I ! \
e I V'
I I \\
to be V'
I \
PROI V'
I \
V PR02
I
examined
In (44), there are two PROs, PROl and PR02. PROl is a
postula ted "h idden agen t" wt! i ch we have been c1 i sou s sin 9 II
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PR02 Is the one to be obligatorily controlled by the matrix
subject John in (43). However, this PR02 is in the
position governed (and furthermore "lexically governed")
by the verb examined. Therefore, the "PRO theorem" (or the
condition (31)) "forces" the PR02 to move into some other
position which is not (lexically) governed. In the
standard GB theory, this D-structure object PRO is assumed
to be moved into the specifier of IP position within an
embedded clause. But the theory of [Jrojection I am
ass urn i n9 here does not a11 ow sue h a nl 0 v e IT, E: nt, sin c e n 0
Kase is assigned to the specifier position IP (tQ does not
have F-Features a11d the "exceptional'l Case assignment by
the higher verb tried is blocked presumably by the rninima-
lity condition, with tbe empty cornplementizer being the
minimal governor (but not Kase-assigner)), and hence that
specifier position is not licensed. Therefore, we have to
look for arlothtdr option to avoid a violation of the "PRO
theorem ••, Here, I will tentatively propose that PR02 is
"adjoined" to V', yielding the following S-structure. 1B
(45) . \
V'
I \
V c'
t ! \
tried C I'
I II \
e I V'
I ! \
to PR02 V·
I \
be V'
I \
PROl V'
I \
V t2
I
examined
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Now in (45), PR02 is in the "ungoverned" position, as
required by the "PRO theorem." Note that this movement of
PR02 is a "licit" movemen~ in tha~ it does net violate any
principles of grammar, in particular ECP!subjacency ..
Thus, although I have no strong argument for ttlis particular
movement, it is now clear that there is a way of getting
the right result in our system with respect to the cases
like (43).
Before closing the discussion of passives, let us
briefly see that our analysis of passive, in particular,
the postulation of PRO within a Lexical projection, V',
can naturally be extended to noun phrases. Consider first
the following paradigm taken from Chomsky (1986).
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(46) a. theYi told [ stories about each otheri ]
b. *theYi heard [ my stories about each otheri
c_ *theYi told [ stories about themi ]
d. theYi heard [ my stories about them! ]
(Chomsky (1986:166))
These are typical cases where we observe the sse effect.
The subject mY blocks the binding of each other by they in
(46b), whereas it allows trle occurence of then\ coindexed
with they, due to the Binding Theory (A) and (B), respec-
tively. On the other hand, the Sf;C does not apply to
(46a) and (46c) because there is no subject in a nOUI)
phrase. Thus, binding of each other is permitted in (46a)
by the Binding Theory (B) in (46c).
Let us now consider the following paradigm, in which
tell and bear in (46) are interchanged.
(47) a. theYi heard [ stories about each other! ]
b. *theYi told [ my stories about each otheri
c. tbeYi heard [ stories about them! ]
d. theYi told [ my stories about therni ]
(Chomsky (1986:167))
Examples in (47) arc~ well in accord with what the sse
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predi'cts except for (47c). There is no sUbject in a noun
phrase in (470), so binding of them by ~ should be
blocked by the Binding Theory (6), but it is not. Chomsky
(1986) suggests the explanation for this apparent exception
to the sse as follows. He notes that in (46c), we assume
that the stories are theirs, whereas in (47c), stories are
assumed to be someone else's. Based on this observation,
Chomsky (1986) postulQtes the following strUCJtures for
(46 c) and (47 c) •
(48) a. *theYi told [PROi stories about themi]
b. theYi heard (PROj stories about therni]
(Chomsky (1986:167))
Given the structures in (48), which includes an implicit
argument with the properties of PRO (cf. Chomsky (1986)),
the sse works properly. In (48a), binding of ttle]l by
they (via PRO) is barred by the Binding Theory (8),
whereas (48b) does not violate the Binding Theory (B),
since PRO is not coindexed with (and hence does not bind)
~ in a noun phrase. 19 Chomsky (1986) suggests that the
determiner position can include an implicit argument
(hence identified as a PRO-like element). However,
judgments of the relevant cases remain basically the same
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even'if there is an overt determjner the (putting as1de
the "specificity" effect invoked by the definite article),
as shown by the following paradigm (of. (47)).
(49) a. theYi heard [ the stories about each otheri]
b. *theYi told ( my stories about each other! ]
c. theYi heard [ the stories about themi ]
d. theYi told [ my stories about them! ]
This seems to indicate that the existence of PRO in a noun
phrase correlates not with the existence of an overt
dete rmine r, but with the ex i stence of an ave r t (e xte rnal )
argument of a noun (whose existence, in turn, depends on
the noun's thematic st:ructure as well as on the matrix
verb's lexical property). This point is further clarified
by the following examples.
(50) a. theYi heard [yesterday's stories about
each other!]
b. *theYi told [my stories about each otheri]
c. they! hea(d [yesterday's stories about themi]
c. theYi told [my sto:ies about themiJ
In (50c), the alleged determiner (or "specifier") position
is occupied by an adjunct yesterday, but still PRO must be
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preseht within a noun phrase to make the sse work properly.
Thus, it seems that t11e determiner (or "specifier")
position itself has nothing to do with the (optional)
occurrence of PRO within a noun phrase, contrary to
Chomsky's (1986) suggestion.
In the system proposed in this study, the facts I
have been discuRsin~ can be given a natural and strajght-
forward explanation. Recall an "external" argument of a
lexical head appears within a projection of t11at Lexicql
hea,d in our system. Thus, given our system of category
projection" Chomsky's (1986) npRO~like implicit argument"
can show up within a prcjection of a noun, exactly parallel
to an external argument of a verbal head in a (.~lausal
case.
(51 ) \
V'
If '\
V (DP)
I \
0'
I \
D N'
I \
PRO N'
I \
N •••
The possibility of the occurrence of PRO in (51) is
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determined )::>y the le>:ical property of ttl€: nominal bead
(and perhaps by the matrix verb's lexical property as
well), and llas nothing directly to do with the position of
the determiner 0, which is, in our systen), a head of DP
(see Brame (1981, 1982)). Thus, the S-structure represen-
tations fot" the relevant cases under discussion stlould
look like the following in our system (irrelevant details
omitted) •
(52) (= (46c))
IP
! \
theYi
'\
V'
I \
told D,20
II 'I
D N'
t ! \
e N about themi
I
stories
( 53) ('= ( 47c) )
(54) (= (47d) )
IP
I \
theYi
\
V'
I \
heard D'
! \
D 'N'
I ! \
e PRO- N'J; \
N about then'i
I
stories
IP
I \
theYi •
\
V'
I \
told DP
I \
my' D'
J ; \
D N'
'5 I \
t· N'
J I \
N about them!
I
stories
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(55) (= (47b) )
IP
I \
theYi
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(56) (::; (490) )
\
V'
I \
told DP
I \
my' D'
J I \
D N'
'S ! \
t· N'
J I \
N about each other!
I
stories
IF
! \
theYi
\
V'
I \
heard D'
I \
D N'
the I \
PRO' N'
J I \
N about themi
I
stories
- 110 -
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( 5 7) (::; (5 0c) )
IP
! \
theYi
\
V'
I \
heard DP
I \
yesterday'sk 0'
I \
D N'
'S I \
tk N'
! \
PRO' N'
J / \
N about themJ
I
stories
In (52), there 15 no suojecc (an ex~ernal argument of the
nominal head) in a noun phrase, so the Binding Theory (B)
prohibits the binding of them by~. In (53), on the
other hand, there is an external argument, namely PRO, in
a noun phrase; therefore, the binding of ~ by they is
allowed by the Binding Theory (B) under the designated
indexing of PRO. Also, in (54), there is an external
argument of a noun, in this case it is an overt element
~, which starts out in a position indicated by the trace
~j at D-structure, and later moves into the specifier of
DP position to get Kase. And due to the existence of this
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external argument, binding of them by they does not v10late
the Binding Theory (B). Compare this with (55), in which
an anaphor each other appears in place of a pronominal
them. The structure is ill-formed, because of the presence
of the external qrgument ~, an impossible binder for each
other, resulting in a violation of the Binding Theory
(A). Note that postulation of PRO (binding each other) is
impossible since the existence of such an element will
violate the e~criterion (if we assume, as seems plausible,
that the noun stories has only one external e~role). In
(56) and (57), a postulated "implicit argument" PRO acts
as a specified subject with a different inaex from that of
them, satisfying the Binding Theory (B). In these cases,
a det.erminer head the is oase-genera'C.ec under I) in (56),
and an adjunct yesterday is base-generated within a
projection of N and is moved into a specifier of DP position
to receive Kase; both of these are quite independent of
the existence of an "implicit argument" PRO.
Summarizing so far, in all of the relevant cases I
have been considering, the existence of an overt determiner
the or the presence of an adjunct element in the "deter-
miner" (specifier) position has nothing directly to do
with the existence of an "implicit aI'gument" PRO, the
(optional) existence of the latter being determined solely
by the lexical property of a nominal head, as shown by the
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paral'lelism between (47), (49), and (50). And structural
config \~ rat ion s 9 i v e n tother e 1 e van t e xamp1 e 5 i n 0 u r
system ,of projectlon ((52), (53), (54), (55), and (57))
explicitly represent this lack of correlqtion between the
"determiner" (specifier) position and the existence of
PRO. Also, the structure (55), coupled with the 6-crite-
r ion, cor rectly predicts the impossibil i ty of binding of
each other by !:hey, since lIlY, which happens to be 10 a
specifier of DP position at S-structure for Case reqsons,
acts as a specified subject. Thus, our system of projection
makes explicit the fact that the apparent correlation
between the determiner posi tion and the existence of PRO
in noun phrases is superfluous. Note in passing that the
position assigned to PRO in our sys~em will avoid the
problem connected with the "PRO theorem," which potentially
arises in the standard configuration. That is, if PRO
appears in the determiner position of the standard noun
phrase structure such as follows, as suggested by Chomsky
(1986 ) :
. .. .
(58) NP
I \
PRO N'
I \
N
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it is (lexically) governed by the head noun, under the
assumption that government is defined in terms of
"m-command," since there is no maximal projection dominati.ng
the head noun but not dominating PRO (Recall that N' is
not a maximal projection under the standard assumptions.
See Aoun and Sportiche (1983) for the discussion of the
position of PRO in a configuration like (58) with respect
to government.). This is in direct conflict with what
the "PRO theorem" dictates, i.e., "PRO is ungoverned. ,,21
On the other hand, in the system I am proposing, the
problem about the "PRO theorem" does not arise, since, as
I have argued above, the position of PRO in a configuration
l} ~e (51) is not (at least lexically) governed for the
renSons alreaay discussed concerning clausal cases.::
Another piece of evidence in favor of the position of
PRO within a projection N (rather than in the determiner
position) can be obtained from Japanese. In Japanese, as
well as in may other languages (of. Hale (1981), Huang
(1982)), certain classes of nouns, generally those indica-
ting "inalienable possession" (e.g. ~ 'arm,' ill. 'leg,'
etc.) or the "kinship" relation (e.g. okaassn 'mother, I
turna 'wife,' etc.), show an "obligatory control~like"
property. For example, in the following sentences,
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(59) 'a. John-wa tuma-o nagutta
-Top wife-Ace hit
'Johni hit hisi wife'
b. John-wa ude-o otta
arm broke
'Johni broke hisi arm'
t..Y.m.e 'wife' in (59a) and ude 'arm' in (59b) must necess-
arily mean "John's wife" and "J ohn' s arm," respectively, and
they can never mean someone else's wife or arm. It is not
clear at this point whether the "obligatory contT.'ol-
like" property of these classes of nouns should be accounted
for by grammatical principles (of. Washio (1983)), but to
the extent that these phenomena are to be handled by
9 r amma r (in t.he na r row sense), the most. pI ~ us i bl e way of
explaining the obligatory coreference between John and the
"possessor" of the nouns in (59) would be to postulate
PRO in a noun phrase, and to stipulate that this PRO is
obligatorily controlled by John. (Recall that the existence
of PRO is determined by a noun's lexical property. Thus,
only a certain class of nouns allow the existence of PRO).
(60) a. Johni-wa
b. Johni-wa
PROi tuma to nagutta
PROi ude to otta
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However, it is arguably clear that Japanese lacks deter-"
miners and, furthermore, specifiers of noun prlrases (the
la t t er is a cons eq uence of the forme r in au r sy stern), as
we will see in detail in Chapter 4. This fact does not
affect the possibility of PRO in noun phrases in our
system, since PRO is postulated within a projection of N.
On the other other hand, if PRO is assumed to be .in a
determiner position, it is predicted that there should be
no PRO in noun phrases in a language which lacks deter-
miners, for example, Japanese, which makes it impossible
to give an account such as the one just suggested for the
obligatory coreference relation Dbserved in Japanese
examples (59). Therefore, if the above-mentioned Japanese
phenomenon turns ou~ to be ~be one which should be accounted
for by some grammatical principle, it constitutes evidence
for the position of PRO postulated in our system of
projection.
In short, we have seen in the preceding discussion
that the possibility of the existence of external argument
within a projection of Lexical category can naturally
extend to the analysis of noun phrase inter11al structure
with respect to SOJf.e binding facts. Let us finally take a
brief look at how the hypothebis of "external argument
within a Lexical projection" advanced in the previous
discussion works for the "wanna-contraction" case.
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'A ph e n om e non c a 11 e d " wan n a - con t r act ion 11 tl a s bee n
discussed extensively in va(!ous works (see, for example,
Bresnan (1971), Selkirk (1972), Lightfoot (1976), Chomsky
(1977a, 1981, 1986), Chomsky and Lasnik (1977, 1978),
Jaeggli (1980), Bouchard (1982), Pesetsky (1982), Postal
and Pullum (1982), Milsark and Safir (1983), Aoun and
Lightfoot (1984), Lasnik and Saito (1984), a11d many
others.). One of the important problems connected with
wanna-contraction is how to distinguish PRO and trace with
respect to their "blocking ability" for the contraction
rule, whose rough formulation i~ as follows.
(61) want + to --> wanna
(ChomSKy \ 1S06 : 16 2. i I
Now consider the standard paradigm of wanna-contraction.
(62) a. who 1' do you want [ t~ [PRO to visit t~ J]1 1
b. who do you wanna visit?
(63) a. whoi do you want [t~ [ t~ to visit Bill ]]
b. *who do you wanna visit Bill?
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The :lll-formedness of (63b) can be explained by clairrling
that the intervening trace in the sUbject rosition blocks
tf!e contraction rule. Tw 0 pro b1 ems a r i sea s t () t II e
well- f ornledne s s of (6 2b), however (ct It [,asn i k and Sa ito
(1984: 273)) •
(62) a. why does PRO not block the contraction rule?
b. why does t.~ (in the specifier of CP und~r the
approach we are assuming, or in co~p under
other approaches) not block the contraction rule?
There have been two approaches proposed toward the solution
to these problems. One apPl:oach takes the distinction
be~ween Case-marKe6 empC} cacegories and those that are
non-ease-marked as crucial for blocking contraction: only
Case-marked elements blocks (or is "visible" for) the
contraction rule (of. Jaeggli (1980), Chomsky (1981,
1986)). Thus, PRO does not block contlaction because it
is not Case-marked. Also, the trace in the specifier of
CP does not block the contraction rule for th~ same reason
(assuming want to be a non-Caseassigner). Only the
sUbject trace, which is Case-marked presumably by a
complernentizer for (see Chomsky (1977a, 1981)), is "visible"
for the contraction rule, thereby blocking its application
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in (63). Another approach is the one proposed by Pesetsky
(1982:Chapter 3). Pesetsky points out that the linear
order of constituents, in particular the subject, is
exclusively determined by general principles of granlmar
such as Case Theory in the rule-free system advocated by,
for example, Chomsky (1981, ]982, etc.-) and Stowell
(1981). Thus, the lexical subject and the sUbject trace
1 ef t by wh movement must appear in the sentence- ini t ial
pas i t i on due to the Case adj acency condl t i on of Stowell
(1981). On the other hand, PRO (and trace of NP movement)
is not subject to the Case adjacency condition because no
Case is assigned to it. Therefore, there is an option for
PRO to show up in a position other than the sentence-initial
position. For exan·~ple, (65) is a possicle S-structure:
representation for (62).
~ ,
(65) who! do you want [ti [[ to visit ti ] PRO ]]
In (65), PRO no longer intervenes between ~ and tQ and
hence does not block contraction. As for the problem
(6 4b), i . e., t t. e pro b1 em 0 f the i nt e r me d i ate t t' ace , a
similar argument applies: Since no principle of grammar
demands its presence,23 it can be absent. Thus, in (62),
nothing intervenes between want and to, and the contraction
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rule 'applies under the maximally simple requirement on
adjacency between ~ and to, whereas in (63), the
subject trace is forced to be in a position between want
and to, due to the Case adjacency condition, and thus
blocks the application of the contraction rule.
As noted by Lasnik and Saito (1984), clOWeVe(, one
problem still remains under this account. Consider the
following example, in which an adjunct how is extracted.
(66) how do you wanna solve the problem?
Contraction is possible in (66). Thus, under Pesetsky's
account, no~hing can intervene between want and tc at
S-structure. However, (66) is crucially different frorn
(62) in that an adjunct is extracted in the fornler,
whereas what is extracted in the latter is an argument,
i .. e., a complement of a verb. TheI'efore, even if no
principle (except for sUbjacency. see footnote 23)
requires the existence of the intermediate trace in (62),
(some version of) the ECP requires the intermeqiate trace
to be present as a proper governor in the case of (66) at
least at the level of LF, or the original trace of how (or
the one in a VP-adjoined position, depending on the analysis
of the ECP) will not be properly governed in violation of
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the ECP. Note that we Clave been assuming, followlng
Chomsky (1981, 1986), that the contraction ruJe applies in
PF, to which S-structure is an input. Now we tlav~ an
apparent paradox. At S-structure, (66) cannot have an
intermediate trace so that contraction is possible, but at
LF tl".ere must be such an intermediate trace to satisfy t.he
ECp.24
Our system of projection makes it possible to give an
account of wanna-contraction which is close to PesetBky's
(1982) very natural account,25 but without the problem
just mentioned. Recall that in the projection system we
are assuming, an external argument, including PRO, appears
within a Lexical projection at D-structure. PRO, unlike
lexical sUbjects, need not mOVE: into tr~E: specifier of IP
position to receive Kase. Thus, the S-structure represen'-
tations for relevant examples should be as follows (irrele~
vant details omitted), assuming here, following Chomsky
(1981), etc., that want takes a maximal projection of C,
rather than that of I, as its complement.
(67) (for (62))
whoi do you want [e' [I' to [V' PRO [V' visit ti ]]])
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(68) I (for (63))
whoi do you want [e' [IP t.~ [I' to [v' t.~ [v' visit
Bill ]]]]]
(69) (for (66))
hOWi do you want [C' [I' to [V' ti [V' PRO
[v' solve the p(oblem ]]]])
In (67) and (69), ~ and to are (string) adjacent to
each other, with PRO in the position structurally "lower"
than to (i.e., within the projection of V). Contraction
is thus possible under the straightforward adjacency
condition. In (68), on the other hand, the embedded
subject who must PlandR in the specifier of IP position to
get Kase (otherwise, the chain headed by who would contain
no Kase position, resulting in a violation of general
chain condition (cf. Chomsky (1981, 1986)), leaving behind
the trace ~, which breaks the adjacency between~ and
to. Therefore, the contraction rule cannot apply to
(68), and hence (63b) is ruled out.
To sum up, our system of projection provides, as one
of its consequences, a maximally simple account of the
wanna-contraction phenomenon, which i$ very close to
Pesetsky's (1982) an-a1i'sis. Conceptually, these two
accounts are different (aside from the difference in
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treat'ment of the intermediate trace in the specifier of
CP) in that in Pesetsky's account, PRO mayor may not
intervene between want and to, since no principle forces
it to be in a particular position in q relevant structure,
whereas, in our system, PRO can never intervene between
want and to. Whether or not this concept.ual difference
yields any empirically relevant difference is not clear at
this point.
3.3 The Notion of Maximal Projection ana the Status of
In the system of projection that I have proposed in
Chapte r 2, the notion "maxi mal pr oj eat ion" shaul d have a
quite different content than the one generally assumed in
the literature. In pa.rticular, it is impossible in our
system to define the notion of maximal projection in terms
of the n umber of ba rs of a given node. Al so, the ste t us
of the X-bar schema as a well-formedness condition on
D-structure is not entirely clea( in our system of projec-
tion. In this section, I will briefly discuss these
problems (For a more thorough discussion of these matters,
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the r'eader is referred to Speas (forthcoming)) II
As I just ment ioned, "rna x i mal proj eat i on n cannot be
defined in terms of the number of bars of a given node in
our projection system. There are two factors in our
system which makes this familiar definition (definition in
terms of the number of bars) impossible. First, I expli-
citly took a "non-uniform" view of t.he category projection:
Functional categories can project up to a double-bar level
with the presence of a specifier, whereas Lexical categories
can project only to a single-bar level. But, if this is
the only factor that differentiates our system of projection
from the standard one, we could still define the notion of
maximal projection in terms of the number of bars by
dis~inguishing these two types of categories, namely, we
could stipulate that the maximal projection of X is X" if
X is a Functional category; it is Xl if X is a Lexical
category. However, I have also stated as the Functional
Proj ection Theorem (46) that a Funct ianal head proj eats H1)
either to a single~bar level or to ~ double-bar level
depending on the presence/absence of a Kase to be discharged
to its specifier position. This amounts to saying that,
givet a Functional head, either a double~bar projection or
a single-bar projection can be a "maximal projection" of
that heaq, if we want to maintain a rather plausible
assumption that only maximal projections may appear as
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non-head terms within a phrase (cf. Stowell (1981),
Chomsky (1981, 1985)). For examples, in (70a), IP should
be the maximal projection of I, wrlereas in (70b), thE;
maximal projection of I should be I', both of which are
"selected" by believe and seem, respectively.
(70) a. John believes {IP Bi11i II' to [V' have
ti gone home ] ] ]
b. Johni seems [I' to (V' have ti finished
his thesis ] ]
These considerations leaa us to a definition of
maximal prcjE::~tion based en scrr4Ett.ing ott~€:r tban tbe
number of bars. Here, let us try to define the notion of
maximal projection in terms of "projection path" defined
as follows.
(71) rr is a projection path iff
rr is a sequence of nodes N~(nl' •.• , nn) such that
( i) Vi' ni immediately dominates ni+l
(ii) all
°1 have the same set of FEATURES,
and
(i i i) the bar level of ni is equal to or
greater than the bar level of ni+l
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The term "FEATURES" in (71ii) is used here in a son1ewhat
extended sense. That is, "FEATURES" include not only the
syntactic features in the standard sense, but also the set
of a-grids associated with a Lexical head. This extention
is necessary because of the so-called "small clause"
construction. For example, in the following structure, we
have to distinguish V2 and V3 in order to say that the
projection path starting with the verb VI "stops" at v2"
(72) \7 ,I 4\
we V'I 3\
V V'
12 I 2\
saw Mary V~
I -\
I \
Vl the dogI
kick
What we want to say concerning (72) is that Vl' Vi, and V2
constitute a projection path, and that V2' v3' and V4
constitute another: projection path. However, it is
impossible to distinguish between V2 and V3 in terms of
"syntactic features" in the standard sense. Thus, we have
to look at each verb's a-grid in addition to its syntactic
features, in order to correctly distinguish V2 and V3 in
(72). Suppose now that the transitive verbs kick and ~
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have 'a-grids <1,2> and <3,4>, respectively, and that these
a-grids, being one of verb's "FEATURES," project along
with other features (FEATURES) of a Lexical head
(cf. Higginbotham (1985)). Then, a more appl.upriatc
structure for (72) should be such as follows.
(73) V4 <3,4>/ \
we V:3 <3,4>
I \
V2 V2 <1,2><3,4> ! \
saw Mary Vi <1,2>
I \
VI the dog
<1,2>
kick
In (73), we can distinguish between V2 and V:3 by looking
at the a-grids associated with them. \7 ~ and V1 cannot
... j
form a single projection path because they do not share
the set of FEATURES. Thus, there are two projection paths
in (73): 1Tl = (V2, Vi, VI)' 1T2 = (V4, V:3, V2 ). Each
"path" satisfies the conditions stated in (71).
We now define the "maximal projection node" as follows.
(74) ni is the maximal orojection node of a
projection path rr ~ (nl, ••• , nn) iff i ~ 1.
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That I is, the "top" node, the nodf: that dominates every
other node and is not dominated by any node, of a given
projection path is the n,aximal projection node of that
projection path. Based on this notion of maximal projection
node, we can define the "lllaximal projection category."
(75) Q is the maximal projection category iff
a i sapr 0 j ec t ion pa t h rr = (Pl, ..., fJn )
such that
(1) PI is the maximal projection node, and
(ii) all Pi have the same number of bars
To illustrate, consider the following hypothetical confi-
gura~ion,
(76)
where every node shares the set of FEATURES.
The projection path in (76) 16 1T;::: (X4, X3, x2' Xi, XO).
The maximal projection node e)f the projection path rr is
x4- And t.he maximal projection category is a = (X 4' x3'
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x2' Xi)·
Note finally that under these conceptions, ttle role
of the X-bar schema is a quite limited one. Specifically,
the X-bar schema is now reduced to the condition (i1) and
(iii) in the definition of a projection path (71), i.e.,
the condition that all FEATURES of a head project up
through a projection path, and the condition that the
number of bars cannot "decrease" in the course of projec-
tion. The former condition seems to be dispensed with, at
least in the case of a projection of a Lexicql head, by
means of Higginbotham's (1985) mechanism of constructing a
constituent structure.
Thus, in our projection system, the status of X-bar
schema is reduced to a conven~ion on FEATuRE percolation
(projection), especially in the case of a projection of a
Functional head to which Eigginbotharn's (19B5) mt::chanisrn
of proj eat ion does not apply, pI us a prohibi t i on on "ba r
reduction." If the latter condition can be derived from
something more general, as seems possible, then the
minimum content of the X-bar schema in our system of
projection will be simplest possible statement that
FEATURES of a lexical item must project. For further
discussion, see Speas (forthcoming).
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Notes to Chapter 3
1. I am indebted to Howard Lasnik for these examples~
2. There is a technical problem h~re which has to do with
the interpreta t ion of the base-ge ne ra t ed "r ec u r s ion"
(or "adjunction") structure generally allowed for
Lexical categories in my system, in particular those
in (11). If we assume that Majl'S (1985) distinction
between "categories" and nsegments" (of. Chapter 1)
holds at D-structure, i.e., that it holds for
base-generated structures su~h as those in (11), and
consequently assume that the definition of "dominance l1
based on this distinction also holds for base-generated
structures like (11), then in (lla), for example, a
"C he 5 e gmenl: Vi are bot:h s i ste r 5 of the subj ect: NF.
'l'hus, we can say either a category V' directly
e-marks the subject NP or a segment V2 directly
a-marks the sUbject NP, under the assumptIon that
sisterhood is the only condition for direct e-marking.
Although it is not clear that these two options make
different empirical predictions, I will tentatively
assume in the following discussion that May's distinc-
tion between categories and segments with respect to
the de~inition c~ dcmi~ance holds only fer "true N
adjunction cases (presumably limited to the rules of
LF, in particular QR, putting aside for the moment
rules like Heavy NP Shift, etc.), i.e., adjunction to
XPs, creating a structure that is not bas~-generable
(of. also Chapter 4), and that in the structures like
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'(11), the notion of "dJminance" is defi.ned in terms of
"nodes" rc\ther than categori:8 (Note incidentally that
the notio!) of sisterhood given in (2) is defined in
terms of 'lnodes"). Thus, in (lla), it is the node V2
that directly a-marks the subject NP. This tentative
conclusion is quite consistent with the "bottom-up"
manner of e-marking mechanism to be proposed below.
3. In order to determine the "closeness" of a given
a-role to the predicate, we will probably have to
look at the type of the a-role, for example, "Theme"
is generally the closest e-role, "Agent" is generally
the least close a-role, etc. Or, the property of
each a-rolE: with resper:t to its "closeness" might be
derived frc)rn the general properties of the Lexical
Conceptual Structure.
4. Another possibility is that all non"~arguments are
absent a t D"'~s t ruct ure, be ing in t roduced in a aiff e r en t
dimension, and will be later (at S-structure, perhaps)
"booked up" to the skeletal structure which consists
vf only heads and its arguments. Although this
approach SEtemS plausible, I will not pursue this
possibility here.
5. I put aside here the problenl of PRO in gerund,
although my analysis can have various interesting
consequences for the analysis of gerund. See Reulana
(1984) and Abney (1985) for the discussion of gerund.
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6. 'A characterization of "adjunction" in the projection
system I am proposing will be suggested in Chapter 4
below.
7• The not i on of "maximal proj ect i on" in au r sy s ten, of
projection will be defined in 3.3.
8. Note in passing that considerations on the barrler
for PRO is irrelevant here as long as V, the alleged
goverrlor of PRO, does not m-command it, since, as I
mentioned above (c:f. also Chapte r 1), m~command is
the necessary c:ond1tion for government. Thus, the
fact th~t the allegEd governor does !lQ.t rn-commal1d its
governee entails the lack of government of the
alleged governee by its "governor," which is quite
indepenaent fro~ cons:ae:a~ic~s C~ ~arrie:~.
9. Cbomsky (1986), as well as Roeper (1984), presents a
number of properties distinguishing "syntactically
present" PRO ana "lexically present" implicit
argument. Chomsky (1986) gives, among others, the
toll ow i n 9 con t r a s t s bet wee n PRO and n i 10 l? 1 i cit
argument."
( i ) a. they expected [PRO to gtve damaging
teAtirnony]
b. *they expected [dam~9ing testimony
to be given]
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(ii) a. it is impossible (PRO to visit together]
b. *it is im{:)ossible [for me to be visited
together]
(Chomsky (1986:119-120))
T11e contrast in (i) shows that only PRO, a
syntactically prLsent element, can be controlled by
an antecedent. In (i i), an adj unct toqether can be
predicated of PRO in (iia), but it cannot be predicated
of an "implicit argument" as shown by the
ungrammaticalityof (iib).
The contrast in (i) can be accounted for even
under the assumption that the "implicit argument" in
pass i v e is" syntactically present" (PI: es uma bli' PRO),
if we assume Manzini's (1983) theory of control. In
(ia), the matrix subject they is, roughly speakirlg,
the closest accessible subject for PRO; thus the
con t r 0 1 0 f PRO b j' the \' i saIl 0 wed II 0 nth e 0 the r
hand, after the application of Mo\'e-a , it is ~ !)'ou.r;
phrase damaging testimony, and not they, that is the
closest accessible sut:.j ect f or an "imF,l 1c it argument"
in (ib). Therefore, the control of an "implicit
argument" b}l they in (ib) is impossible, assuming
that the principle of cont(ol applies at S-structure
(Note that "control" is in fact an instance of
"binding" in Manzini 1 s (1983) system. See Manzini
(1983) for detqils). As for (ii), there seems to be
an alternatiue account of the observed cont~ast, too,
if we assume, along the lines suggested by Epstein
(1984), that an "arbitrary" PRO like the one in (iia)
is actually bound by an empty category licensed by a
benefactive for (Ep~tein (1984) iaenti.f5t::5 this
element as eLQ which functions as a kind of universal
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quantifier), whereas the "lmplicit argument" in (iib)
does not have such a binder; it is a purely "free"
PRO. For an adjunct like together to be predicated
of 2t, it is necessary that!. has "enough pluralistic
meaning." The PRO in (iia) gets this pluralistic
meaning from its binder (universal quantifier pro),
but the "implicit argument" in (iib) cannot obtain
the necessary pluralistic meaning due to the lack of
binder which bears such meaning. Hence the
impossibility of predication in (iib). This approach
is further supported by the following example.
(iii) *John wondered how PRO to visit together
In (iii), even under the "arbitrary" interpretation
(Notice tha\... the "arbitrary" PP,O is possible (for
many speakers) in the configurations similar to
(iii), John wondered how PRO btc =i~ ~he E:~k;, ~~e
ar
modification of PRO by together is impossible. This
seems to indicate that what determines the possioility
of pre die a t ion by ad j un c t s 1 ike too e t: her i S flO t
wh e the r 0 r not t he sub j e c tis the n s y II t act i call y
present" PRO or "lexically present" implicit argument,
but rather whether or not the sUbject bears "enough
pluralistic meaning." PRO in (iii) does not get such
pl ur al istic meaning in the absence of "benefact i v e"
for, just like the implici.t arguments do not obtain
such nenough pluralistic meaning- due to the lack of
"benefactive" for (and hence the lack of "universal
qua n t if i e 1:" Jll:.Q.) Chomsky (1986) pr esents va r i oua
other argument.s that PRO and ",-.mplicit argument" are
different in nature, of which I have no alternative
account at this point.
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The issue of "implicit argument" hqs been a
focus of much recent discussion and is far from being
settled. As discussed so far, Chomsky (1986), as
well as Roeper (1984), considers "implicit argument"
as distinct from "syntactically present" argument
(such as PRO), \'Jhereas Roberts (1985), Jaeggli
(1986), among others, regqrd it as sylltactically
present. The system I ha\'e proposed in Chapter 2
provides a structural posi.tion for the '1implicit
a r gumen t" if i tis syntact ically present, and thus
leading us to the latter approach, namely the approach
~lnder which "implicit arguIT,ent n is considered to be
Hsyntactically present." However, the system is
neutral as to the determination of exact cllaracteri-
zation of this "syntactically present" element (e.g.,
whether it is "PRO, n "pro" (in the latter case it is
probably "locally determined" by the nagentive" !2Y,
just as bencfac'Cive ·pro" is locall~' aet.errr.ined by
f..Q..r, as suggested by Epstein (1984)) or "EN"
(of. Roberts (1985) and Baker, Johnson and Roberts
(in progress)), etc.). In what follows, I "'ill
tentatively assume that the "implicit argument" in
passive is identified as PRO, a11d explore various
implications of this assumption in Iny system. 'I'his
does not mean, however, that the following discussion
is intended to sol v e the pr obl ern of "impl i ci t a rgu-
ment." For relevant discussions, see, in addition to
the above-mentioned works, Lasnik (1984), Williams
(1985), Kayne (1986), among others.
10. This implies that (at least in the case of passive) the
so-called nBurzio's generalization" (see Bur~io (1986))
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is not bi-directional. I will not explore the implica-
tions of my proposal for the proper characterization
of "Burz i 0 's 9 en era1 i z a t ion. n See Mas sam (1 98 5 ) ,
Burzio (1986), and Chomsky (1986) for relevant
discussions.
11. Chomsky's (1981:333) formulation makes use of the
notion "BIND" rather than "bind," where "BIND" means,
roughly, "bind" plus the case of "co-superscripting."
This distinction is not relevant to our present
concern, so I will use the term "bind" here ana
in what follows. The notions "X-bind" and "locally
X-bind" are defined as follows.
( i) a is X-bounq by p if and only if
are coi. ndexed, f3 a-commands ex,
a and fJ
and fJ is
(ii) a. is 10ca11\.. bound oy fJ if and only if a is
X-bound by p, and if r Y-binds ex then
either 'Y Y-binds f3 or r = fJ
(iii) a is locally X-bound by ~ if and only if
~ is locally bound and X-bound by ~
(Chomsky (19 81 : 18 4-18 5) )
12 • The rei s a f1 a p par e nt pro b1 e Ir, wit h Las n i k 's (19 8 5 )
generalization. As Lasnik himself notes (attributed
to an anonymous LI reviewer), the derivation of "clitia
climbing" in Italian has the abstraot property
represented in (25), but does not invoke the
"crossover" effect. The following example is
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'well-formed under the designated coindexing.
movement
a-command a-command
~,/----"'~
Giannii sii vuole [PROi vedere ti
Giannii himself wants to see
"Gianni wants to see himself'
(Lasnik (1985:489) with adaptqtions)
However, Lasnik also notes (Lasnik (1985:488)) that
"this observation is somewhat mitigated by the fact
that such "clitia cllmbing" is limited to a small set
of so-called restructuring verbs." See Lasnik (1985)
for further discussion~
assignment, an instance of "SPEC-head" agreemenc in my
system, is subject to the "directionality" parameter,
namely it is uniformly to the left, the relation of
government itself is not sUbject to such a
directionality requirement~
14. One might say that the trace of John! in (35a) is
actually governed by the inflected verb killed in I
position (Recall that "exceptional M gover:nrr,ent b~i a
lexical head is possible, and the verb raised into I
position is lexical). This could be true in this
particular case, but such an account cannot be extended
to the cases like the following where no V-raising
takes place in a complement sentence but the "subject
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raising" nevertheless applies in that clause dU6 to
the "exceptional Case-marking" by the matrix verb.
(i) John believes [IP Billi [I' [I to]
[V ti have kissed Mary]]]
15. However, if the analysis proposed by Belleti and
Rizzi (1985) on "psych" construction is right, it
mighL be possible to impose a c-command condition on
control.
16. One might claim that this account makes it unnecessary
to reso,:t to Lasnik t s (1985) n general ized strong
crossover constraint" invoked above to account for
the obligatory disjointness between the S-structure
subject ana the postulated PRO, in particular, or
s ""....e ""ede Q ; ~ ent"'; r e' \)"
.....~ "'" - ... - - .... - - ..I til
that the analysls JUSt proposed in cne cexc correc~ly
predicts the gramme. tical i ty of the I tal ian exampl es
(clitic climbing), which is problematic to Lasnik's
constraint. For the head of the chain in the Italian
data is an anaphor (or at least an element of anaphoric
nature) §i, and thus coindexing PRO with the trace of
si should not violate the Binding Theory (C)~ This
line of research could be on the right track, altl.ough
I will not pursue this pOSSibility here because there
are a set of counterexamples. ~amely, in the examples
such as follows, the head of the chain in question is
an anaphor (each other, himself), hence the status of
chain with respect to the Binding Theory should be an
anaphor but PRO must nevertheless be obligatorily
disjoint from the chain (headed by the S-structure
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'subject) •
(i) theYi believed (each other! to have been
PRO arrested til
(ii) Johni believed Ihimselfi to have been
PRO treated ti badly ]
It could be possible to handle these cases by somehow
extending the chain to include they/John as its head,
so that the terminal elements of the chains, i. e., ttle
traces, assuming their status from the hAad of the
., extended" chain, act 1 ike a pronominal in (i) and an
R-expression in (1i), with respect to the binding
relation to PRO, a "chain-external" element. I leave
this possibility open here.
17. I am assuming, following the standard analysis, that
tLY takes C~ (in our terms, the "maximal projection"
of C, which is not necessarily CP. See 3.3 for the
discussion on this matter.), headed by an empty comple-
rnent~izer•
18. The landing site for PR02 mlght be "lower" than be,
namely, right above the position of PROl, yielding
ttle structure: ••• [I' to [V' be [V' PR02 [V' PROI
fV' arrested ~2 ]]]]].
19. The presence of PRO as an implicit argument is a noun
phrase should be optional, since the example (47a), we
also assume, as in the case of (470), that the stories
are someone else's, but the occurrence of each other
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is still allowed. Thus, Chomsky (1986) concludes that
,~ pre senceo f the imp1 i cit a [' gum e n t ass ub j e c tis
optional: If present, the interpretation is fixed
depending on the indexing; if absent, the
interpretation is free." (Chomsky (1986:167)). For
discussion, as well as other pieces of evidence for the
postulation of optional PRO within a noun phrase, see
Chomsky (1986). For some counterarguments, see
Williams (1985b.)
20. I am tentatively assuming here that a "Determiner
Phrase" without a determiner, in particular plural
noun phrases, is headed by an empty determiner,
parallel to the cases of "empty complementizers" in
clauses. Although this assumption does not have any
direct bearing on the present discussion, ~na will
net be discussed in wr.a~ fcllc~"s, it r.as ~aric~s
non-trivial implicatlons for the proper cnaracteriza-
tion of the distribution of PRO in noun phrases.
~..lso, the postulation of an empti' determiner has
di reet bearings on the problem of tie-blinding (in the
sense of Higginbotham (1985)) in nominals.. TClese
matters are not at all trivial, but I will not pursue
these issues here, pending fur ttler r esea r ch.
21. TherE: appears to be a couple of possible ways of
handling this problem_ One possibility is to postulate
a node such as DET dominating PRO in (58), and to
assume it to be a maximal projection, protecting PRO
from government by the head noun. This seerns to be
the position Chomsky takes in Chomsky (1986), where he
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'suggests "Perhaps, then, the DET position can include
an implicit argument with the properties of PRO,
•.• " (Chomsky (1986:167)), although it is not entirely
clear to me how "tc.e DET position" is characterized
with respect to government relation. Another
possibility is to identify the implicit argumerlt in
question as pro, rather than PRO. This solves trle
problem concerning the "PRO theorem," simply because
pro, being a pure pronominal, is not sUbject to the
"PRO theorem." Problem still remains, however, as to
how this pro oan be "locally determined" (cf. Chomsky
(1982)) •
22. Government from the verb when D projects up to ttle D'
level is blocked perhaps by the "minimality" cundition
(0 is the "closer" nonlexical governor for PRO) of
23. Aside form subjacency, under the standard conception
of th is pr incipl e. If s ubj acency is a conC! i t iori on
representation, then it does require the existence of
the interm\ diate trace. Thus, in Pesetsky's (1982)
account, subjacency is crucially assumed to be a
condition on movement.
24. Lasnik and Saito (1984) solve this apparent paradox
by creating a necessary intermediate trace through the
lowering (and subsequent raising) of how in LF, a
legitimate operation in their system.
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25, Not~ however that our account is not incompatible with
the first approach discussed above.
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CHAPTER 4
PHRASE STRUCTURE OF JAPAN:ESE
Japanese has a somewhat peculiar st~atus in the st.udy
of generative gramm~r in that while a treIr~endous amount: c:
descriptive work has been accumulated, it is still not krlown
what its configurational structure looks like. This is in
contrast to the situation of languages like English where
the basic phrase structure is, to a reasonable extent,
well established and where syntactic arguments fOl~ or
against some proposed analysis can be constructed on the
basis of a reasonably uncontroversial ~)hrase structural
configuration. In some cases, for example, different
analyses of a single phenomenon in Japanese assume totally
different, sometimes even contradictory, configurational
structures of the construction in question. Recently,
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howev/er, some very interesting works on Japanese phrase
stru(:ture have emerged (Hoji (1982, 1985), Kuroda (1980,
1983), Saito (1982b,1983,1985), Whitman (1982)), most of
whie tl h a v e bee n ins p ire d by the S tim u1 a tin 9 res ear c h
program proposed by Ken Hale on 'configurationality'
par anl e t e r s ( c f • , am 0 ngother s , Hal e (19 8 0 , 19 8 3 ) ) • I t
seems to me that we are now in a posi tion to propose an
overall picture of Japanese phrase structure, incorpor1ting
vario\.ls observations and insights presented in the above-
mentioned woxks on this issue, so that an analysis of a
parti(~ular syntactic p11enomenon in thi s 1 angua ge can be
teste(3 based on the phrase structural configuration, and,
of co'urse, the proposed phrase structure itself can be
modified in light of such analyses of various S1rntac'tic
phenonlena in the language. This chapter is intended to be
an attempt to lay down the foundation on which such a
fruitful interaction cacD be made. In what follows, I will
try tel give a general picture of Japanese phrase structure
in thE! light of the system of projection I have proposed
in the preceding chapter. In particular, I will concentrate
on the basic structure of clauses and noun Fhrases in
JapanElse. As the res 1jlt of this orientation of this
chapter, the discussion of each syntactic phenomenon will
be son\ewhat sketchy. A detailed examination of varioue
syntact~ic phenomena in Japanese based on the general idea
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on the phrase structure of this language to be proposed
below must follow in the future research.
Trle organization of this chapter is as follows: In
section 1, I will review the arguments concerning Japanese
phrase structure which have been proposed in the literature
so far, all of which have to do with the existence of the
"VP" Alode in this language. Section 2 examines the status
of Functional categories in Jap~nese. There, I will also
discuss the properties of.. Japanese '·specifiers," paying
special attention to noun phrases and &entences, and will
show that this language lacks specifiers in the sense
def ined in Chapter 2. In Section 3, a new phrase str\lctural
configuration for Japanese will be introduced based on the
observations made in Section 2. And it ~ill be shown that
given this phrase structural configuration, we will
readily account for the facts both for and against the
existence of the "VP" node in Japanese summarized in Section
1. Futhermore, in Section 4, it will be pointed out that
the phrase structure f~r Japanese proposed in Section 3,
combined with several rather plausible assumptions, makes
it pcs sible to capture some typal 09 i cal aha racter is tics i':
this language which have been noted in the literature but
hitherto have been totally unaccounted for~
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4.1 Facts ~o be Accounted for
IIi this section, I wi.ll di ~cuss a number of facts in
Japan0se to WhlCh any proposed ph~ase structural configur-
ation of this language must give some explanation. I will
first briefly review some of the argllments for the existence
of the "Vpn node in Japanese and will then go over some of
the "classical u arguments against such a node.
4 .1.1 Ev idence fa r ttle "VP" node
~ .1.1 Evidence from the ~,i.nding Theory
As Saito (198~:j6) notes, the existence of the VP node
is .i.ndicated by various sUbject/object asyulmetries. une
of thos~ asyrnmett ies is found irl proncminal coreference.
Considec the following well-known paradigm in English.
(lJ a- J 01. ~. i [\TP J. aves r~p hisi mother]]
b., *hei [Vp loves [NP Johni's mother]]
c. [NP Johni's motner] [Vp loves himi]
d. [NP hisi mother] [Vp loves Johni]
]83
Tlle COlltrast in gramll1aticality in (1) can be straight-
forwardly accounted for given the following condition on
pronomi nal coref e renee, wh i ch is essen t i ally (a pa rt of)
the clause C of the Binding Theory.
(2) A pronourl cannot a-commana its antecedent.
It is easy to see that among the examples in (1), only (lb)
violates the condition (2), i.e", only in (lb) does the
pronoun he c-command its antecedent John. The crucial
evidenc~ for the existence of VP node in English is (Ie).
If there were no VP node in Engl ish, the pronoun b.lm ~Al
(lc) would c'-command its antecedent John, and the sentence
would be incorrectly ruled out as a violation of the
principle (2). Thus, the grammaticality of (Ie) under the
intended coreference reading indicate.e that Englisll has
the VP node.
This argument can be extended to Japctnese. If JQpanese
laoks VP node, as claimed by proponents of what Saito
(1985: 34) calls •extreme non-conf igurational analysis of
Japanese,' the corresponding Japanese sentence to (10)
should be ungrammatical with th~ intended coreference
reading, since in that case a pronoun would c~command its
antecedent due to the lack of a VP node. As Whitman (1982)
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poinis out, however, this is not the case. Considpr the
following Japanese paradigm which corresponds to the
English one in (1).
(3) a. Johni-ga [NP karei-no okaasan'to aisite-iru
-Nom he -Gen mother-Ace loves
'Johni loves hisi mother'
b.*karei-ga [NP Johni-no okaasanto aisite-iru
he '
'hei loves Johni's mother'
c. [NP Johni-no okaasantJa karei-o aisite-iru
'Johni's mother loves himi'
d. [NP karei-no okaasantga Johni-o aisite-iru
'hisi mother loves Johni'
As we can see in (3), Japanese exhibits exactly the same
pattern as English with respect to the coreference possib-
ilities in the relevant examples. In particular, the
grammaticality of (30), like (la), provides us with a
piece of evidence that this language, as well as English,
does have a VP node. (cf. Whitman(1982), Saito(1983, 1985)
for more detailed discussion).
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4.1.1.2 Evidence from Crossover
Another piece of evidence for the existence of a VP
node in Japanese can be obtained from some weak crossover
facts in this language. It is well known that a movement
of some element to an A'-position, "crossing over" the
pronoun with which a moved element is coindexed, makes the
sentence less acceptable (of. Postal (1971), Wasow (1972,
1979), Chomsky (1976), Higginbotham (1980), etc.).1 If the
pronoun C~Ct:>mmands the element to be moved before such a
movement takes place, we get the "strong crossover effect,"
whereas if there is no c-command relationship holding
between the two elements, the resulting str\~cture is to
sbow the "\Jeak crossover e£fect r n WhOElc acceptabil i t~I' is
generally higher than the strong crossover cases. Tne
following examples illustrate the weak crossover effect. 2
(4) ~.?*whoi does [NP hisi mother] [vp love til
b·?*[s everyonei [6 [NP hisi mother] [Vp loves til]]
In (4a), whoi is moved from j,ts original position marked by
~i to a senlence initial A'~position by a "syntactic"
Move- a , crossing over the coindexed pronoun b..i.§.i. In
(4b), a quanti~ier phrase ~vervone is moved by an LF rule
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QR and is adjoined to S (of. May (1977)), again crossing
over the coindexed pronoun hisi- Thus, the following LF
configuration schematically represents the weak crossover
cases.
(5 ) [0 per a tor i [... pro no u n i ... ti ... ]] (0 r de r
irrelevp~c), where neither the pronoun nor the
variable (~ti) a-commands the other.
(of. Saito (1985:91))
Both (4a) and (4b) fit in the configuration (5) at LF,
and, as expected, the corresponding sentences "whoi does
hisi mother love?" and "bisi mother loves ever~'oDe:..I' show
marginal acceptability under the intended coreference
reading- Note crucially that in (5), neither a pronour. nor
the variable should c~command the other, oth~rwise we
would not obtain the weak crossover effect. 3
Based on this weak crossover effect, there have been
two arguments proposed for the existence of a VP noae in
Japanese; one using an "anaphor" zibun 'selt' ~cf. Saito and
Roj i (1983)), and the other USiJlg a null pronominal
(Saito (1985)). Here, I will briefly go over:' the latter
argument. 4 Con~ider first the following examples taken
from Saito (1985:103) with minor modifications, (Judgments
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are Saito·s).
(6) a. [s' John-wa (pp Mary-ga E.r..Qi yomu mae-ni.]
-Top -Nom read before
[vp sana honi-o yanda ]]
that book-Ace read
'John read that booki before Mary read iti'
b.?*[S' John-wa {pp Mary-ga ELQi yomu ma~-ni]
[vp dono honi-o yanda no
which book Q
'which booki did John read before Mary read it!'
In (6a), an empty pronominal Jl[Q (cf. Chonlsky (1982) for
relevant djscussion o£ this elezr,ent), which is assumed to
have the feature [+pronominal, -anaphor] and hence to ooey
the BindirJ~ Theory (B), is "free" (i.e., not bound), simply
because its possible antecedent sana han 'that book' does
not c~command it_ Or, even if there were no VP node, E.r..Q
would be free in its "governing category" (see C110msky
(1981, 1986)), which presumably is an adverbial clause or
postpositional phrase dominating the adveruial clause. In
any event, the grammaticality of (6a) is reasonably
without problem f)ither for the struct\~re with a VP node
or for the one without it. What is problematic is the
marginal status of (6b), wh~ch is minimally different from
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(6a) in thal q ~ elpment dono han 'which book' appears in
place of a non-~h element sono han 'that book.' However,
this contrast between (6a) and (6b) can be straightforwardly
accounted for as a case of weak crossover which is schema-
tically represented in (5), on the assumption that ~
elemeJ~ts in situ are moved in LF.5
LF representation fo~ (6b).
Consider the follow~ng
(7) [S' John-wa [pp Mar~'-ga 12I.Q.i yomu nlae-ni 1
[vp ~i yanda 1 no dono o0ni ] ]
The LF representation (7) clearly flts in the weak cr~ssover
configuration: an operator dono hon:. 'wbich book,' its
trace t.i, and l2L.Qi ale all coindexed, and neither I2LQi 110r
t~ c~commands the oth~!. On ~he other hand, weak crossover
- ....
i-s irre.levant for (6a) r because dono -b...Q...u 'that book,'
being a non-wh element, does not mO\/e in LF. Thus,
we can account fO..J: t..be contrast in (6) based on the weak
crossover configuration (5).
!~ should be noted ~~at ~bis accou~t of the contrast
in (6) crucially assumes the existence of a VP node. If
the rei s noVP node in (7), thenthe \' a riab1 (. t.i W0 u1d
c ~ command lU:.Q.i. However, we know independently that
there is no weak cz;ossover effect in such cases. Saito
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(1985':104) cites the following example to illustrate this
point~
(8) darei-ga [S' BLQi Mary-oi kitawarete iru to]
who-Nom -by be-disliked that
omoikonde iru no?
be-convinced Q
'whOi is convinced that hei is disliked by Mary'
After the application of an LF wh movement, we get the
following LF representation:
(9) [S' [S t=.. [S' :Q!:.Qi Mary-ni kiraware:te iru to
omoikonde iru ] no darE! ]
In (9), the "E4riable ~i a-commands l2..(Qi' and the correspo~
nding sentence (8) is in fact grammatical under the
intended interpretation.
Ther ef ore, in orde r to rul e (6b) out as an instance
of weak crossover, there must be no c~command relationship
between proi and ti in (7), which requires us to assume a
VP node. Thus, the contrast between (6a) and (6b) provides
additional evid~nce for tte VP node in Japanese.
4.1.1.3 Evidence from the Distribution of PRO b
ar
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Kuroda (1983) cites another piece of evidence for the
existence of the "VP'· node in Japanese from the distribution
of PRO
arb in this language (See also Saito (l982a)). As
is well-known, the distrinution of PRO is constrained by the
eond it ion us ually call eo tlle "PRO theor em," wh ich di eta tes
that PRO be ungoverned (or "not lexically governed," see
Chapter 3). This condition accounts fo~ the sUbject/onject
asymmetry in English with respect to the distribution of
PRO, i.e., PRO can only appear in subject position and can
never appear in object position. For, in English, object
position is always (lexically) governed whereas subject
position rr~a~r net be. ~uroda (1983' points out th~t thi.s
sUbject/object asymmetry found in English can also be
observed in Japanese. To show the existence of the
sUbject/object asymmetry in Japan~se, he takes up the
distribution of PRO b in the language,6 ann gives the
ar
followin9 contrast.
(10) a. [PRO b sensei-ni au tno wa muzukasii
ar teacher with meet -Top di,fficult
'it is difficult to meet teachers'
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b. *[gakusei-ga PRO b au too wa muzukasii
ar
Lit. 'it is difficult for studerlts to meet'
(Kuroda (1983:154) with adaptations)
The contrast in (10) shows that in Japanese, as well as in
English, PRO
arb may appear in subject position and, more
crucially, it rnay not appear in object position. This
asymmetry with respect to the distribution of PRO b in
ar
Japanese can straightforwardly accounted fot', given the
"PRO theorenl," if we assume that Japanese, like English,
bas a VP node. For, in that case, the verb wi.ll gO'lern
object position, but not sUbject position que to the
existence of VP, as aesired~
In this subsection, I ha\'e reviewed some of the
arguments for the VP node in Japanese.? In the next
subsection, I will briefly summarize the "classical"
arguments aga inst such a nodE: in th is 1allgua ge.
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4.1.2 Evidence against the "VP node"
In this subsection I will briefly go over some of the
"classical" arguments against the VP node in Japane;.,e
presented in Hinds(1973) and another piece of such evJdence
pointed 011t in Whitman(1982, 1984).
4_1.2.1 EV1~ence from VP Movement Rules
It is well known that if a transformation applies tc
an element ~, then K is a constituent. More specifically,
if a transformation (Move- a) can aPP1'.. y to A.f t}oen A must
be a phrasal category (Xmax ) or a head. 8 Thl.1S, if there
is a transforl0atioll which moves a category in a language,
then that constitutes evidence for such a categoly in
the language.. As fo.r t.be VP node, English clearly tlas
such a movement rule which specifically refets to VP.
This is illustrated by the following example (Whitnlan
(1984: l3)).
(11) Heather promised to come at 10, and corne
at 10 she did.
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As Whitman describes, this "VP fronting" rule involves
detachment of the V? from the subject and INFL (auxiliary
and tense), and moves the VP to the front. Such a detach-
ment is simply impossible in Japanese.
(12 ) *Susan-wa
-Top
zyuuzi-ni kuru to yakusokusita, sosite
ten -at come that promised and
o'clock
(zizitu) zyuuzi-ni ki/ku
in fact come
(stem)
kanozyo-wa ta
she past
Lit. 'Susan pro'mised to come at 10, and (in fact)
come at 10 she Past'
The absence of tbe corresponding ....v? fronting" rule in
Japanese suggests that this language does not have the
category corresponding to Engl ish VP node (cf. Hinds
(1973)).
4.1.2.2 Evidence from the Distribution of Adverbial
Elements
Hinds (1973) notes that another piece of evidence
against VP node in Japanese can be obtained from the distri-
but ion 0 fad v e r b i ale1 em en t s i fl t his 1 an 9 u a 9e • His
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that in languages like English, adverbials may not normally
occur intervening between a verb and its direct object. He
states, citing Schwartz (1972):
He (=Schwartz (1972) ;N. F.) states (p.126) that "a
f,eeling of interruptability (mere accurately, a
rl2sistance toward interruptabilty) can be used
af) ev idence f or cons tit uency r ela t ions. " He f urthe(
p()ints out (p.126) that "such ev idence has been usee)
i r, the pas t ••• insup p 0 r t 0 f ma j 0 reon s tit ue n c y
breaks. It In order to use this criterion, it is
necessary to show that an element which is otherwise
freely positioned cannot be placed in a specific
context. His example involves Indonesian, in which
time adverbials can usually be placed anywhere in a
sent:ence. Eowever, they cannc~ cccur i~ ~etwee~
an object and a verb. Schwartz ( p.217) claims that
"t:he intuitive sense of a bond or valence between
these predicates and complements is substantiated by
a probing of constituency breaks; the stronger the
bond, the worse the violation."
(Hinds (1973:46))
Thus, f(")( example, in English, adverbial elements, which
otherwis,e can generally be placed anywhere in a sentence
(cf~ Ke:'lser (1968)), cannot occur between a verb and its
direct obje<::t. Consider the following contrast cited
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from Whitman (1982:23).
(13) a. John now is reading that book
h, *John is reading now that book
In (13a), an adve rbi al el emen t !lllli in te rv enes trle subj eat
and the r est of the sentence, but the sentence iss t i 11
grammatical, whereas in (13b), the occurrence of such an
adverbial element between the verb and its direct object
makes the sentence ungrammatical. On the other hand,
there is no such contrast in Japanese.
(14) a. J ohn-ga ima sana han-we yande i r u
-Nom now that book-Ace be reading
Lit. 'John now is reading tha~ book
b,. John-ga sono hon-o iroa yonde i ru
Lit. 'John is reading now that book'
(Whitman (1982:24) with adaptation)
Al though this argument is, as Hinds himsel f notes (Hinds
(1973:46-47)), not at all a strong argument agaLnst VP node,
the contrast in (13) and the lack of such contrast in (14)
seem to indicate that the relationship between a verb and
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its direct object in Japanese is somewhat different from
that in English.
4.1.2.3 Evidence from Empty Pronominal
Whitman (1982) observes another fact in Japanese which
appears to indicate the absence of the VP node in the
language. This fact has to do with the behavior of empty
pronorninals. Empty pronorr,inals in Japanese show quite
different properties than overt pronominals like kare 'he'
(cf. (3)) with respect to the relation to their antece-
dents~ Consider tb6 following examples from Whitman
(1982:26).
(15) a. *[NP Johni~"no okaasantga ~ aisite-iru
-Gen mother-Nom loves
Lit, 'Johni's mother loves ~i'
b. *~i [NP John-no okaasanto aisite-iru
Lit. '~i loves Johni'~ mother'
The crucial fact is the ungrammaticality of (15a) under tCle
intended coreference reading. Unlike the overt pronominal
kare 'he' in (30), the empty pronominal in (15a) cannot
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take !~ as its antecedent. Given the condition stated
in (2), the ungrammaticality of (15a) would directly
follow if we assume that Japanese lacks VP node. That is,
if we assume that (15a) has the configuration (16a),
rather than (16b) (irrelevant details omitted),
(16) a. s
;' I \
NP ~i V
I
Johni
b. s
I
NP
I
John!
\
VP
! \
e' V
-).
the ungrammaticality of (15a) would tollow as a violation
of the condition (2), since in (16a) an empty pronominal
~ does c-command its antecedeIlt ~ohrA. On tf16 ot::ner hand,
if Japanese has VP node, i.e., the structure of (15a) is
the one depicted in (16b), we cannot readily accou~t ~Gr the
ungrammaticality of (15a), since in (16b), the empty
pronominal does not c-command its antecedent John, due to
the existence of a VP node. Thus, the ungrammaticality of
(15a) with the intended interpretation provides a piece of
evidence aoainst the existence of the VP node in Japanese,
just as the grarnmaticality of (30) provides us with
evidence for the existence of such a node, a quite contra-
dietary situation.
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4.2 ~apanese as a SPECless Language
In this section, I will argue that Japanese lacks
"specifiers" in the sense defined in Chaptet 2. That is,
t his 1 an 9 uage doe s not h a vee1 em e fl t S t hat 'I Q lose 0 f f "
category projections. Since the existence of specifiers
is closely connected with the existence and the nature of
Functional categories as diecussed in detail in Chapter 2,
I will first examine the nature of Functional categories
in Japanese, and then go on to discuss the properties of
elements in Japanese wr~ich have been called "sr>ecifiers"
in the literature~ It will be shown t'here that none of
these elements has the propert~' of closing off the category
project-ion.
4.2.1 Functional Categories in Japanese
4.2.1.1 Q..
It is a well-established fact that Japanese does not
have articles corresponding to the or a in English. thus,
noun phrases in this language can freely occur without any
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articles with them.
(17) a. John-ga hon-o yonda
-Nom book-Ace read
cf. *John read book
b. John-ga ronbun-o kai-ta
article wrote
of. *John wrote article
c. inu-ga heya-ni haitte-kita
dog room-to in carne
of. *dog came into room
This fact lends initial support for the claim that Japanese
lacks a Functional category D.
A~c~her cancida~e =cr a Punc~ional ca~egory ~ is a
class of demonstratives such as this and that.- Unlike the
CJse of articles, Japanese aoes have elements which
roughly correspond to English this and that, namely, KQ-UQ
'this,·' a-UQ 'that,' and §..Q-UQ 'that, the. IIO
(18) a. ko-no han 'this book'
this book
b. a~no ronbun 'that article'
that article
c. so-no onnanoko 'that/the girl'
that/the girl
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The use of these demonstratives is constrained tJy ver.y
interesting functional factors (cf. Sakuma (1936), Hattori
(1968), and Runo (1973), among others). But such consi-
derations are immaterial to our present concern. What is
important to our purposes here is whether or not these
Japanese demonstratives bear the properties of Functional
categories. Reca,ll that I have argued in the preceding
chapter that one of the characteristic properties of
Functional categories is that only Functional categories
project up to XP level, a structurally closed level.
Thus, nothing can show up outside the c-command domain of
a Functional head, if the Functional head contains no
Kase; and if the Functional head is a Kase~assigner, only
a single element, the specifier of the Punctional head,
may appear.
(19) D ~ ~ (non-Kase-assigner)
a. the book
b. *Jo~n the book
(20) D = ~ (Kase-assigner)
a. John's lecture
b. *yesterday's John's lecture
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On the other hand, Lexical heads do not have the property
of closing off the projection, and there is no structural
limit on iterating modifiers as long as all of the modifiers
are appropriately interpreted and licensed.
(21 ) a . a r ed ca r
b. an expensive red car
c. a big expensive red car
etc.
Demonstratives in English clearly pattern with Functional
heads in this regard, namely, tlley have a property of
closing off the projection.
(22) a. this book
b. *John's this book
(23) a. that lecture
b. *yesterday's that lecture
The ungrammaticality of (22b) and (23b) is straightforwardly
accounted for, if we assume that English demonstratives
are just like the in that they are Functional heads
without Kase-grid.
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Japanese demonstratives, on the other hand, do not
have such a property of closing off the category projection,
as shown by the following examples~
(24) a. kO""no han 'this book'
b. John-no ko-no han Lit. 'John's this book'
c. akai John-no ko-no han Lit.' red John's this book I
red
(25) a. a-no kuruma
car
, that car'
b~ John-no a-no kuruma
Lit. 'John's that car'
c. ookina John-no a-no kuruma
big
Lit. 'big John's that car'
(26) a. so-no koogi
lecture
b. Yamada-sense i-no so-no kaogi
teacher
Lit. 'Prof. Yamada's that/the lecture'
c. kyonen-no Yarnada-sensei-no so 'no koogi
last year
Lit. 'last year's Prof. Yamada's th~t!the
lectu::-e'
Some of the examples in (24) - (26) are a little odd due
to the semantic conQitions imposed on the ordering among
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prenominal elements (of. Chapter 2). But it is unquestlo-
nable that all of these examples are significantly better
than corresponding English expressions which are clearly
ungrammatical, arld should be judged to be fUlly grammatical.
These facts indicate that Japanese demonstratives
behave like English prenominal modifiers and never have
the property of closing off the category projection as the
corresponding English demonstratives do. In the absence
of any other plausible candidates for a Functional head D
in Japanese,ll I conclude that this language lacks the
Functional category D. Note finally that given the total
lack of Functional category D, it immediately follows that
Japanese noun phrases are projections of N, namely N', and
the ref ore are ne'V" e r cl osee. Th i s pr ed i ct. i on ha s al r ea ci~l
been partially attested by the grammatical i ty of (240),
(250), and (26c), which indicates that not only the
demonstratives but also the genitive phrases such as
John-D.Q 'JQiln' s' and Yamada-sensei·"llQ 'Prof. YamaoQ' s' do
not close off the projection of N; they are exactly like
English prenominal modifiers in this respect. This point
will be further strengthened in 4.2.2.1, where I will
discuss the 'open' character of Japanese noun phrase~.
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As ide f rom the actual occu r renee of modal s, the
justification of the Functional head I is highly theory
internal even in English. The exitence of the Functional
category in a language like English is signaled by a
number of syntactic phenomena in relation to various
principles of grammar. SUbject-verb agreement is best
deser ibed as an instance of "SPEC-head" agreement between
a head I (containing AGR) arld its specifier. NOITlinative
Case assignment can be treated in a similar way. The
so-called "subject-Aux inversion" can be described as a
head movement from I to C only if a Functional head I is
postulated. Tbe "Nominative island" effect arId the
ciist:.ribut:ional propert:y of :PRO can bot:h be derived from
the Binding Theory if we posit the syntactic category I.
Th e se cpa 1 amb i 9 u i ty of 5 uch el ements as ~ and only
(Jackendoff (1972)) can reoeive a natural account if we
separate I from the maximal projection of a verb.
It has been pointed out by vatious linguists that
Japanese lacks all of these properties which indicate the
existence of a Functional category I. Subject""'verb
agreement is simply lacking in Japanese, and so 1s "subject-
Aux inversion." Nominative Case assignment (gg rnarking)
takes place quite independent from whether the sentence is
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tense'd or not (cf. Saito (1982b), Kuroda (1983)) .12 The
"Nom ina t i v e i s 1ana" e f fee tis a 1 son 0 ne x .i s ten tin t his
language, and the possibility of PRO in sUbject position
is not affected by tensedness of t.hat clause (I\uroda
(1983)). And the domain of scope-bearing elements in
Japanese is alw~ys rest.rioted to the verb (:~uno (1980),
Whitman (1982)).
In view of this total lqck of the cluster of the
properties indicating the existence of I in Japanese, a
possibility that immediately comes to mind is to claim
that there is no such category in the language, i.e.,
Japanese lacks I, as suggested by Whitmall (1982, 1984).
Thus, "tense morphemes" such as -ta (Past) .and -rJd
(Present./Non-past) in JapanesE: de net :crm a s~'n:ac'tic
category I, but are part of a verbal head; and Japanese
sentences are basically projections of V, rather ~han these
of I (of. Whitman (1982)), the choice of t11e flead of S
being parametrized (Taraldsen (1983), Chomsky (1986)).
This approach may very well be true, or at least the basic
insights behind this approach seems to have real content.
Maintaining the core insight of thiE "S::;vrnax " approach
toward Japanese, there is another possibility to capture
the fact that this language lacks above-menti.oned set of
properties that signals the existence of I in a langu~ge
like English. That is, we can assume, as a null hypothesis,
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that' Japanese has a Functional category I, but this
category contains no features, in particular agreenlent
features, at all. Under this approach, the Functional
ca tego ry I ex i s ts without any cont eJit (g r i. d) and f unct ions
just as a place holde r f or the "tense morphemes n such as
-ta (Past) and -rQ (Present/Non-past). Since the posited
I does not have features, Nominative Case assignment must
take place in a way independent of this category, and in
fact Japanese Nominative Case essignment (9..9, markJ.ng)
takes place in a way quite different fron\ that in English,
as we will see later in this chapter. Also, this Functional
head I is totally "transparent" with respect to the
"Nominatlve island" effect because it does not contain,
above all, agreement features. Ver~ does not "raise" into
the I position since the latter has no ntrigger" for the
rule of Verb-raising, i.e., agreement feature,. Tense
particles are attached to tlle verbal stem perhaps by a PF
rule, under the strict string adjacency. Aside from its
role as a place holder for the tense particles, the
function of this postulated I may be, if any, to "bind"
the event. position of a verb's e'"~grid, if we assume
Higginbotham's (1985) story of e~binding.
Positing this very defective I in Japanese seems to
have several descriptive advantages over the nS;:;VUax "
approach. First, tense morphemes always show up at the
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end of a verbal complex in Japanese. 13 For example, tense
morphemes can never intervene between a causative
verb/morpheme and a passive verb!morphem6, but must appear
at the end of the complex verb.
(27) a. tabe ,.... sase - rare - ta
eat Cause passsive past
'was caused to eat'
b. *tabe - sase - ta - rare
c. *tabe - ta - sase - rare
This fact can readily be accounted for if we assume the
position outside the projection of \1, in which tens€;!
morphemes are specified to appear, namely ~.
In relation to this distributional requirement of
tense morphemes, let us look at the so-called "2QQ su-"
l2LQ form (cf. Nakau (1973), Hinds (1973)). The exact
na t u r e of th i s l2.LQ form is not 01 ea rat ttl is poi nt and
also is not relevant to our present concern. The point is
that in a ~ 2Y- construction, just like in English do §Q
construction, tense morphemes can freely appear outside
the pa rt of the sentence r epl aced by 2.Q..Q 2Y-. Cons i de r ,
for example, the following.
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(28) 'John-wa k inoo tosyokan-de: benkyoo-s j -ta
-Top yesterday library-in study-do-past
'John studied in the library yesterday'
a. Bill-wa ototoi sao si-ta
the day so do
before
yesterday
'Bill did so the day before yesterday'
b. Bill-wa asita soo sU-LY-daroo
tomorrow Pres. seems
'Bill seems to do so tomorrow'
~~. Bill-mo asita soo si-tagatte-'i-[1!
also want to
'Bill wants to do so tomorrow, too'
As t.he exa~ples (280) and (280) clearly show, tense
morphemes (which are underscored) stand outside the domain
replaced by a 2I.Q form §.Q.Q §.Y.-. If we assume that tense
morphemes occupy the I position which is outside of the
projection V, this fact can be straightforwardly accounted
for by saying that §.Q.Q §.Y.- replaces the projection of V.
Description of topicalization in Japanese (at least
the one which involves movement. See Saito (1985) and
Hoji (1985) for much relevant discussions) can also be
simplified under the "very defective In approach. 'l'Wo
distinctions must be made with respect to topicalization
in Japanese: First, we must account for the difference
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betwe'en gg (Nominative) and ~ (Topic) in regard to their
assignment. And second, we have to explain the difference
between scrambling and topicalization, particularly the
iterability of the former and the noniterability of the
1at te r • We can 9 i v e a uni f i ed account of these pllenonlena
by positing a defective I. As we will see directly,
aosignment of 9.S. in Japanese, unlike English NOfi\inative
Case assignment, is purely structural. Roughly speaking,
once everJ' position of the verb's Case-grid llas been
discharged, gg marking takes place as a default process,
assigning gg to any noun phrase which is a sister of V',
hence the possibility of "multiple 9..8." (See 4.3 for
discussion). On the other hand, ~ is attached to a phrase
which is adjoined tc a project-ior, of I, narnE:~ .. I', Cj'
topicalization, assuming that copicalization is an adjunc-
tion operation in Japanese, along the lines suggeetea for
English topicalizati.on by Ba~tin (1982) and by Howard
Lasnik in his forthcoming work. (See also Whitney (1984),
Saito (1985)). As for the differ-ence between scrambling
and topicalization, I will argue 1 ater in thiEi chapter
that scrambling takes place within a projection of V,
substituting a constituent into a base-genetated 'adjoined'
position, which is a fundamentally different operation
from topicalization, a true adjunction. Thus, the iterab-
ilit,y of scrambling follows from trle iterability of
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"spedifiers" within a Lexical category as I have discussed
in Chapter 2, and the non-iterability of topicalization
might be accounted for by a general ban on double adjunction
in syntax. Also, this analysis of topicalization gives a
natural account of the fact that a wh element cannot be
topicalized, on the assumption that a wh element cannot be
adjoined in syntax (see 4.4).
(29) a. John-ga sono hon-o katta
-Nom that/the book-ACe bought
'John bought the book'
b. *dare-wa sane hon~o katta ka
who -Top Q
'who bought the book'
sono non
c. { sore }-wa John-ga ~ katta
it/that
'{ that/the book} John bought'
that '
d. *dono hon -wa John-ga t katta ka
which
*nani
what
Lit. ' which book, did John bUy'
what
By contrast, scrambling of a ~ element corresponding to
these examples is possible~
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(30) ! a. John-ga sono hon-o katta
b. sana hon-o John-ga ~ katta
c. { dO~~n~on } -0 John-ga t katta ka
This difference between topicalization and scrambling
can, again, be straightforwardly accounted for if we
assume that scrambling takes place within a projection of
v, substituting elements into a base-generated position,
while topicalization is a process of detachirlg an element
from a bas icc1a usa1 s t rue t u r e , i " e.., i tis an 0 per a t ion
of picking out an element and adjoining it to a projection
of I. Thus, assuming the analysis of English topicalization
put forth by Baltin and Lasnik, English ana Japanese arE
basically the same with respect to topicallzation (involving
movement). In fact, as Eoward Lasnik pointed out to me,
topicalization of a wh element is also prohibited in
English, as exemplified by the following contrast.
(31 ) *whowho thinks that { Bill } John saw t
And I speculate that the lack in English of Japanese-type
scrambling, which allows fronting of a ~ ~lement, is
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prob~bly due to the fact that the subject in English must
move to the specifier of IP position to receive Case, and
therefore any operation placing some element, say object,
in a position preceding the sUbject must necessarily
involve movement of an element to somewhere outslde of
the projection of a l.exical category, in particular,
adjunction to IP.
It is not clear how these djfferences between topica~
lization and scrambling in Japanese, as well as the
differences between 9..e. and ~, can l>e given a natuL"al
account under the approach which does not posit a syntactic
category I.
From these considerations, I will In what follows
~en~a:'i'lely assume a \'er~' de£ec~ive I in Japanese, whicb
does not contain any relevant syntactic feature. It
should be noted, however, that this does not mean an1'
strong commitment to the existence of a Functional category
I in the language. Am on 9 the t h r ee 11 rob 1 ems wit h t tl e
configuration lacking the category I pointed out above,
the first two could be solved if we CORle up wi th some
appropriate morphological explanations for the distribu-
tional property of tense suffixes in Japanese; for the
third problem, no satisfactory account seems to be available
at this point, in the absence of sufficient understanding
of the nature of topic in Japanese and other languages.
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Note 'al so tha t even \lnder the "ve ry def eat i ve I" appr oa ch,
Japanese sentences are, in a sense, projections of V.
That is, aside from topicalization, every grammatical
pro c e s s , inc 1 u din 9 " N om ina t i vee a s e" ass i 9 nmen t ( gA
marking), takes place within a projection of V in Japanese,
which is in sharp contrast to English where Nominative
Case is assigned to the specifier of IP position. Notice
in this connection that the specifier position of I in
Japanese can never be licensed since this very defective I
has no F-Feature to discharge.
In this sUbsection, I have pointed out that there is
no indication in Japanese that the Functional category I
plays a vital role in this language. In view of the total
laCK of the set of fac"t.s signaling tohe existEnce of I,
the immediate possibility is to claim that there is simply
no such element. Although this is an attractive claim and
seems to be correct in its essentials, there are some
problems with this approach. Having been unable to
solve these problems, I tentatively concluded that Japanese
has very defective I which does not have any features
(grids) and thus never projects up to the XP level. This
view still keeps intact the core insight behind the
"S=Vmaxn idea, namely, even under this view of Japanese
senten ti al structure, eve ry gramma tical proces s, ex cep t ,
of course, topicalization, takes place within the projection
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of V.' In the following discussion, I will assume tilis
"very defective In view for the sake of exposition,
although the choice between this view and ttle "s~vnax"
view does not seem to have crucial bearings on the relevant
phenomena to be discussed below.
4.2.1.3 Q.
Let us now turn our attention to another Functional
cat ego ry, C. I wi 11 take up two representa t i v e el ements
which have been assumed so far to be complementizers in
J a pan e s e , the S 0 - c a 11 e d 9 uest ion m0 r ph em e JiB. and t tl e
subordina~e clause mar~er ~.
Consider first ka. It is well-known that in Japanese,
any sentence containing a lit element must end in the
"particle" ka. 14 This is true irrespective of whether the
~ element appears in a matrix sentence or in an embedded
one.
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(32) a. dare-ga sore-o kaimasi-ta ka
who -Nom it-Ace bUy -Past Q
'who bought it'
b. *dare-ga sore-o kaimasi~ta
c. John-wa [dare-ga sore-o katta ka] siranai
-Top bought not know
'John does not know who bought it'
d. *John-wa [dare-ga sor e~lo katta] siranai
Also, the occurrence of ka is necessary 110t only for wh
questions but for the so-called yes/no questions.
(33) a. John-wa sore-o kaimasi-ta ka
'Dld John bu~ it'
b. John-wa sore-o kaimasi-ta
"J ohn bought it 1
c. Bill-wa [ John-ga sore-o katta ka ] sirenai
not know
'Bill does not know whether John bought it or not l
d. *Bill-wa [ John-ga sore-o katta ] siranaj
Example (33b) does not have thE: interrogative meaning in
the absence of ka, but rather it is an ordinary declarative
sentence. As for (33d), it not only lacks the interrogative
meaning, but also is ungrammatical. It is clear from these
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eXqmples that ka functions as the "Q-morpheme" (Baker
(1970)) having the feature [ +0]. What is relevant to our
present concern is, however, the categorial status of this
"Q-morpheme ": Is ka an instance of C? Or is it something
else? I will argue in the following discussion that this
element is a UQYll which bears the feature [ +0 J.15.
Notice that the ungrammaticality of (33d) already
suggests that the nominal nature of ka, since it ls known
that the factive verb sir- 'know' requires a noun phrase
campI ement and the only pass ibl e rea son f or the Uflg r axnma-,
ticality of (330), which is minimally different from tt16
grammatical (330) with respect to the preserlce/absence of
ka, is that the embedded clause lacking kg does not
sat.is::~{ 't.r.is requireIr~ent. bJ' :.he \'erb au- I Kno~l. I In
fact, (330) becomes a grammatical (declarative:) sentence
if we attach a nominal head koto 'fact,' with the assigned
Case partjcle -~ (Ace), to the embedded clause.
(34) Bill-wa [John-ga sore-o katta kato to siranai
'Bill does not know the fact that John bought it'
'l'he same point is further strengthened by the fact that
Case particles such as -9a and =.Q can be attached to a
clause accompanied by ka. As is well known, these Case
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particles can only be attached to a noun phrase16 and can
never be attached to other categoI~iesr as shown by the
following paradigm.
(35) a. [NP Johntga kita
came
'John came'
b. [NP[S John-ga Mary-o nagutta] kototga akiraka da
hit (fact) obvious is
'It is obvious that John hit Mary'
c. *[s John-ga r~ry-o naguttatga akiraka da
'It is obvious that Jotin hit Mary'
d. *[pp John-karatga tegami-ga kita
from letter came
'From John, a le~~er camel
(36) a. John-ga [NP Mary to si~te-iru
knows
'John knows Mary'
b. John-ga [NP [5 Bill-ga Mary-o nagutta]
kototo sitte-iru
'John knows (the fact) that Bill hit Mary'
c. *John-ga [s Bill-ga Mary-o naguttato sitte-iru
d. *John-ga [[s Bill-ga Mary-o nagutta] toto
that
sitte-iru
· e. *John-ga B111- e
to
kara
f rorn
ni
to
nagutta
okutta
sent
kaita
wrote
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In general, any combination x..-Q, where ~ is not a noun
phrase, i,s disallowed in Japanese. Consider now the
clauses tnarked by ka. As shown below, both -9a and =.Q can
in fact be attached to clauses accompanied by ka.
(37) a. [ [s Jchn-ga nani-c Katta ] Ka tga manoal da
wha~ bought problem is
'The problem is what John bought'
b. [s John-ga sore-o katta ] ka (dooka)tga
mandai da
'The problem is whether John bought it'
c. John-wa ((s Bill-ga nani-o kau]kato siritagatte-iru
-Top buy want-to-know
'John wants to know what Bill is going to buy'
d. Boku-wa [[John-ga nani-o katta] kato siritai
I
'I want to know what John bought'
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e. Boku-wa [[John-ga sono hon-o katta ]
that/the
ka (dooka) to siritai
'I want to know whether J0hn bought that/the book'
The grammaticality of these examples constitutes strong
evidence for the nominal nature of ka.
Let us now turn to the categorial status of t...Q
'that.' I would like to argue in what follo'''s that to is
a postposition. The fact that tQ has an independent use
as a postposition lends initial support for this ~ypothesis.
(38) John-wa Mary-to kaimono-ni itta
-wi~h shcpping-~o wen~
'John went shopping with Mary'
A strong~r piece of evidence that. t..Q is a pos'tposition
even when it is used as a "Clause marker," can be obtained
from the attachability of the topic particle~. Consider
the following examples.
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(39) 1 aO [NP Johntwa Bill-o nagutta
hit
'John hit Bill'
b. [pp John-karatwa nagaikoto tegami-ga korlai
from for a long time letter not come
'It is from John that letters have not come for
a long time'
c. [pp Tokyo-e twa B ill-ga it ta
to went
'As for Tokyo, Bill went there'
d. *[s John-ga Bill-o nagutta twa mondai da
problem is
'It is a problem that John hi,· Bill'
These examples show that the topic marker ~ can be
attached to a noun phrase or to a postpositional phrase,
bo~ can never be a~~ached ~c a sentence. However, clauses
accompanied by t.Q. can freely occur with the topic marker
(40) a. [[s John-ga Mary-o nagutta ] to twa odoroki da
suprising is
'It is surprising that John hit Mary'
b. [[s Jahn-ga sana
that/the
mondai-o toita ] totwa totemo
problem solved never
onloenai
not conceivable
'It is inconceivable that John solved that
problem'
22)
The examples in (40) clearly indicate that the clauses
with to must constitute either a noun phrase or a post-
positional phrase, since only to these phrases a topic
marker ~ can be attached. The ungrammaticality of ttle
following examples, in which Case particles -ga or ::..Q is
attached to a clause with to, shows that clauses with to
cannot be noun phrases, because, as we have seen above,
-9a and ::..Q can only be attached to noun phrases.
(41) a. *[[s John-ga Mary-o nagutta ] tatga odorokida
'It is surprising that John hit Mary'
b. *[[s John-ga sana mondai-o taital totQa
totemo omoenai
'It is inconceivab~6 that ;ch~ sc:ve~
problem'
c. *John-wa [[s Bill-ga Mary-o naguttaJ toto sitteiru
'John knows that Bill hit Mary'
(cf. John-wa [Bill-ga Mary-o nagu~ca koto+o
sitteiru)
d. *John-wa [[8 zibun-ga mukasi issyookenmei
self in the past hard
benkyoo sinakatta ] toto kookai site-iru
study did not do regret do
'John regrets that he did not study hard in the
past'
(cf. John-wa [ziburl-ga mukasi issyookenrnei
benkyoo sinakatta kototo kookai
site.-iru)
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From these considerations, we should conclude th~t clauses
with to are postpositio!'al phrases and hence tQ is a
postposition.
Our discu:ssicn so far has shown that a "Q-morphenle"
ka is a noun and that a "subordinate clause marker" to is
a postposition. A stronger argument, namely, an argun\ent
that these two elements cannot constitute a single syntactic
category, say, C, can be made on the basis of the following
fact. That is, it is possible to put these elements
together and attach the topic mnrker =.liS to trlem. For
example,
(42) a. [[! [ gen90gaku-o yaru kototni imi -ga a ru]
linguistics de ~~ meaning exis~s
ka ] totwa ii si tumorl da
good question is
, Wh ~~ the r 0 r not the rei s mea n i n gin d 0 i n 9
1 irlguis t is is a good quest iorl '
b. [[[John-ga dare-o korosita ]ka) totwa
who killed
1i pointo da
point
'It is a good point as to who John killed'
If both ka and tQ belong to a Functional category C, then
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the structure of the phrases marked by :JiS in these
exC\xnplef! 8r'1()ul~1 be as [011()WL3.
(43) C' .- wa
I \
c' c
! \ I
C to
,
ka
The structures like (43), to the best of my knowledge,
have not been attested in any language so far, and al so
do not fit in any version of the X-bar theory, including
our system of projection. On the other hand, if OUt
arguments presented above are correct, and the categorial
status of these elemencs U. and ~ are a nour. and a
postposition, respectively, then the structure vf ttle
phrase in question would be:
(44) P' -wa
I \
N
'
P
I \ I
••• N to
I
ka
The structure (44), unlike (43), is a quite regular
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struc~ure, i.e, one of the typical internal structures of
postpositional phrase, and hence no problem arises as to
the special treatment of the examples such as (42). Thus,
the possibility of the successive occurrences of ka and
.t.Q, as exeluplified by the examples in (42), seems to
constitut~ evidence that these two elements do not form a
single Functional category C, but (ather, categoriallj',
belong to different syntactic categories, namely, noun and
postposition.
In this subsection, I have taken up two elements in
Japanese that have widely been assumed to be complementizers
in this language, and have argued that there are good
reasons to believe that these elements belong to different
syntactic categories, viz., ~ is a noun ana ~ is a
postposition. If this is true, it is very likely, in the
absence of plausible candidates, that there is no syntactic
category C in Japanese. It should be stressed here that the
n f unct ion" of the el ements such as K.e. and t..Q is exactly
like that of a Functional category C, i.E::, 1s..e. clearly has
an F-Feature (it is a "Q-morpheme"), and it is extremely
implausible to attribute any a-grid to these elements.
The fact peculiar to Japanese, which distinguishes this
language from, say, English is that these purely functional
elements still retain their categorial status as "Lexioal
categories," and do not form a single Funccional category
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c. I't is not clear at this polot why this should be so,
but our analysis in this subsection clearly shows that
this is actually the case. I ?
4.2.2 "Specifiers" in Japanese
In the preceoing subsection, I have argued that
Japanese lacks Functional categories D and C. As for I,
syntactic evidence for this Punctional category in Japanese
is very scarce, which suggests the nonexistence of this
category in the language. Although this may well turn out
to be eventually on the right: t:rack, as ;: t:'cir.tec
above, I nevertheless tentatively concluded that Japanese
should have "very defective I" because of several proble-
matic cases for the approach under which no I is posited.
Thus, my conclusion in the preceding discussion is that
Japanese lacks D and C, but this language has very defective
I which does not have any F-Feature. What, then, is the
prediction from the system of projection introduced in
Chapter 2 for Japanese with respect to the existence of
specifiers in this language?
Recall that in the system of projection I have
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prop6sed in Chapter 2, only Functional categories can have
specifiers within these projections. Thus, if there is no
Functional category, the absence of specifier is an
automatic consequence. Furthermore, even if the head is a
Functional head, its specifier position is not licensed and
hence nonexistent unless some Rase is discharged to that
position. Therefore, given our system of projecticln, it
is predicted that there is r~o specifier in Japanese. In
the cases of D and C, there are simply no such Functional
hea ds in the 1anguage. In the ca se of I, even if the r E:
may be such Functional head, as I suggested above, it is
very defective in that it does not contain any feature, in
particular agreement featul;e. Hence, the specifier
position of the Funct.ional bead I in Japarlese can flever !)e
licensed and thus nonexistent. 18
I thus conclude that our system of projection predicts
that there is no specifier (in the sense defined in
Chapt"::r 2) in Japanese. In what follows, I will argue
that this prediction is indeed true, by showing that none
of the elements which have been treated as specifiers in
the literature exhibits a property of "closing off n the
ca tegory proj ection, a charac'ter ist 10 prope rty of spe c i-
fiers.
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4.2.i.l Noun Phrases
We have already seen in Seatiora 4.2.1.1 that genitlve
phrases, as well as demonstratives, do not close off the
projection of N, so tllat the following Japanese examples
are all grammatical in contrast to the corrE~sponding
English phrases in the quotes, which are all ungrammatical.
(45) a. Yamada-sensei-no so-no koogi
teacher-Gen that/the lecture
Lit. 'Prof. Yamada's that/the lecture'
b. sensyuu-no Yamada-sense i-no so-no koogi
last week
Lit. 'last week's Prof. Yamada's tbatt/tbe
lecture'
c. Tokyo~daigaku-(de)-nosensyuu-no
university(at)
Yamada-sensei-no so-no koogi
Lit. 'Tokyo University's last week's
Prof. Yamada's that/the lecture 1
Notice that to say that there is no specifier in noun
phrases in Japanese amounts to saying that a projeotion of
N in Japanese is never closed off, i. e., Japanese noun
phrases are always "open" in the sense that, given a noun
phrase, it is always possible to add something else to it
from outside, as long as licensirlg conditions on the'
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inteipretation of prenominal elements are satisfied. From
this angle, we can present further evidence that there is
no noun phrase specifier in Japanese, n~mely, modifiability
of Q!:.Q forms. It is well known that in English, I2£Q farIns
such as it, he, himself, etc. do not allow further modifi-
cation, whereas a Q£Q form ~ does.
(46) a. *big it
b. *short he
c. *yesterday's himself
d. an expensive one
The contrast in (46) can most naturally be accounted for
if we assume that ELQ forms like ,1 t, he, etc. are "NP" 12£.Q
forms, while Q.llg is an N' E.LQ form. NP is a closed
category, so that it does not allow further rnod~:ication,
whereas ~I is a= an "open" level and allows iteration of
modifiers, as argued in Chapter 2. 19
The st-rik-ing dif.ference between English and Japanese
in th is r ega rd is that Japanese aoes not have "NP n ;Ql:O,
:orrr.s, wtich do nc~ all~· :~rther mocifications. In other
words, Japanese Q!:.Q forms always allow further moaifications
as long as the semantic conditions are met. Consider, for
example, 2LQ forms sore 'it,' ~ 'he,' zibun 'self.'
Semantically, ELQ forms like ~ 'it' are most resistant
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to further modifications, due to their definiteness.
However, given an appropriate context, even these g£Q
forms can he freely modified in Japanese. Thus, the
following examples, in which the Q!:.Q form and its modifier
are underlined, are perfectly grammatical.
(47) a. ~ 'it'
Tokyo-no biru-no okuzyoo kara mita
-Gen buil~\ng-Gen top from (I) saw
Haree-suisei-wa smog-no tame
Halley's Cmnet-Top smog-Gen due to
bonyarito
faintly
nigotte ita ga,
blurrred was but
Okinawa-no Naha-de mite
-Gen -in (I)saw
~-wa yozora-ni kukkirito kagayaite-ita
it-Top nigbt sky-in vividly sbining was
Lit. 'Halley's Cornet tha~ (I) saw from ~he
top of a building in Tokyo was blurred
by the smog, but i..t .. that (1) saw in Naha
Citv in Okip~ was vividly shining in
the night sky'
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b. kare 'he'
kinDe Taroo-ni atta ka-i?
yesterday Taro-with met Q
Lit. 'Did you meet with Tato yesterday?'
un, demo kinoo-no kare-wa sukosi yoosu-ga
Yes, but yesterday-Gen he-Top somewhat state~Nom
hendat-ta
be strange-Past
Lit. 'Yes, but yesterday's he was somewhat
strange'
c. zibun 'self'
kukyoo-ni tatasare-ta Saburoo-wa
hardship-in forced to face-Past Saburo~Top
nanno
not any
kuroo-mo siranakat-ta mukasi=DQ zibun-ni
sufferings-even not-kno..'-Past: ole as}7s-Gen self-to
modoritai-to omotta
wanted to go back-that thought
Lit. 'Saburo, who was stranded in hardships,
wanted to go back to old day's himself
who did not know any sUfferings'
The well-forrnedness of the examples in (47) clearly shows
that these !2LQ forms, unlike the corresponding English
ones,20 are N' forms. I n f act , the rei s no" NP ,~ }2..LQ
forms, i.e., l2.LQ forms which do not allow furthel: modifi-
cations, in Japanese. This fact strongly sUPE)orts the
claim that Japanese noun phrases are never nclosea off,"
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and hence that there is no noun phrase specifier in this
language, which is a direct consequence of the hypothesis
put forth in the prec~ding subsection that there is no
Functional category D in Japanese.
A similar observation can be made for the so-called
"stacked" relative clauses. As is well-known, restrictive
relatives can stack in English, whereas appositive (non-
res t ric t i v e ) ( e 1 a t i v escann 0 t ( c f. Ch om sky ( 1 97 7a) ,
Jackendoff (1977)).
(48) a. people who go to MIT who like math will get jobs
b. *John, who goes to MIT, who likes math, will get
a job
(C· . , 1 ~...,..., 6 ,.. , ,n om S Ky ~ -;;I I I a: 0))
It is not our present concern how we should derive this and
other differences between restrictive ana apposi~ive
relatives (see Jackendoff (1977) for relevant discussions).
What is important fot our present purposes is that Japa-
nese lacks such a contrast between restrictive and apposi-
tive relatives with respect to their staokability. Both
of them can stack. Thus, both of the following examples
are acceptable.
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(49) a. restrictive
[NP [S Osaka-(de)-no kokusai~kai9i-ni
in -Gen international conference at
sanka-suru koto-ni-natte-iru] [s America-kara
attend is supposed to from
kaette-kita bakaritno gakusya-tatitwa ima
came back just scholar-plural-Top now
Tokyo-no hotel-ni tomatte-imasu]
at are staying
Lit. 'The scholars who are supposed to attend the
international conference in Osaka who just
returned from America are now staying at a
hotel in Tokyo'
b. apoositive
[NP [S Osaka-(de)-no kokusai-kaigi-ni sanka-suru
koto-ni-natte-iru] [s America-kara kaette-ki-ta
oaKarifno Jonntwa ima Tokyo-no hotel-ni
tomatte-imasu
Lit. 'John, who is supposed to attend the
international conference in Osaka, whojust returned from America, is now staying
at a hotel in Tokyo'
The lack of asymmetry between Japanese restrictive and
appositive relative clauses with respect to their stackab-
ility exemplified by the above examples shows that these
two types of relatives are syntactically indistingu1shable 21
in Japanese; neither of them close off the projection of
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N. That is, both of the two types of relatives pattern
with prenominal modifiers in, say, English, and neither of
them has a property of specifiers~
We hqve seen in the previous discussion that what
have been regarded as specifiers in Japanese, in particular,
genitive phrases, as well as demonstratives, do not have
the characteristic closing property of specifiers. We
have also argued that there are independent evidence that
Japanese noun phrases are never closed (never reach the
"closing" level, XP), by showing that even what have been
treated as "NP" l2.LQ forms in this language can freely be
modified, and that not only restrictive relatives but also
appositive ones can stack in Japanese, which is, again, in
sharp contrast with English. It shoulo be now clear that
there are no specifiers that close off the projection of N
in this language, as predicted by our system of projection~
4.2.2.2 Sentences
In the general framework of grammar I am assuming
in this thesis, there are two kinds of specifiers in the
clausal case, one is the specifier of C (or CP), and the
other, the specifier of I (or IP). The former type of the
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speci'fier i& instantiated by a moved \t.h element (of. Cholnsky
(1986))22 and the latter type by the subject. If my
arguments presented in Section 4.2.1 above are valid, the
specifier of C does not exist in Japanese simply because
there is no Functional category C in the language. And in
fact wh elements do not move (in syntax) in Japanese, as
is well known. As for the specifier of I, our system of
projection predicts, as I argued before, that there is no
specifier of I in Japanese, because, first of all, the
existence of the Functional category I in Japanese itself
is questionable, and, even if there is such a Functional
category, it does not have agreement feature to discharge.
I thus suggested Lhere that sUbject in Japanese is within
a projection of V. Note in passing that T-'hiQ-........- is al so t:r ue
for English in our system. That is, not only Japanese but
also English has a sUbject within a projection of V at
D-structure. English differs from Japanese in that the
Functional category I in English has agreement features (in
the tensed case) so that sUbject must move to the position
of specifier of I to discharge 1'8 agreement features, or
put it differently, subject must move, if it is lexical,
to receive Case from I in order to avoid a Case Filter
violation. By contrast, Japanese has a way of Nominative
Case assignment, which is quite independent from the
Functional head I, as we will see later in 4.4. Also, due
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to the lack of agreement features in I, there is no position
to which subject can be moved to get Case. Therefore,
there is no necessity nor possibility for SUbject to move
into the specifier position of I in Japanese., In arlort,
what distinguishes between English al1d Japanese in this
respect is the fact that English has I with agreement
features but it lacks the structural Nominative Case
assignment mechanism, while Japanese lacks I with agreement
features but it has the structural Nominative Case assign-
ment (gA marking). It is of course desirable if we can
de r i. v eon e from the 0 t fl e [, i . e., i f weeande r i vet11 e
existence of structural Nominative Case assignment from
the lack of agreement features in I, or vice versa. At
this point it is not clear to which direc~ion ~he de:ivation
goes, although I speculate, in Vie\ll of ttle sig'nificarlt
role the agreement features play in various ott~er places
ina 9 r a rom a r, t hat the presen c e / a b 5 e nee 0 fag r e em e n t
features is the fundamental parametric property of a
language from which other properties, e.g., the existence
of purely structural Nominative Case assignment mechanism,
must follow.
Returning to the discussion of the position of
sUbject in Japanese, if, as I have argued, subject in
this language stays within a projection of V and hence is
not th~ specifier of I, no principle of grammar requires
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its ~niqueness,23 namely it can be iterated like other
adjuncts/modifiers within a projection V, as long as all
oc cur r e nee S 0 f S \1 b j eeta rea ppro p ria telyin t e r pre ted.
This is inlleed t11e case as stlown by the well known "mul tiple
sUbject" construction exemplified below.
(50) ac heikin-zyumyoo-ga mizikai
average-lifespan-Nom is short
'The average lifespan is short'
b. dansei-ga heikin-zyumyoo-ga mizikai
rr,al e
'It is men that their average lifespan is short'
c. bunmeikoku-ga dansei-ga hei~in-zyumyoo-ga
civilized coon~ries
mizikai
'It i.s civilized countries tha,: men, their average
lifespan is short in.'
(of. Kuno (1973:Ch.3))
Thus, the existepce of the so-called "multiple subject"
construction in Japanese supports our claim that sUbject in
this language is not the specifier (of I), but is within a
projection of V.
The facts about scrambling provide further evidence
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for our claim that there is no specifier in a clausal
system in Japanese~ As is well-known, "multiple" scrambling
is freely allowed within a single sentence in Japanese.
(51) a. John-ga
-Nom
Mary-oi so-no-hon-o watasita
-to that/the book-Ace handed/gave
'John gave the book to Mary'
b. Mary-nl John-ga so-no-hon-o watasita
c. so-no-hon-o Mary-ni John-ga watasita
The "multiple" scrambling such as the one exemplified by
(51) should not be allowed if scrambling is a movement
i n tea s pe c i fie r po sit. ion , bee a use i n 0 U r s ~., s t €: n1 0 f
proj eat ion, specif ier, if any, must be unique and cannot
be iterated (cf. Chapter 2). The "multiple" scrambling
will also be prohibited under the assumption that it is an
adjunction operation (of. Saito (1985)), if we assume,
following Gueron and May (1984), that only a single
element can be adjoined to each category, i.e., that
"multiple" adjunction is generally banned. 24 On the other
hand, if we assume that scrambling takes place within a
projection of V and that it is a movement operation
distinct from adjunction, then the perfect acceptability
of ~multiple" scrambling sentences is successfully accounted
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fall. ' Wllat, then, is the status of scramblirlg operation?
Under the general theoretical framework I am assuming
here, all movement operations are either adjunction or
substitution. I h av e jus tar 9 uedt hat c t1 a rae t e r i z i n9
scrambling as an adjunction creates undesirable results.
Therefore, it must be a substitution operation~ In our
system of projection, however, it is not clear flOW the
"landinC) site" for scrambling could be "licensed" at
D-structure. If, then, there is no base-generated landing
site (empty node) available to scrambling, then it is
impossible to characterize this rule as a "substitution"
in the standard sense. Hence, I would propose the following
definition of "adjunction" to reconcile this apparent
(52) A movement is an adjunction iff the structure created
bi' that movemen-: is non-base-generable (otherwise,
the movement is a subatitution).25
Given the definttion (D2), scrambling is an instance of
substitution, as desired, since the resulting structure
after the application ot: scrambling is obviously "base-
generable, "
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(53) , V'
I \
scrambled V'
phrasei ,/~
/r' '''"'
· •. t i... V
Recall that in our system af projection, there is no
structural limit 011 the "recursion" of Lexicql categories.
This amounts to saying that, given tk\€ definition (52) of
adjunction, there is no "adjunction" to a projection of a
Lexical category, due to the possibility of "free recursion"
within a projection of a Lexical category.26 Thus, for
example, scrambling can be regarded as an operation that
takes place "inside" t11e projection of V, due to the
"open" nature of t.he Lexical ca'C.egcr~}'. In contrast,
"adj unct ion" to a pr oj ect io'n of a Funct i anal categ'o ry is
always an adjunction according to the definition (52),
since Functional categories do not allow "recursion"
and hence the resulting structure after the application of
"adjunction" is always non-base-generable.
I have argued in this subsection that Japqnese
clauses, as well as noun phrases (see 4.2.2.1), do not
have elements that close off their projections and thus are
always "open" as exemplified by the possibility of "multiple
sUbject" constsruction and that of "multiple" scrambling.
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4 • 2 • 3' Summa ry
I nth isse c t ion , I h avee xami 11 e d a pot e n t i ale1 ass 0 f
Functional categories in Japanese and have concluded that
there are no Functional categories D and C in this lan~
guage. As for the Functional category I, I have observed
that syntactic evidence for the existence of this Functional
category in Japanese is very scaroe. This suggests that
Japanese sentences should be analyzed as a projection of
V, rather than that of I. We have seen that this is
basically correct, but not entirely, due to some problems
with this "s=vrnax " approach. I thus positeCl a "very
delective In in this language in order to handle such
problematic cases, noting that even under this "very
defective I~ approach, Japanese sen~ences are, in a sense,
projections of V in that every majoI grammatical process,
including Nominative Case assignment (i@. marking) takes
place within the projection of V.
Given the total lack of Functional categories with
F-Features in Japanese, our system of projection proposed
in Chapter 2 predicts that there is no specif ier (in the
sense defined there) in the language. In the subsection
4.2.2, I have examined the elements in Japanese that have
hitherto been assumed to be specifiers, and have arguea
that none of those elements has the characteristic property
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of specifiers. I have also suggested, in this connection,
that scrambling in Japanese should be analyzed as a
substitution opetation, rather than as an adjunction
operation. My conclusion was, then, that there is no
specifier in Japanese, exactly as predicted by our system
of projection introduced in the previous chapter.
4.3 Phrase Structure of Japanese
4.3.1 Phrase Structure of Japanese: A Proposal
Our conclusions in the preceding ., '"nat.ura..L..&."i
lead us to the following phrase structural configurations
for Japanese, taking sentences and noun phrases as repre-
sentative examples.
(54) · basic cl ausal st ruct ur e
( I ' )
I \
V' (I)
I \
V'
I \
\
V'
! \
V
(55) clauses with "CO~ipn
a. declaratives
p'
! \(I 1 ) p
/' \ I
v' I ~
/' \
V'
II \
V'
I \
V
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'b. interrogatives
N'
I \
(I ' ) N
I \ I
V' (I) ka
I \
V'
I \
\
V'
I \
V
(56) noun phrases
N'
I \
N1
! \
\
Nt
I \
N
Notice that aside from the categorial retention of Japanese
"compl ementizers," these conf ig ura t. ions a re almost i dent i cal
to the structures for Lexical categories in English
(except, of cour se, d if f e rent choi ces of the pas i t ion of
head). Thus, the overwhelming superficial differences
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between English and Japanese can basically be reduced to
the fact that English has a rich set of Functional catego-
ries with agreement features, whereas Japanese lacks such
syntactic categories; Japanese either totally lacks
Functional categories (if the existence of "very defective
I" can somehow be eliminated), or, even if it has one of
them, namely, I, this category does not have any agreement
features, unlike the corresponding Functional category in
English. Various typological differences between English
and Japanese might naturqlly follow from this minimal
difference between the two languages, namely, English has
agreement phenomenon but Japanese does not, which is very
closely connected with the existence and/or the nature of
Functional categories in ~he ~wo languages. I have
already discussed some of th~ typological features distin-
guishing English and Japanese, for example, the "multiple
subject" construction, Nominative Case assignment, scramb-
ling, etc. Some other consequences of our view for the
typological differences will be discussed, with further
clarifications of those that I have already mentioned, in
Section 4.4.
Before going into such discussions, however, let us
briefly see in this section if our phrase st~uctural
configurations are compatible with the set of data summar-
ized in 4.1 before.
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4.3.2 Facts Recaitulated
4.3.2.1 Evidence for the "VP" node
Let us first consider the set of evidence for a "VP"
node in Japanese summarized in 4.1.1. Notice crucially
that all of the facts discussed there have to do with the
Binding Theory, and it is known that the BinQing Theory
does not refer to a particular node label (e.g., VP), but
rather, wllat is crucial for the Binding Theory is the
structural relation 'c-command" (cf. Chomsky (1985, 1986),
among others). In other words, the facts discussed in
4.1.1 show that there is a node that dominates the object
but net the sUbject, but they do not sa~l anything about
the actual node label of the node In ques~ion. ~t mayor
may not be VP. The configurations I proposea above do
satisfy this factual requirement. That is, there is a
node that dominates the object but not the subject, namely,
V', in the proposed configuration. As for the distribu-
tional property of PRO
arb in Japanese, exactly the same
explanation as the one for the aistrubutional property of
PRO in English is possible. PROarb in the sUbject posi-
tion and PROarb in the object position appear in the
schematic representations (57a) and (57b), respectiv~ly.
(57) a. V'
I \
PRO b V'
ar ! \
• • • V
b. v'
! \
V'
I \
PRO b Var
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PRO
arb in the object position, namely, the one in (57b),
is clearly (lexically) governed by the verb, and thus will
be excluded as a violation of the "PRO theorem." PRO bar
in the subject position appears in the configuration
(57a). And it has already been argued in Chapter 3 that
this position is not governed by the verb (see 3.2).
Thus, the distribution of PRO b can be straightforwardly
ar
accounted for by our proposed configurational structures
I have thus argued that all the fac~s summari~ec i~
4.1.1 are comp~tible with the phrase structural configura-
tion proposed above, since what is indicated by the set of
facts is the existence of a node dominating object but not
subject, and our configuration does indeed posit such a
node, namely, V'. Let us now turn our attention to the
facts summarized in 4.1.2, evidence against the "VP" node.
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4.3.2.2 VP Movement
As we discussed in 4.1.2.1, Japanese lacks VP movement
in contrast to English. This difference between the two
languages is illustrated by the contrast between (11) and
(12), repeated here for convenience as (58) and (59),
respectively.
(58) Heather promised to come at 10, and come at 10
she did.
(59) *Susan-wa
-Top
zyuuzi-ni kuru to yakusokusita,
ten -at come that promised
o'clock
sosite (zizitu) zyuuzi-ni ki!ku
ana in fact cone
(s tem)
kanozyo-wa ta
she Past
Lit. 'Susan promised to come at 10, and (in fact)
come at 10 she Past'
This fact has been taken as evidence against "VP" node in
Japanese. However, it seems to me that the basic difference
between English and Japanese in this regard is not the
categorial status of the element ~c be movea, but different
status of the inflectional element in the two languages.
In fact, Saito (1985:235-244) proposes a plausible account
of the lack of VP movement in Japanese in these terms. He
cites Kuno's (1978b) observation that Japanese does not
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have an auxiliary verb that can be used i11dependently suel)
as English 00 and proposes that the lack of VP movement in
Japanese can be accounted for on the basis of this fact
and the existence of the general condition such as follows.
(60) INFL must be realized.
(Saito (1985:238))
That is, in English, the auxiliary verb do is inserted
into the position of I after the application of VP movement,
realizing the inflectional feature and thus satisfying the
condition (60). Japanese, on the other hand, lacks such
elements as 00 in English. Therefc:e, if \;P is rnove:d to
the front, the inflectional element cannot be realized in
~iolation of (60), since Japanese ooes not have do and
affix hopping, a way of realizing inflectional features,
requires adjacency, but in a structure after VP movement,
verb ana the inflect.ional elements are not adjacent to
each other. Thus, the presence of VP movement in English
and the lack of such movement in Japanese is not due to
the difference in categorial status of the category in
question, but due to the fact that English has elements
like QQ as INFL realizers, whereas Japanese does not.
This analysis seems to me to be on the right track.
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Furthermore, in our system, the difference between English
and Japanese observed by Runo and Saito can be reduced to
a more basic difference between the two languages.
Namely, English I has inherent agreement features, so that
it is possible that some element (e.g., do) other than a
verb bears these features to realize them. By contrast,
Japanese I does not have any inherent feature and functions
only as a "pI ace holder" f or the tense: rno r l)hemes. Thu s,
there is no possibility that the "inflectional features"
are realized, simply because Lhere are no such features in
I, hence the lack of do in Japanese. However, the tense
morphemes in Japanse must be "suffixed" to the verbal stem
by some PF rule. And this PF rule requires a strict
adj ancenc}-' between t.he ve:bal s~e·.~ arlO the t.ens~ morphemes.
Therefore, "VP movement If in Japane·se always resul ts in an
ill-formed sequence, rendering this PF rule inapplicable.
It the above account of the 1 ack of "VP mov emeI1t"
rule in Japanese is right, our phrase structure of Japanese
is quite consistent with the facts sumroa(l~ed in 4~1.2.1~
4.3.2.3 The Distribution of Adverbial Elements
The fact discussed in 4.1.2.2 concerning the distri-
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butio'n of adverbial el~~ments in Japanese, in particul ar,
the possibility of the occurrence of an adverbial element
in between a verb and its direct object, can be restated
in current terms as th,: lack of nadjacency requirement"
(Stowell 1981)) on Case-assi.gnment in Japanese. The
explanation for this phenomenon, however, can be given quit~
independently from the issue of the exifltence of the "VP
node" in Japanese. The essent ial content of Stowell's
idea on Case-assignment can be stated as follows
(cf. Stowell (1981:113), irrelevant part omitted).
(61) In the configuration [ a fJ ••• ] or [
ex Case-marks fJ, where
(i) a. governs p, and
(1i) a is adjacent to p
fJ CJ. ],
1-.5 can be seen from the fO.rmulation (61), the "adjacency
condition" is regarded as a part of Case-assignment
mechanism itself. However, this is not the only conclusion
we can draw from the impossibility of the occurrence of an
adve:bial element between a verb and its direct object in
English. Suppose that the "adjacency condition" (6111) is
detached from the Case-assi~;nment itself, so that Case-
assignment takes place under the requirement of government
between a Case-assigner and the Case-assignee. We assume
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that't:he Case-assignment takes place at S-~structure.
Under this ~ssumption, Case is assigned u~der governmenc
uniformly across languages. Suppose further thal there is
an additional mechanism in UG that checks if the Case
which is assigned abstractly to f\ noun phrase 28 througtl
the Case-as s i gnment process is appropr ia t ely "r e a 1 i zed. "
Let us call this mechanism a "Casechecking" mechanism and
assume that it applies in PF. The Case-checking mechanism
works in different ways in different langua~es. In
languages like Japanese, where there Qre overt Case-markers,
the prouess of Case-checki,ng takes place wIthin a noun
phrase. Ccnsider the following hypothetical configuration
in Japanese where a Case-rna r ~~e r ::.Q (an accusa t i v e/obj eat i v e
particle) is assumed to be i:lcjcinec as a Case-reali.zer to
a noun phrase which has already been assigned an abstract
Case [+Objective] by a verb at S-structure under gove(nment.
(62) V'
I \
N' V
I \
N' o[+Objective]
[+Objeotive]
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The Case-checking mechanism applies, checking if the feature
assigned to a noun phrase and the feature of the Case-
particle match. In (62), these features match, both of
them are [+Obj~ctive], and the structure will be marked
well-f armed with respect to the Case tht30 ry • Note t t}a t
this process in (62) takes place within a noun phrase in
question. Thus, even if an adverbial element intervenes
between a noun phrase and a verb such as follows,
(63) V'
,I I \
Nt Adv V
/ \
N' 0 (+Objective]
[+Objective]
the structure will also be well-formed.
On the other hand, in languages like English where
there is no overt Case~markers comparable to the ones in
Japanese, the Case~checkin9 mechanism would have to look
at the Case-assigner to see if an appropriate Case is
assigned to a noun phrase in question, because there is no
information available within the noun phrase itself as
to the appropriateness of the featllre, e.g- [+Objective],
assigned to that noun phrase~ And if we assume that the
Case~checkingmechanism can only look at adjacent elements,
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as seems plausible in view of the fact that it takes
pI ace in PF, then 'fie can qccount for the imposs i bi 1 i ty of
the intervening adverbials in a language which lacks overt
Case-markers. In the following hypothetical configura~
tions in English, for example, (64a) is well-formed but
(64b) is ruled out, since in the latter case the
Case-checking mechanism Qannot work properly; it can only
look at two adjacent elements, but the verb which is a
Case-assigner, and the noun phrase, a Case-assignee l are
not adjacent to each other.
(64) a. v'
I \
V NP
[otObjective]
b. V'
I t \
V Adv NP
I+Objective]
In this way, the difference between English and Japanese,
i.e., the existence of the requirement that a verb and its
direct object be adjacent to each other in the former and
the lack of such requirement in the latter, can be accounted
for, quite independent of the "VP" issue, by postulating
the Case~checking mechanism in PF, whose character is
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strictly local in the sense that it can only look at two
adjacent elements. Note incidentally that by detaching
this mechanism from the Case-assignment process itself ano
placing the former in PF, it becomes possible to keep the
main body of the abs tract Case-as s i gnment sy stem un if 0 rm
across languages, i.e., it takes place under government
crosslinguistically, attributing the apparent di~ference
between, say, Japanese-type and English-type languages, to
the fact that the former type of languages have overt
Case-markers attached to noun phrases, whereas the latter
type of languages do not.
4.3.2.4 Empty Pronominals
Let us finally discuss ttle pt'oblem posed b'y the
ungrammaticalityof (15a), reproduced here as (65).
(65) *[NP Johni-no okaasan tga ~i aisite-iru
-Gen mother -~om loves
As discussed in 4.1.2_3, the explanation for the ungrammati-
cality of (65) would not be straightforward if we assume
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an "i'n te rveni ng n node wh i ch domi na tes the obj eat of a v e r b
but not the sUbject, whatever the label of that node might
be. (Recall that the relevant notion for the Binding
Theory is no-command," not "m-command," cf. Chomsky
(1985) ) • If the re is SUerl an "int e rv ening" node be tween
subject and object, th~re will be no a-commanding relation-
ship between Johni and ~i in (65). Therefore, prinoiples
such as (2) cannot be invoked to account for the impossi-
bility of the coreference reaqing.
However, the ungrammatical status of the examples
like (65) under the coreference reading is not as entirely
clear as the ones with overt pronorninals. From this we
might claim that the ill-formedness of (65) is due to some
extragr~tical fac~ors and ~berefore should no~ Dc ruled
out in terms of grammatical principles such as the Binding
Theory. This position is in fact taken by Hoji (1985,
Appendix A). In support of his claim that the alleged
impossibility of the coreferent intetpretation in sentences
like (65) should not be caused by syntactic conditions
such as (2), Hoji points out that the change in pragmatic
control or slight change of the relevant structure (e.gwf
the use of a different verb/noun, the addition of the
intensifiers such as ~~ 'even,' etc) makes the sentence
signif icantly better (Hoj i (1985: 382)). The following
examples illustrates this point.
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(66) , [NP Johni-no teki-sae tga ~i aisite-iru
-Gen enemy even loves
'Even Johni's enemies love himi'
(66) is certainly much better than (65) under the corefer-
ence reading. However, if the impossibility of the
in tended caref e renee reading in (65) (even for (65), Haj i
reports, some speakers, including himself, do get the
coreference reading) is to be handled by some syntactic
condition such as (2), this should not be the c~',\se,
because a violation of syntactic condition, the Binding
Theory, cannot be readily circumvented by pragnlatic
control or slight change of the relevant structure. For
exa::ple, ~he g:a:t::r;.a~ical s~a~us of -:he: sentences in (67)
under the intended coreference reading, which violates the
condition (2), a part of the clause (C) of the Binding
Theory, cannot be improved by the addition of -~ 'even'
as shown by the total ungrarnmaticality of the sentences in
(68) (from Hoji (1985:382) with slight adaptations).
(67) a. *karei-ga [6 Johni-ga Mary-o buttatto omotta
he -Nom -Nom -Ace hit that thought
Lit. 'Hei thought that John! hit Mary'
b. *ei [S Johni-ga Mary-o buttatto omotta
Lit. '~i (~hei) thought that Johni hit Maryt
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(68) , a. *karei-ga [s Johni-sae-ga Mary-o buttatto omotta
even
Lit. 'Hei thought that even John! hit Mary'
b. ~ei [s Johni-sae-ga Mary-o buttatto omotta
Lit. '~i(;hei) thought even Johni hit Mary'
From these considerations, Hoji (1985) concludes that the
impossibility of the coreference reading in sentences like
(65) is not due to syntactic constraints such as (2), but
rather, it should be handled by some non-syntactio (pragm~-
atic) constraint. Thus, according to him, syntactic
constraints should rule (65) in, with the explanation for
the apparent impossibility (or "difficulty," since there
are some speake=s who allow the corererent reading)
of ttle co r ef e rent reading attributed to pragmatic cons-
traints.
This conclusion seems reasonable in view of the sharp
contrast between (65) and (66) on the ()ne tl~nd, and
(67) and (68) on the other. And if Hoji's (1985) approach
is right, then (65) is no longer problematic for the
phrase structural configuration proposed above, since what
i £~ r eq uired to rna ke the cor e fer e n t rea d i Xl gpos sib1 e i s
the node that dominates ~ but not the subject noun phrase.
In our analysis, there is indeed such a node, namely V', as
required.
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4.4 'Some Consequences
This section briefly discusses several consequences
of the phrase structural configuration for Japanese
proposed in this chapter.
An initial consequence is that we can now explain why
Japanese does not have syntactic wh movement. Recall that
in the theory of grammar we are assuming throughout this
study, wh element is assumed to be moved into the specifier
(of CP) position (cf. Chomsky (1985)). This mode of
movement is impossible in Japanese, since, as I have
argued above, this language does not have specifiers.
Therefore, the only possible way of moving a ~ element in
~intax is to aojoin it to some ca:.egor~'. Eowever, an
adjunction of a wh element is generally prohibited as
indicated by the impossibility of topicalizing a \ill
element (cf. (31)). Notice that "VP-adjunction" proposed
by Chomsky (1985) is not an instance of adjunction in our
system. As we saw above, given the definition of adjunction
(52), an "adjunction" to VP, or to a projection of a
Lexical category in general, is always a substitution
operation. Thus, "VP-adjunction" of a ~ element irl
English is allowed, if not required, just like the scramb-
ling of a ~ element is possible in Japanese.
If these considerations are right, the reason for the
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lack of syntactic ~ movement in Japanese is obvious: wh
elements in Japanese cannot move (aside from scrambling)
in syntax due to the lack of possible landing site.
Needless to say, the ban on the adjunction of ~
elements does not apply in LF, even in Japanese, wh
elements must move in LF to get a scope over a proposition.
This scope assignment presumably takes place under adjoining
a ~ element to I'.
Another consequence of the proposed phrase structure
for Japanese is that it now becomes possible to unify
assignments of .9E. 'Nom' and !lQ 'GerA.' ~[t has been noted
(Saito (1982a), Kuroda (1983)) that ~ marking in Japanese
is independent of government (and e-marking), and that it
takes place in a purelJ~ Struc~ural marlner. Eoweve:r, to
the best of my knowledge, the fundamental similarity
between 9£ marking and fiQ marking has never hitherto been
stated explicitly, although it seems clear that assignment
of D.Q is also independent of government (and a-marking).
Given the phrase structure for Japanese proposed in this
chapter, ge marking and D.Q marking can be collapsed into
the following very simple schema.
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(69) the environment N' X'In pI} _. ,
( i ) insert gg if X = V
(ii) insert D..Q if X ;::: N
We thus capture the fundamental similarity between 9A
marking and QQ marking, unifying them as two instances of
basically the same process formulated as an insertion rule
(69) •
Various other consequences might follow from the
Japanese phrase structure proposed in this chapter,
including the significant simplication of Case-marking,
a-marking, etc. These consequences should be further
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Notes' to Chapter 4
1. In what follows, I will describe the weak crossover
facts in a somewhat U standard" way, namely, the way
in which the AlA' distinction is used. This is just
for the sake of exposition. As we discussed in
Chapter 2, in the system of projection proposed
there, a different explanation is needed. See
Chapter 2 for some possible accounts of the weak
crossover phenomena in our system of projection. Also,
I will assign rather traditional structures to the
examples, especially when I cite from someone else's
work, as long as the argument is not directly affected
by postulating such structures. Recapitulation of
the facts presented in this section under our concep~
tion of phrase structure in general and of Japanese
phrase struc~ure i~ pa:ticular, will be aone in
Section 3 below.
2. I will not discuss the strong crossover cases in the
following. See, among others, Postal (1971), Chomsky
(1976), Reinhart (1979), Higginbotham (1980), Saito
(1982b), and Lasnik (1985) for relevant discussion on
strong crossover. Also see Chapter 2.
3. For example, (i) does not exhibit the weak crossover
effect, since in its LF representation (ii), the
trace left by QR a-commands the pronoun.
4.
5 •
6.
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(i) everyonei loves hisi mother
(ii) [5 everyonei [5 ti [Vp loves hisi mother ]]]
For the argument in terms of the weak crossover effect
created by the scrambling of zibun, see Saito ana Hoji
(1983). See also Farmer ana Tsujimura (1984) for the
criticism of Saito and Hoji's argument.
See Huang (1982) and Lasnik and Saito (1984) for
much relevant discussion on LF wh movement.
Kuroda takes up PRO b' rather than 'controlled PRO,'
ar
because there are complicated fqctors in the latter
case that obscure the line of arguments. He writes
(!c=oda (~ge3:162)):
Data concerning controlled PRO is more analysis-
dependent than that concerning PRO
arb and cannot
serve as evidence without argument as direc~ly
as data with controlled PRO (sic. should be
"PRO b"; N. F. ), but one can expect tr4atit dces
ar
not provide any counterevidence.
I agree with him in that data concerning controlle~
PRO is more analysis dependent especially in view of
the rather free oc~:urrence of \)ro in Japanese, and
will concentrate on the distribution of PRO
arb in the
following discussion.
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7• Kuroda (1983) al so pr esents add it i anal ev idence for the
"VP" node in Japanese in terms of "Quantifier Float"
phenomenon in this language (ct. Okutsu (1969), Kanlio
(1977b), Shil>atani (1977), Inoue (1978), and Runo
(1978a) for the relevant discussion of this
phenomenon). It seems to me that the argumerlt
presented by Kuroda (1983), as well as the one by
Haig (1980), is essentially for the existence of the
"basic \'1ord order" in Japanese, or in other words,
for the existence of "scrambling rule" in the
language. Although the issue of scrambJing rule and
the existence of the VP node are closely connected (See
Farmer (19UO), Hale (1980, 1982, 1983), and Saito
(1985), among others), they are nevertheless logically
independent.
8. See, for inst.ance, Kocpr:.an '(:984~, ~:a\'is (J,984),
Baker (1985), and ChomsKY \1985), for the discussion
of the latter ("head movement") case.
9. See Stowell (1981) for an analysis of this phenomenon
in terms of his 'adjacency condition on Case assign-
ment.' See also the discussion in section 3.
10. I assume ~hat the second part c: these derncns~ratives,
i~e., =.D..Q, is an instance of lstructurally assigned
genitive Case, since k2-, a-, and 80- have different
forms when they appear in environments other than
prenominal position, e.g., !s...Q-U, 'this,' a-a
'that,' and §...Q-U 'it,' etc. See Section 4 for
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discussion of Case-assignment in Japanese.
11. It might be possible to consider Japanese: Case
particles as Functional heads comparable to D in
English, thus forming a Functional projection KP
("Kase Phrase," following Ken Hale's terminolo<jy). I
will not pursue ttlis possiblity here, altrAough the
"KP" idea seems to prov ide a ref reshing crossl inguistic
perspective and is definitely worth pursuing in the
future research. See Lamontagrle and 'l'rav!s (1986)
for a similar approach.
12. For our treatment of gs marking in Japanese, see 4.4.
13. Excep't fa::: some medal-like elements and \iarious
sentence-final particles. The fermer set c: €:e~6~~B
can perhaps be treated as sort of verbs that take
clausal complement. Some of these elements i nf 1 e ct
and other do not, and if they take tense rnorpheI\\es,
these morphemes again appear at the end of the verb.
As for the latter set of elements, it is not clear
how to treat them, although some of them might be
reanalyzed as a lexical element taking a clausal
complement (see bel ')w) • These class of elements seen,
to pe, by and large, Qut..side the scope of the X-bar
theory. See Inoue (1976b), Karnio (1981) for relevant
discussion.
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14. ± put aside here the possibility of JlQ, which can
best be described, I believe, as a structurally
inserted "genitive Case" before a nominal ka, and
then bears the function of optiona~ly replacing ~ in
some envi ronments' especially irl the rna tr ix sentence,
a similar process to the case of the so-called
"pronominal" ll.Q (e.g., John-no 'John's' < John-no
~ (=nominal), with ~ being deleted.)
15. A similar chara~terization of this element has been
suggested by Saito (1985:273).
16. There are some exceptions with -ga, namely, ::.9..a can
sometimes be attached to a postposi tional phrase, a
property similar to that of ::iL~, as we ~'ill discuss
shortly ..
Tokyo-kara - ga New York-ni iki-yasui
from wa -to go -easy.
'lc is from Tokyo that one can go to New York easily'
This does not affect our argument, hv''levex:, sil)ce our
present purpose is to deny the status of ~ as a
complementizer. Also, there is 110 comparable exception
to =2. It is always attached to a noun phrase, and ,
crucially, it can be attached to ~-marked olause as
well. Incidentally, this difference between ~~1 (and
=liS.) and ::.Q probably stems f rom the fact that, these
particles are assigned in different ways, i.e:, ::sa,
as well as -~, is assigned in a purely strtlctural
way " whereas =.Q.. is assigned under government t)y the
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verb. See 4.4 for discussion on this matter.
17. The only problem with tile flU = noun" analysis
proposed in this subsection is that root inter~ogative
sentences such as (32a) and (33a) should also be noun
phrasef) under this analysis. Semantically, ho,,'ever,
the p(oblem is not as serious as it seems, since kg
does not l)ave "meaning" (referentiality, a-grid) and
the whole expression (i.e., a clause with kg,) is
still propositional, rather than referential, even
though its categorial status is a projection of
1~ •
18. The "exceptional" Kase discharge from outside of the
projection of I to its specifier position is impossible
:.~ .:ra~ar:ese, since a projection 0: ! is al,,~a~"s
(excep't when i't occ'u-rs as an independent sent€;r~CE:I
taken as as complement by a postposition (e.g. tQ) or
a noun (e~g. !sA) which can arguably be assumed to
lack Kase-grid, Unlike English, a projection of
I cannot be directly taken by V as its complement.
19. Of course, ~NP" should be a projection of D, namely,
D' or DP, in our system of projection.
20. Even in English, tllere are a small member of marked
cases where a pronoun is modified, e~g., the real
you, mv former self, he who casts the first stone,
etc. The existence of such marginal N' eLQ forms in
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English does not affect my argument, however. The
crucial fact for my argument here is that there are
fiQ non-m~difiable E£Q forms in Japanese.
21. See Inoue (1976b) anQ Chomsky (1977a) for relevarlt
discussion. Cf. also Kamio (1977a) for some counter-
arguments. Our analysis of Japanese phrase structure
suggests the qirection in which the semantic difference
between "restrictive" and "appositive" relatives in
this language is captured in terms of interpretive
devices, just like other prenominal elements. See
Inoue (197Gb), Whitman (2981) for relevant discussion.
22. Topic could be another candidate that fills in the
specifier position of C, if we extend the analysis of
topicalization put fc:~h in C~oInsk::' (1977b) and
reformula~e i~ as a movernen~ in~o the specifier of C.
23. Of course the e~criterion, or the principle governing
predication (Williams (1980)), requires the uniqueness
of t he external argumerlt • What j,s unde r discuss i OX)
here is not "subject," in the sense of external
argument, but is "subject" meaning, roughly, "an
element which is marked by Nominative Case." TrIa
uniqueness 0: the external argument., as we expect,
holds even for the "multiple sUbject" oonstruction
such as (50) below. Only one of the .sA-marked
phrases, usually the lowest one, again as expected,
is a-marked by the ptedicate; other sa-marked phrases
are licensed by being interpretea as, say, Focus (or
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Topic) under the "aboutness n relation (cf. Ctlonlsky
(1982) ) •
24. This condition is called "adjunction constraint" by
May (1985). See Gu~ron and May (1984) and May (1985)
for details.
25. Here, I depart from May's (1985) position that there
is no difference between adjunction and substitution
with respect to their "structure-preservingness."
Note that this departure is independent of the issue
of how we define "dominance" in the case of adjunc-
tion. My claim in (52) is that structure-preserving
property of a movement should be defined in terms of
"node., n rather than "category" in May's (1985) sense,
,,--ticb does not di=ectl~f den}? the general \'al i~i t.)' 0:
of the distinction be~ween nodes and catcgcries
proposed by May (1985).
26. Note incidentally that the adj unction of PRO in the
passitve case that I suggested in Chapter 3 should now
be regarded as an instance of substitution.
27. Lexical government of ! from outside the projection
of V is impossible, since we are assuming that
Japanese does not have a process of V~raisin9 into
I. See above.
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28. We restrict our attention to noun phrases, here.
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